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Executive Summary

Geographic distribution of physicians is a major health care issue. For developed countries, including
Canada, there is a general belief that the overall supply of physicians is adequate but there is an uneven
distribution of physicians, with rural, small and remote areas having an inadequate supply. In light of this
concern, the general objective of this study is to describe and analyze the geographic distribution of
physicians in Canada, with particular attention to rural and remote areas. Based on an extensive review of
the literature and statistical analyses of physician supply data provided by the Canadian Institute for Health
Information, this report has three goals:

1. To review and synthesize the literature on the geographical distribution of physicians with a
particular focus on rural Canada;

2. To enumerate and map the locations of Canada’s physicians, illustrating, data permitting, some of
the various methodologies that are highlighted in the literature review; and,

3. In spotlighting data deficiencies, to propose future research projects that may assist researchers
and policy makers in evaluating the geography(ies) and measuring the “fairness” and/or
“maldistribution” of physicians in Canada.

The geographic distributions of physicians (in total and by specialist categories) are portrayed in this report
by mapping their practice locations in Canada for 1996. The 54,958 physicians that have been mapped
represent an increase since 1986 of 20.5% in the total number of physicians. During that same decade, the
overall Canadian population increased by only 13.9%. It is the relationship between these two phenomena
that is of interest. Although the physician location maps are the building blocks for the geography of
Canada’s physicians, it is the spatial distribution of physicians relative to the spatial distribution of the
population that is of critical importance.

To examine this association, the population-to-physician ratio is the most commonly used measure in
research and in health services planning. Simple population-to-physician ratios are used by many
researchers and health services planners because they are simple to construct and easy to understand.
Based on the Southam Database, the population-to-physician ratios in Canada are decreasing numerically
in most cases. Taking all physicians together, the ratio has changed from 555 in 1986 to 516 in 1991, a
significant drop in five years, then a slight increase again in 1996 to 524. Similar patterns exist when only
examining the ratios for the totals of all specialist physicians.

The pictures presented by population-to-physician ratios may be somewhat oversimplified or even
misleading. This is because simple head counts of physicians and people within an arbitrarily defined area
often obscure the underlying complexity of the situation (e.g., failure to take into consideration differences
in physician productivity, mobility of physicians and patients, physicians practising beyond the scopes of
their specialties, substitution by other providers, the medical needs of the population, etc.). This paper
examines some of those inadequacies as they have been reported in the literature and through numerical
and mapped illustrations of the situation in Canada.
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A more realistic assessment of the geographic distribution of physicians requires a better understanding of
the conceptual and methodological aspects of measuring physician and population dispersion. The first step
in advancing this area of research, as well as policy and program development in rural health care, is to
enhance our ability to more accurately describe the geographic distribution of physicians and to take into
account factors that impinge on care-providing and care-seeking behaviours.

The literature shows that researchers have adopted two different approaches in refining the measures of
physician distribution. First, it is worthwhile pointing out that a typical population-to-physician ratio contains
three pieces of information, both implicit and explicit: The geographic area within which the physicians and
people are located, the number of physicians and the number of people.  Refinements of the ratio are
attempts to conceptually clarify these three variables and to more accurately measure them. Second, some
researchers prefer to avoid the need to define a geographic area altogether. Instead, the distributions of
physicians and population are described in terms of distances between people and physicians.

Both of these approaches are critically examined using numerical/mapped examples and by examining the
experiences of others throughout many parts of the world as recorded in the literature. In particular, in this
report we examine refinements to: geographic area - in terms of various statistical/administrative units and
their characterization in terms of “rurality”; number of physicians - in terms of the concepts and difficulties
of using full-time equivalent measurements (particularly those derived from the National Physician
Database), “optimal” numbers of physicians by speciality, and provider substitution; number of people -
in terms of age, gender, utilization patterns; distance - in terms of summary measures of the median
distances that Canadians must travel to access general practitioners/family medicine physicians, physician
specialists, and hospitals. Population-to-physician ratios themselves can also be transformed into more
sophisticated measures that can assist with assessments of equitable distributions. Here we have illustrated
the application of one such measure, the Gini coefficient, and demonstrated the problems of its application.
As well, a number of scenarios are constructed that utilize combinations of distance measurements and
“optimal” population-to-physician ratios.

The empirical results of the analyses in this report clearly show that physicians in Canada are not evenly
distributed and that the uneven distribution is particularly acute with respect to specialist physicians in rural
and remote areas. However, it is also argued that the uneven distributions or “maldistributions” that are
portrayed are based on assumptions that can be contested and on indices that can be improved with
additional data inputs. Designations of physician shortage or maldistribution have to be made against some
standards of adequacy. Unfortunately, there are as yet no universally accepted standards. Further, it is not
possible for this study, based mostly on physician supply data, to assess difficulties experienced by
Canadians in accessing physician services. The level of difficulty in accessing medical care is a function of
many factors, the number of physicians in an area is just one of those. And finally, this study cannot
document the social or economic impact of lack of access to physician services as this is another area
where hardly any research has been done.
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Future work on the geographic distribution of physicians in Canada should include refinements to the
empirical analyses presented here and seek to close the major research gaps we describe that deal with:
data inadequacies or availability; provider substitution; full-time equivalent definitions; the measurement and
concepts of distance in terms of access; the potential impacts of electronic “travelling” or telehealth; and
the complex inter-relationships between physician availability, utilization and health status.

In our opinion, it would be extremely useful to conduct a comparative study of six to ten rural communities
across the country in relation to access to physician services. The study would not focus entirely on the
number of physicians and where they are located. Instead, it would examine what the physicians do and
how they do it, their concerns and how they think medical care can be improved, how residents in the
studied communities access services and to what extent they access services, the residents’ assessment of
their health care needs, their perception of the availability of physician services and their adequacy, etc. In
addition, as health care delivery is not an isolated activity, the study would examine how the seeking and
delivering of medical care interrelate with other activities and how health care as an institution is meshed
with other institutions. In other words, a considerable amount of “contextual” data would need to be
collected. Needless to say, such a study would have to rely on both quantitative and qualitative research
methodologies. Where feasible, it would use secondary data from various sources. As well, it would rely
on primary data collected through surveys, interviews, focus groups and observation. Such a comparative
study should yield a wealth of information about the problems of access  to physician services in rural areas
and how such problems are perceived and dealt with differently in different communities. Such information
would supplement the type of information and data examined in the present study.



1 A list of acronyms can be found in Appendix VII.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Commenting on the health workforce in general, Ray (1987) has identified uneven geographic or spatial
distribution of health care providers as the first of four “distributional imbalances”, the others being
occupational imbalance, imbalance among specialties and institutional imbalance. Geographic distribution
of physicians, which has received most attention, is a major health care issue in many countries, both
developed and developing. In many developing nations, the concern is both with the overall shortage of
physicians and the uneven distribution of the available stock of medical practitioners. On the other hand,
there is a general belief that in most developed nations, the overall supply of physicians is adequate, or even
excessive as in the case of Italy or Israel, but there is a uneven distribution of physicians, with rural, small
and remote areas having an inadequate supply.

There are at least two reasons why the uneven distribution of physicians is a concern to health care
consumers, practitioners, planners and researchers, as well as politicians. First, there is the issue of equity
and social justice, particularly in countries with a publicly funded health care system. If access to health care
is seen as a right of citizenship, those who have difficulty accessing health care can justifiably claim that they
are not being treated equitably. It is, therefore, not a mere coincidence that in Ontario, both the Ontario
Health Insurance Plan (OHIP1) and the Underserviced Area Program (UAP) were established in the same
year - 1969. OHIP reimburses physicians, as well as other practitioners, for providing services to patients
under the universal medicare system. UAP is one of the largest and longest-running programs in North
America designed to help recruit and retain physicians, as well as other practitioners, to work in
“underserviced” communities in Ontario. Universal medicare is an empty promise or a meaningless catch
phrase if residents in certain communities or regions have no ready access to the providers of medical care.
Like Ontario, other provinces and territories have introduced physician recruitment and retention programs
with a view to solving or alleviating the problem of uneven distribution of physicians.

The other reason is rooted in the belief that there are linkages between physician availability, medical care
utilization and health status. In order to improve the health status of a population, according to this
argument, people must have adequate access to needed medical care. People will not have access to
needed medical care if physicians are not available in a community. For instance, the methodology for
identifying Health Professional Shortage Areas in the United States (US), according to Taylor et al. (1994),
is based on the assumption that “not having enough primary care physicians in an area means that the
persons living in that area will be hindered in obtaining the primary care that they need” (p. 13). This may
be abetted by concerns over the so-called “inverse care law” which postulates that health needs and service
availability tend to vary inversely. Thus, one of the first tasks in achieving optimal health status is to ensure
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that physicians are located where people reside. But, as will be discussed in greater detail later on, the
relationships between physician availability, medical care utilization and health status are much more
complex and tenuous than most people realize. In light of the concerns over the uneven distribution of
physicians, Health Canada has commissioned the Centre for Rural and Northern Health Research
(CRaNHR) at Laurentian University to undertake a study, the general objective of which is to describe and
analyze the geographic distribution of physicians in Canada, with particular attention to rural and remote
areas. In addition, Health Canada is interested in a number of more specific questions:

ì Which methods have been used to define physician shortages? Which methods have been used to
determine where in Canada access to physician services is problematic? What are the relative
strengths and weaknesses of these methods? Using these methods, where in Canada have
shortages of physician services been identified?

ì What proportion of the Canadian population experiences difficulties in accessing physicians’
services? Where are these populations located? Is the problem confined to particular sections of
society? Is the problem widespread, or confined to certain “hot spots”?

ì Is there a more serious shortage of specialists than of general practitioners? If so, which specialists’
services are more lacking in rural and remote areas?

ì Is there any documented evidence of social or economic impacts arising from difficulty accessing
or lack of access to physician services? 2

Needless to say, not all of these questions can be answered, given the nature of this study and the
methodology and data used in the analysis, as well as the limited time frame and budget. Information and
knowledge gaps and suggestions for further investigation will be briefly discussed in the final chapter of the
report.

Health Canada has specified that the study should include a literature review and a statistical analysis of
physician supply using data provided by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI). Given the
overall objectives of the study and the methodology to be employed, this report has three goals:

1. To review and synthesize the literature on the geographical distribution of physicians with a
particular focus on rural Canada;

2. To enumerate and map the locations of Canada’s physicians, illustrating, data permitting, some of
the various methodologies that are highlighted in the literature review; and,

3. In spotlighting data deficiencies, to propose future research projects that may assist researchers
and policy makers in evaluating the geography(ies) and measuring the “fairness” and/or
“maldistribution” of physicians in Canada.
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The structure of this report closely follows these three goals. In Chapter 2, the review and synthesis of the
literature focuses on studies that describe the geographic distribution of physicians. It examines both
traditional and more novel measures of distribution in terms of identifying or measuring the geographies
of physicians. The enumeration and mapping of physicians is presented in Chapter 3. It focuses on the
numbers and locations of physicians, by specialty, in the years 1986, 1991 and 1996. Use is made of the
Southam Database and the National Physician Database acquired from CIHI and those provinces that
agreed to provide data. At this stage of the analysis, the emphasis is on the questions: “Where are
Canada’s physicians located? Can one identify or relate associations of those locations in terms of
a limited number of definitions of rurality?” It does not deal with the important issue of explaining the
geographical distributions. Contrasting the text-based analyses in Chapter 2, the where and the
associations are portrayed in Chapter 3 (and appendices) primarily in tabular and mapped form. Chapter
4, the concluding part of the report, summarizes our observations of the extant literature and geographical
distribution of Canada’s physicians and the difficulties (especially with respect to data acquisition and
availability) of undertaking such analyses. The final chapter contains a brief discussion of what is known and
what is still uncertain. It concludes with a series of recommendations about how to fill these knowledge gaps
and proposes a series of studies to evaluate these recommendations.
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Chapter 2

Review and Synthesis of the Literature

2.1 Introduction

Findings from the review and synthesis of the literature are presented in this chapter. The purpose is to find
out what is known about the geographic distribution of physicians, how geographic distribution is
conceptualized and measured, and what problems have been encountered by researchers. This chapter lays
the foundation for the detailed analysis of physician supply data in Chapter 3 by discussing the nature of
the issues and by identifying the different approaches and methodologies used and the complexities in
documenting physician distribution. In short, the literature review and synthesis guides and provides a
rationale for the data analysis in Chapter 3.

Following this introductory section, there is a description of the methods used in the literature search,
selection and review processes. Section 2.3 is an overview of the geographic distribution of physicians in
Canada, the US and other countries based on a few published studies. Since a detailed analysis of physician
distribution in Canada is found in Chapter 3, the purpose of this section is merely to show that the uneven
geographic distribution of physicians is not a problem unique to Canada. Instead, many countries
experience the same problem to a greater or lesser degree. 

The remaining sections present the findings of the literature review. There are different ways to synthesize
the literature. We have chosen to emphasize how the geographic distribution of physicians are understood
by researchers and health services planners and how measurements of geographic distribution of physicians
become increasingly more sophisticated. Sections 2.4 discusses the problems associated with counting the
number of physicians and population and potential solutions to these problems. Section 2.5 presents a
different approach involving geographic distances to describe the spatial dispersion of physicians and
population. The last section of this chapter, Section 2.6, goes beyond describing where physicians are
located. It discusses the feasibility of and difficulties in identifying physician “maldistribution” which involves
comparing reality with service accessibility norms.

2.2 Methodology

As a review and synthesis of the research and health services planning literature on physician distribution
is one of the two key components of this study, the literature search, selection and review processes are
discussed in some detail as follows.
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2.2.1 Literature Search and Review Process

Concerns over the uneven geographic distribution of physicians is widespread in Canada, an enormous
country with a vast hinterland and a widely scattered population. It is, therefore, not unexpected that many
studies have been produced on this topic. Similarly, there are many studies on physician distribution by
researchers and health services planners in the US. Although the situations in the US are not identical to
those in Canada, the concern over and responses to unequal access to medical care are similar in both
countries. It is this sizeable body of literature from Canada and the US on the spatial distribution of
physicians which is the focus of this review and synthesis. 

One of the first major tasks was to identify, retrieve and select relevant studies for further review. The
findings of those studies that were found useful were then analyzed and synthesized. In addition to the body
of research noted above, there is a growing number of studies that are primarily of a policy analysis or
program planning nature. These include studies that analyze or evaluate policies and programs that aim at
addressing the uneven distribution of physicians. Many of these studies are done by ministries of health,
health planning agencies, medical organizations and government task forces. Because most of these are not
published in academic or professional journals and do not appear as monographs, the traditional approach
of on-line keyword searches cannot be used to identify them. Furthermore, an increasing number of
government and research documents now appear on the Internet, rather than in print format. Thus, we
adopted a more comprehensive approach in gathering relevant studies. In addition to studies identified
through on-line keywords searches, we included World Wide Web sites and unpublished reports by
government ministries and other health care agencies. Also, CRaNHR researchers screened the references
section of journal articles and books already in possession for other potentially useful studies. The entire
process included the following major steps:

C Developed keyword search strategies and a list of keywords;
C Conducted on-line searches on such databases as Medline for potentially relevant studies using the

identified keywords;
C Searched the Internet using various search engines;
C Canvassed selected experts, research centres, health planning agencies, and ministries of health for

unpublished documents and other sources of material;
C Reviewed the references section of books, articles and reports for additional titles;
C Inputted titles of potentially useful studies and reports into Reference Manager;
C Screened titles and/or abstracts to identify studies for further review; 
C Obtained hard copies of studies from the Laurentian University library, inter-library loan, the

University of Western Ontario library (through the Northern Outreach Program library service) and
various ministries of health, research centres and health care agencies;

C Reviewed studies to determine their relevance and usefulness;
C Created another database on Reference Manager to record selected studies; and
C Analyzed and incorporated useful studies in the synthesis of research findings.
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The original intent, based on the Request for Proposals, was to select for review only those studies
published in the 1990s. However,  this time criterion would have severely restricted our ability to examine
changes over time in the ways physician distribution were understood and measured. Thus, we decided to
relax the time criterion in selecting studies. While some of the studies included in the literature review were
published as far back as in the 1970s, the emphasis was on more recent publications.
   
More detailed information on the literature search and selection processes is contained in several
appendices.  Keywords used in on-line searches and the results of the searches are shown in Appendix
I. Organizations and their uniform resource locators used in Internet searches can be found in Appendix
II. Names of individuals and organizations successfully contacted are listed in Appendix III.

2.2.2 Scope of the Literature Review and Synthesis

There are different ways to classify this body of literature. Anderson and Rosenberg (1990), for instance,
have proposed a 2-category typology: Descriptive and explanatory studies. Descriptive studies typically
calculate and map population-to-physician ratios which are then compared and areas are classified as
under- or over-serviced based on an ideal population-to-physician ratio. Explanatory studies take the
number of physicians in an area or the population-to-physician ratio as the dependent variable and one or
more factors are then used as independent variables in order to “explain” the distribution patterns. Joseph
and Philips (1984) have further divided the explanatory studies into two categories: Those using an
ecological approach and those using a behavioural approach. In addition, there is a large number of studies
that describe, examine or evaluate various policies, programs and strategies designed to recruit and retain
physicians to work in rural communities.

Because the literature on physician distribution is vast and due to the limited scope and time frame of the
present project, it is important to specify at the outset what is and what is not included in this review and
synthesis. Because Health Canada has commissioned a companion project that examines rural physician
recruitment and retention issues, there is no need to duplicate the work of another team of researchers.
Instead, the present project focuses on studies that describe the geographic distribution of physicians.
Among studies that describe physician distribution, some focus on the problems of access to medical care
in the inner core of major urban centres. Such studies are not included in the present review as the
problems of access in inner cities, especially in the US, are not necessarily due to physician shortages (see,
e.g., Eisenberg and Cantwell, 1976; Kaplan and Leinhardt, 1973; Pitblado, Pong and Jacono, 1995), but
tend to be a problem related to poverty, ethnic minority status, cultural and/or linguistic differences and
lifestyles.

The number of titles and abstracts reviewed and the number of publications selected for further review, as
well as their sources, are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Sources and Number of Publications Screened for Inclusion

Source
Number of

Titles/Abstracts
Reviewed

Number of Publications
Selected for Further

Review
On-line databases 2026 192

World Wide Web 41 26

Reference Section of Selected Books/Articles 214 145

Materials gathered from research centres,
institutes and Government 

32 12

Total 2313 379*

*Not all references selected were included in the final report

Although about 400 studies were selected for further review, not all of them were found to be useful and
not all of those found useful were mentioned in the review and synthesis. Only those that fit the synthesis
framework or those that have methodological or theoretical significance are mentioned in this report. The
latter tend to be representative studies and are cited here for illustrative purposes.

While there are different ways to synthesize this body of literature, we have chosen to focus on the attempts
by researchers to make the description of physician distribution more meaningful and a closer
approximation of the reality. In other words, the purpose of this review and synthesis is to examine the
pertinent literature and to present the findings in terms of how the geographic distribution of
physicians can be described more accurately and understood in more meaningful terms. Unless the
spatial distribution of physicians is described accurately, programs and policies that are based on it or
directed toward it are unlikely to be effective. It is hoped that the results of our effort will be helpful to other
researchers and health services planners who have to grapple with this seemingly simple but in fact very
complex issue.

2.3 Physician Distribution: An Overview

Geographic distribution of physicians is just a shorthand way of describing what is of interest or concern
to many people. Information solely about where physicians are located is of limited use. Besides, it is not
particularly difficult to identify where physicians are located since this can easily be accomplished by plotting
the postal codes of physicians’ addresses on a map using geographic information systems techniques.
Instead, people are mostly interested in the spatial distribution of physicians relative to the spatial
distribution of the population. This is why the population-to-physician ratio is the most commonly used
measure in research and in health services planning. It is a ratio that relates information on physician
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distribution with information on population distribution. Besides being fairly easy to construct and
understand, it is the basis upon which more elaborate and meaningful indices of spatial distribution, such
as location quotients and Gini indices, are built.

What does the literature tell us about physician distribution in Canada, the US and other countries?  In
Canada, communities of up to 10,000 are often classified as rural. By this definition and according to the
1991 Census, 31.6% of the Canadian population lived in rural areas and 11.3% of physicians (18.6% of
physicians in general or family practice and 3.8% of specialists) were located in these rural areas (Rourke,
1997).  Major urban centres with 1,000,000 or more residents had 390 people for every physician.
Outside urban centres, there were 1,175 people per physician.

The opinions of experts in Canada during the 1980s and early 1990s have been summed up by the authors
of two studies. According to Horne (1986), most experts agreed that the country had an adequate supply
of physicians, but the geographic distribution was skewed, involving both “maldistribution” between and
within provinces and serious “shortages” in many rural and remote communities. Likewise, Barer and
Stoddart (1992), in their landmark study on physician resources, have stated that “The consensus from our
interviews was that there are serious problems with the geographic distribution of physicians in Canada.
Indeed, this was one of the five ‘first-tier’ problem areas to emerge from those interviews” (p. 617). 

Not surprisingly, the situations in many provinces mirror the national scene. For instance, commenting on
physician resources in Nova Scotia, the Ministerial Task Force on Physician Policy Development (1993)
has argued that “Per capita, Nova Scotia does not have a shortage of physicians, but rather one of the
highest physician-population ratios in Canada. There is significant geographic maldistribution, however, both
in family practice and in certain specialties” (p. 18). Similarly, according to the Ontario Council of Health
(1983), the population-to-physician ratio in Ontario compared favourably with those in other provinces and
other countries. However, inequalities appeared if the ratios were calculated on a regional or county basis.

Bergevin (1993) has stated that although Quebec had sufficient physicians in the 1980s, their geographic
distribution posed a major problem. Thanks to various measures introduced by the provincial government
to overcome this problem, there has been an improvement in the distribution of general practitioners and
family physicians (GPs/FPs), but the situation for specialists has remained difficult in remote and
intermediate regions. Earlier studies by Angus (1976) and Northcott (1980) in Alberta show that there was
an uneven distribution of physicians in that province. Over the years, the growth in the number of physicians
in urban centres outstripped that in rural communities. While there was a convergence trend with respect
to GPs/FPs and primary care specialists (internists, obstetricians/gynecologists and pediatricians), the
concentration of other specialists in major urban centres remained largely unchanged.  

Despite differences in the two health care systems, the situation in the US with respect to physician
distribution is not radically different than that in Canada. A study by the Office of Technology Assessment
(1990) has reported that in the US, the number of active physicians per 100,000 population was more than
twice as high in urban as in rural areas in 1988. Urban-rural differences were less pronounced for primary
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care physicians than for other specialists. Within rural communities, population-to-physician ratios are
related to size, with the smallest rural counties having less than one-half as many primary care physicians
and about one-ninth as many nonprimary care physicians per capita as the largest rural counties. A rapid
growth in physician supply notwithstanding and despite several studies by the Rand Corporation (e.g.,
Newhouse, et al., 1982; Schwartz et al. 1980; Williams, et al., 1983) which suggested that overall growth
in the number of physicians would eventually solve physician shortage problems in smaller communities,
rural-urban disparities have actually worsened during the last two decades.

In its third report, the US Council on Graduate Medical Education (1992) has come to a similar
conclusion. It has identified access to medical care in rural areas as one of the major issues, despite a
doubling in the number of physicians in the US in the 25 years prior to the publication of its report. Large
metropolitan areas had three times the physician density of the smallest nonmetropolitan areas. The number
of primary care shortage areas increased between 1980 and 1992 and an estimated 35 million Americans
lived in these primary care shortage areas.
                                                     
Moving from North America to the world stage, we find remarkably similar situations. Based on an analysis
of health human resources carried out in many developed and developing nations, the World Health
Organization Regional Office for the Americas (1987) has concluded that “(o)ne problem about which all
the studies expressed concern is the poor geographic distribution of physicians, evaluated either by
comparisons among various administrative regions or divisions in the countries, or between urban and rural
areas” (p. 19). Other studies (e.g., Blumenthal, 1994; Mejia, 1987; Rosenthal and Frederick, 1984) have
reported similar findings. Interestingly, even in countries where most or all physicians are employed in the
public sector, geographic distributional problems are still common.

2.4 Beyond Head Counts

Simple population-to-physician ratios are used by many researchers and health services planners because
they are simple to construct and easy to understand. As well, the data requirement is minimal compared
to other measures of physician dispersion. A survey conducted by the National Ad Hoc Working Group
on Physician Resource Planning (1995) of the Canadian Medical Association has found that nine of the ten
provinces employed this ratio in their planning activities. Health services planners in Canada have used
population-to-physician ratios extensively in medical workforce planning, beginning with the 1964 Royal
Commission on Health Services (Roos et al., 1996a). 

However, the pictures presented by population-to-physician ratios may be somewhat oversimplified or
even misleading. This is because simple head counts of physicians and people within an arbitrarily defined
area often obscure the underlying complexity of the situation. Many researchers have pointed out the
inadequacies of the population-to-physician ratio including its failure to take into consideration differences
in physician productivity, mobility of physicians and patients, physicians practising beyond the scopes of
their specialties, substitution by other providers, the medical needs of the population, etc. (see, e.g., Angus



1  The population-to-physician ratio in an area is typically expressed as:

Number of people residing in an area
----------------------------------------------    =   number of persons per physician in an area
Number of physicians in an area

The number of people residing in an area need not necessarily be the total population. For instance, if the
denominator is the number of geriatricians, the numerator could be the number of people aged 65 and over
in the area. Similarly, if the denominator is the number of obstetricians/gynecologists, the numerator could be
the number of women in the area.  
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and Brothers, 1976; Connor et al., 1994; Contandriopoulos and Fournier, 1988; Hicks and Glenn, 1991;
Roos et al., 1996a).

A more realistic assessment of the geographic distribution of physicians requires a better understanding of
the conceptual and methodological aspects of measuring physician and population dispersion. The first step
in advancing this area of research, as well as policy and program development in rural health care, is to
enhance our ability to describe the geographic distribution of physicians more accurately and to take into
account factors that impinge on care-providing and care-seeking behaviours.

The literature shows that researchers have adopted two different approaches in refining the measures of
physician distribution. First, it is worthwhile pointing out that a typical population-to-physician ratio contains
three pieces of information, both implicit and explicit: The geographic area within which the physicians and
people are located, the number of physicians and the number of people.1  Refinements of the ratio are
attempts to conceptually clarify these three variables and to more accurately measure them. Second, some
researchers prefer to avoid the need to define a geographic area altogether. Instead, the distributions of
physicians and population are described in terms of distances between people and physicians. The rest of
this lengthy section is devoted to discussing in greater details the first approach. The second approach,
which uses distance measures, is discussed in Section 2.5.

2.4.1 Geographic Unit of Analysis

As Northcott (1980) has insightfully observed, one of the major issues in discussing equity in the distribution
of health services or practitioners rests with the unit of analysis. Geographic unit of analysis refers to what
geographic area is to be adopted in determining the numbers of people and physicians to be included in the
population-to-physician ratio. Various units have been used by researchers. For instance, at the provincial
level, both Anderson and Rosenberg (1990) and Coyte et al. (1997) use counties as the unit of analysis
in their examinations of the distribution of physicians in Ontario. Northcott (1980) employs two geographic
units of analysis in his study of physician availability in Alberta: Census divisions and incorporated cities,
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towns and villages. Pitblado and Pong (1995) examine variations among public health unit districts in access
to physicians and dentists in Ontario. Contandriopoulos and Fournier (1988) use health planning regions
to examine access to medical services in Quebec. It is also very common to compare rural with urban
areas. Because of the importance of this unit of analysis, “rural” is discussed separately and in greater detail
below. At the national level, health planning reports and health workforce data documents typically use
provinces and territories as the unit for comparisons (e.g., Canadian Institute for Health Information, 1998b;
Health Canada, 1992). 

At the international level, Deliège (1987) and  Mejia (1987), for instance, compare countries with respect
to practitioner-to-population ratios. Ray (1987), on the other hand, compares groups of countries at
different levels of economic development with respect to the numbers of physicians and nurses per 100,000
population.

The major problem of using administrative areas, such as counties, or statistical enumeration areas, such
as census divisions, is that they are “artificial” and not necessarily the most appropriate unit of analysis. Both
Jacoby (1991) and Kindig and Ricketts (1991) have urged the adoption of units of analysis that are more
appropriate for the analysis of physician services, such as “physician market area” or “health service trade
area”. 

Researchers have experimented with more appropriate geographic units of analysis. Makuc et al. (1991)
have attempted to define national “health service areas” in the US.  A health service area is an area with
one or more counties that are relatively self-contained with respect to the provision of routine hospital care.
Using cluster analysis, the authors are able to group all counties into 802 health service areas. These areas
are more self-contained with respect to the provision of hospital services, thereby providing a more
appropriate geographic unit than the county for measuring the availability of health care. The median number
of patient-care physicians per 100,000 population is 84 for nonmetropolitan health service areas and 132
for metropolitan health service areas.

Krasner et al. (1977) has advocated using Zipcode Sectional Areas as a geographic unit for analyzing the
distribution of physicians in the US.  These areas are identified by the first three digits of the 5-digit Zip
code number. Because Zipcode Areas were established on the basis of local transportation patterns, they
tend to approximate trading areas. Krasner et al. have examined the distribution of dermatologists in the
US based on this unit of analysis. Using a similar rationale, Morrow (1977) has promoted the use of Office
of Business Economic (OBE) areas as the unit of analysis. OBE area designations are based on factors
describing commuting patterns exhibited by people travelling to receive or sell their services and products
in the US.  According to Morrow, OBE areas are better approximations of health care market areas. In
Canada, Roos et al. (1996b) have used “physician service areas” to study the needs for generalist
physicians in Manitoba.



2The Rural Committee of the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians defines “rural
remote” as rural communities that are 80-400 km, or about one to four hours of travel in good weather,
from a major regional hospital; and “rural isolated” as rural communities greater than 400 km from a
major regional hospital (Rourke, 1997). In the US, the National Rural Health Association defines frontier
counties as counties with less than six persons per square mile (Weinert and Boik, 1995). 
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“Rural” as a Geographic Unit of Analysis

Many studies compare rural with urban areas with respect to physician availability. Joseph and Philips
(1984) are correct in pointing out that macro-scale studies of physician availability have focused on rurality
as an important attribute for the identification of geographic disparities in medical human resources. In such
studies, the unit of analysis is rural versus urban or rural versus non-rural. Instead of comparing physician
availability in many units, researchers typically present physician distribution data for rural and urban regions
with a view to showing the differences between them. In addition, some researchers have introduced the
concepts of “frontier” and “remote” in order to distinguish the sparsely populated rural areas from those
that have more inhabitants.2

However, there are almost as many definitions of “rural” as there are researchers. To make a bad situation
worse, it is not uncommon for authors to use the term rural without specifying what it refers to. Bosak and
Perlman (1982) have reviewed 178 rural mental health and sociology articles and found that 43% of them
do not include a formal definition of rural. Similarly, Ricketts and Johnson-Webb (1997) have reviewed
articles on physician practice locations and physician recruitment and retention issues published in the
Journal of Rural Health between 1993 and 1995 and have found wide variations in how rural was
defined. Johnson-Webb et al. (1997) have noted that in the US, policy-makers in federal, state and local
governments have not reached a consensus on what rural means. Inconsistent definitions often exist within
an agency, such as the Health Care Financial Administration, which uses different designations of rural for
different legislation-mandated programs. Furthermore, the concepts of rural and urban are not constant.
Bollman and Biggs (1992), for instance, have documented the changing definitions of rural and urban as
used by the Canadian Censuses of Population over time.

In its report, the Advisory Panel on the Provision of Medical Services in Underserviced Regions (1992)
of the Canadian Medical Association defines rural communities as those with a population of 10,000 or
less. This definition appears to be similar to the definition of “rural and small town Canada” used by
Statistics Canada (Mendelson and Bollman, 1998). “Rural and small town Canada” refers to the population
living outside the commuting zones of larger urban centres - especially outside Census Metropolitan Areas
(with population of 100,000 or more) and Census Agglomerations (with core population of 10,000 -
99,999). Statistics Canada (1997; see also Table 2.2 and Chapter 3) classifies areas into five categories:
urban core (Census Metropolitan Area/Census Agglomeration), urban fringe (urban areas within CMA/CA
boundaries but not contiguous with the urban core), rural fringe of CMAs/CAs, urban outside CMAs/CAs,
and rural. In their study, Sanmartin and Snidal (1993) define rural physicians as doctors living in areas with
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a “0" as the second digit in the postal code. An agreement between the Ontario Ministry of Health and the
Ontario Medical Association defines communities that have fewer than 10,000 people and are at least 80
km from an urban centre with 50,000 population or more as “specified” or “isolated” communities (Rourke,
1997). This is often used as a definition of rural in health services planning in Ontario. Leduc (1997) has
proposed the General Practice Rurality Index.

Each of these definitions has its attractiveness and limitations. As an illustration, Wilkins (1993) has
discussed the potential of using the postal codes of the addresses of patients and health care providers in
the spatial analysis of health services provision. On the other hand, the shortcomings of the Canada Post
definition of rural (i.e., areas with a “0" as the second digit in the 6-digit postal code) have been noted by
Wootton (1996). Some of the major Canadian definitions of “rural” are summarized in Table 2.2.

In the US, the two most common designations used in health care delivery for classifying rural populations
are the county-based “metropolitan” and “non-metropolitan” designations employed by the Office of
Management and Budget and the “urban” and “rural” designations used by the Bureau of the Census.
“Non-metropolitan” counties are those counties without a city of 50,000 or more residents, or counties
without an urbanized area of 50,000 or more and without a total population of 100,000 or more. “Rural”
populations are those living outside of urbanized areas in towns of fewer than 2,500 persons or in open
country (US Department of Health and Human Services, 1992). The problem with these definitions is that
a sizable percentage of people in census-defined rural areas live in Office of Management and Budget-
defined metropolitan areas, and, conversely, a considerable percentage of metropolitan residents live in
census-defined rural areas (Goldsmith et al., 1998). In order to overcome the problems of using the
conventional definitions of rural, Weinert and Boik (1995) have designed the Montana State University
Rural Index. This index assigns a value (degree of rurality) to each household on the urban/rural continuum
using only two variables, population of the county of residence and distance to emergency care. In addition,
Fickenscher and Lagerwey-Voorman (1992) have differentiated four types of rural areas: Adjacent rural
areas, urbanized rural areas, countryside rural areas and frontier areas.

Leduc is right when he opines that “(a) widely accepted and validated definition of ‘rural’ in the context of
medical practice has not yet been developed in Canada” (p. 125). Perhaps, as Halfacree (1993) has
suggested, the search for a single, all-purpose definition of rural is neither desirable nor feasible. How rural
should be defined depends on the task at hand. The problems facing researchers and health services
planners is the inability to compare studies and findings with respect to physician availability in rural areas
since the term is not used in a consistent manner. Thus, rural as a geographic unit of analysis is quite
restricted in its utility. As it appears in most studies, the concept is either implicit or not consistently defined.
Also, because “rural” covers a vast territory and is not sufficiently differentiated to reflect varying degrees
of rurality, it tends to mask intra-regional variations in physician availability and population dispersion.
However, a rural-urban comparison can be effective in highlighting or underscoring gross unevenness in
physician distribution within a jurisdiction. Its imprecision notwithstanding, the term “rural” is unlikely to
disappear from everyday parlance or from policy and planning discourse since it is such a convenient label
and is so ingrained in our consciousness.



Table 2.2          Selected Methodologies Used to Define “Rural” in Canada.1
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Principal Defining Criteria

Organization (Source) Population Characteristics Distance Characteristics Other/Comments

Statistics Canada
(Statistics Canada, 1997; and
previous Census Dictionaries
published by Statistics Canada)

<1,000 population
<400 persons/sq.km.

adjacency to Census Metropolitan
Areas (CMA) and Census
Agglomeration Areas (CA) used to
provide sub-categories

Accordingly, each enumeration
area of Canada classified into:
C urban core
C urban fringe
C rural fringe
C urban outside CMA/CA
C rural outside CMA/CA

Canadian Medical Association and
Canada Post (see: Wilkins, 1993;
Sanmartin and Snidal, 1993; or
Wootton, 1996)

Second digit of postal code “0"
(see discussion in Chapter 3)

Research Sub-Committee of the
Interdepartmental Committee on
Rural and Remote Canada (1995)
using the criteria of the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and
Development. (See also: Canadian
Rural Information Service of
Agriculture Canada, 1999)

<150 persons/sq.km. adjacency to metropolitan areas
northern hinterlands used to
provide sub-categories

Accordingly, each census
consolidated subdivision (CCS)
classified into:
C agglomerated
C intermediate
C Rural, metro adjacent
C Rural, non-metro adjacent
C Rural north

Ontario Medical Association
(Rourke, 1997; OMA, www.oma.org)

<10,000 population distances to a community of
50,000+ used to provide sub-
categories

Used to define groups of
physicians re. continuing medical
education subsidies:
Group 1 > 80 km
Group 2 50-80 km



Table 2.2 (continued)

Principal Defining Criteria

Organization (Source) Population Characteristics Distance Characteristics Other/Comments
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Canadian Association of Emergency
Physicians (1997)

<10,000 population distances from a major regional
hospital used to provide sub-
categories:
<80 km or 60 minutes
80-400 km or 1-4 hours
>400 km or >4 hours

Rural close
Rural remote
Rural isolated

Society of Rural Physicians of
Canada
(Leduc, 1997)

drawing population (i.e. the total
number of people) of communities

• distance from closest advanced
referral centre

• distance from closest basic
referral centre

• number of GPs within 25 km of
community

• number of specialists with 25
km of community

• presence of an acute care
hospital with 25 km of
community

The population and distance
criteria are weighted to generate a
score that is labeled as the General
Practice Rurality Index.

Rural & Small Town Programme,
Mount Allison University; prepared
for the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation
(Ashton et al., 1994)

C Omitting CMA/CA communities as
defined by Statistics Canada, divide
Census Subdivisions into
incorporated and unincorporated
categories

C compute means and standard
deviations of three variables: total
population, population density, %
workforce in primary industry

adjacency to CMA/CA used to
provide sub-categories of
unincorporated communities

The number of standard deviations
away from the mean of the three
population criteria and the
adjacency index added together to
produce a score for each non-
CMA/CA community to generate
an 8-fold classification:
Rural (four categories)
Small Town (four categories)

1 The methods included here are not wholly designed for use in defining rural for the purposes of health research or policy formulation.
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Patient and Physician Mobility

As Krasner et al. (1977) and Morrow (1977) have alluded to, the choice of geographic units of analysis
is complicated by another factor, namely, patient and physician mobility (Hong and Kindig, 1992; Makuc
et al., 1991; Wing and Reynolds, 1988). As peripatetic creatures, patients and physicians are not
necessarily constrained by administrative or geopolitical boundaries in seeking or delivering care. Trips to
another community to seek or to deliver care are commonplace. Kleinman and Makuc (1983) found that
the percentage of physician visits that involved county-border crossing in the US varied from 7% for people
in greater metropolitan core counties to 45% for those residing in rural counties. Similarly,
Contandriopoulos and Fournier (1988) noted the substantial interregional mobility of physicians and patients
in Quebec. In their study of physician visits by older persons in a retirement community in northern Ontario,
Pong, Salmoni and Heard (in press) found that while over 95% of the visits to GPs/FPs took place within
the community, over two-thirds of the specialist visits took place in other cities, which required patients to
travel long distances.

It is worth noting that several provinces such as British Columbia, Manitoba and Ontario have travel
subsidy programs, such as the Northern Health Travel Grant Program in Ontario, to assist patients in rural
or northern communities who have to travel long distances to seek medical care. The federal government
has a similar program for status Indians on reserve (Northern and Rural Health Task Force, 1995). As well,
in some provinces such as Ontario, there are programs to bring specialists to remote or rural communities
to provide specialist care that is not locally available. The Saskatchewan Physician Resource Planning Task
Force (1994) has voiced it support for visiting specialist services. Such programs make border crossing
for the purpose of seeking or delivering medical care more affordable and more likely.

What are the implications of border crossing by patients and physicians? As mentioned earlier, the
conventional population-to-physician ratio is based on the assumption that medical care provision and
consumption take place within a defined geographic area. This assumption is untenable due to patient and
physician mobility. As Wing and Reynolds (1988) have correctly observed, “medical service areas in any
health care system allowing freedom of choice for patients are not discrete, self-contained units, they are
probabilistic and interpenetrating” (p. 652; original emphasis). The simple population-to-physician ratio may
provide inaccurate information because the physicians represented in the denominator of the ratio for a
particular geographic area typically serve more people than those counted in the numerator. On the other
hand, the people counted in the numerator may receive care from physicians outside the area where they
reside.

Researchers inevitably find themselves in a Catch-22 situation when deciding what geographic unit of
analysis to adopt. If the chosen unit of analysis is small, the measures of physician availability are likely to
be distorted by patients’ and physicians’ cross-border travels. Contrariwise, if the unit of analysis is very
large like country, province or “rural”, while people are less likely to journey beyond borders, the measures
of physician distribution tend to hide intra-regional differences (Anderson and Rosenberg, 1990; Hadley,
1979). Because of this analytical dilemma, Connor, Kralewski and Hillson (1994), in their review of the



3  A more detailed discussion of full-time equivalents can be found in Section 2.4.2 and Chapter 3.
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literature, have differentiated two types of analysis. One type is called the “contained-area model” which
is based on the traditional concept of a self-contained local service area with well-defined boundaries,
within which a local practitioner or group of practitioners provides most of the care for local residents. The
other is the “full-travel model” which measures the effects of travels on physician access as a continuous
function of distance or time. It allows each of several practitioners to have a portion of the market for a
given population.

A number of analytical approaches have been suggested with a view to overcoming the difficulties posed
by geographic unit of analysis and/or travels by patients and physicians. For example, the Quebec Ministry
of Health and Social Services (undated) has proposed a physician resources distribution plan which
estimates physician availability based on full-time equivalents (FTEs).3 The objective of the plan is to
measure regional disparities in terms of availability and access to medical care. Data can be examined in
several ways:

C Number of FTE physicians established in a region: This refers to the actual production of
services by physicians within a region, regardless of the origin of the patients receiving these
services or the region in which they are provided.

C Number of FTE physicians available in a region: This refers not to the region where the
physicians are established, but to the region in which services are provided.

C Consumption in FTE physicians by the population of a region: This allows the examination of
the volume of medical services consumed by the population of a region, translated into FTE
physicians, regardless of the regions in which the services are consumed or the origins of the
physicians providing them.

The difference between the  number of FTEs established  and the  number of FTEs available  provides an
indication of the extent of itinerancy. On the other hand, the difference between the  number of FTEs
established or available in a region and the population’s consumption, in terms of FTEs, provides an
indication of the region’s self-sufficiency in the provision of medical care.

Wing and Reynolds (1988) have suggested another approach that does not rely on non-overlapping
geopolitical units. They have developed implicit physician service areas that are probabilistic and
interpenetrating in order to yield estimates of the supply of physician services in small geographic areas. This
is accomplished by allocating a portion of the services of each physician to his/her home area and to other
areas in proportion to both the availability of potential patients and the propensity of patients to travel for
medical care. The final estimate of the availability of physician services in each small area is the sum of the
service proportions of every physician in all of the small areas. The total supply of physician services is the
same as the original total, but the distribution is adjusted to reflect the time that patients are willing to spend
travelling to obtain medical care.
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2.4.2 Counting Physicians and Patients

Another important step in the process to improve the population-to-physician ratio is to ensure a more
accurate enumeration of medical practitioners. This is more than just counting all physicians in an area,
which is usually not a very difficult task since in Canada all physicians have to be registered with a provincial
or territorial college of physicians and surgeons in order to practise medicine. By checking the list of
registered physicians, one can get a fairly accurate count of the number of physicians in an area. The much
more arduous task is to find out what they do and how much they do. In other words, it is necessary to
determine if the physicians are more or less identical in the production of clinical services. The simple
population-to-physician ratio does not usually take into consideration non-clinical work, productivity,
varying activity levels and the influence of age or sex on workload and practice pattern. As a result, the
ratio may over- or under-estimate the supply of clinical services by physicians. In the final analysis, it is not
the number of “warm bodies” that matters. What is important is the production of medical care.

A number of studies have documented the gradual decline in the number of hours Canadian physicians
work. For example, according to the 1990 survey on physician resources conducted by the Canadian
Medical Association, physicians reported working on average 4.1 fewer hours per week in total activities
in 1990 than in 1986, and 5.7 fewer hours per week than in 1982. For GPs/FPs, the figures are 44.8 hours
in 1990, 46.9 hours in 1986 and 51.5 hours in 1982. This represents a 13% decrease in hours of work in
less than 10 years. Specialists reported working 48.5 hours per week in 1990, 4.6 hours less than in 1982
(Sanmartin and Snidal, 1993). For all intents and purposes, less hours of work, unless counterbalanced by
enhanced efficiency, means less human resources available. Surprisingly, of the studies reviewed which
examine changes in population-to-physician ratios over time, none has factored the decline in practice hours
into the calculations.  

In Canada, as well as in many other industrialized nations, the proportion of women physicians in the
medical workforce is rising steadily. Currently, about half of the students in Canadian medical schools are
women. Many studies (e.g., Contandriopoulos and Fournier, 1983; Ferrier et al., 1988; St-Laurent-
Gagnon et al., 1993; Woodward and Hurley, 1995) have shown that female physicians tend to work less
hours per week and less weeks per year than their male counterparts. The implications for physician
resources planning and medical practice of the changing sex composition in the Canadian physician
workforce have been examined by Reamy and Pong (in press) and Williams et al. (1993). It is also known
that as physicians approach retirement age, they tend to reduce their workload. Additionally, physicians
differ in their involvement in non-clinical work such as research, teaching and administration. For example,
it has been well documented that physicians affiliated with medical schools tend to spend more time on such
activities. Results of the 1997 National Family Physician Survey commissioned by the College of Family
Physicians of Canada show that 83.2% of a GP/FP’s time was spent in direct patient-care, while 16.8%
was spent on related activities including research, teaching and administration (Irvine and Pong, 1998).
Therefore, when examining physician availability, it is necessary to consider the effects of age, sex and type
of activity on the production of clinical services. 
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Another issue that needs to be considered is specialty mix. Werner, Langwell and Budde (1979) have
raised concerns about possible errors associated with the use of a single population-to-physician ratio that
includes different specialties. The question is whether the physicians included in the denominator of the ratio
are sufficiently homogeneous in terms of specialty to permit addition without introducing distortions. If the
specialties included are heterogenous and if different regions have different specialty combinations, the
ratios may not be comparable. Their research shows that primary care specialties (i.e., general and family
practice, internal medicine, pediatrics, obstetrics/gynecology and general surgery) differ significantly in terms
of total hours of work, allocation of time to different activities, productivity and number of patient visits. The
authors have suggested making necessary adjustments to the numerator, like using weighted averages, as
a refinement of the population-to-physician ratio.

A related issue is specialty substitution which refers to physicians in one specialty providing clinical services
that are typically rendered by physicians in other specialties. This is possible because the scopes of practice
of different specialties overlap to a considerable extent. Specialty substitution is particularly prevalent in
rural communities where specialists are few and far between. Rural GPs/FPs may perform some medical
procedures that, in major urban centres, would typically be done by specialists. Similarly, general surgeons
may perform some orthopedic surgeries if orthopedic surgeons are not available locally; internists may do
some cardiology work, if there are no cardiologists; etc. (see, e.g., Roos et al., 1996a, regarding
substitution in general surgery). The Saskatchewan Working Group on Physician Need (1997), for
example, has acknowledged that non-certified specialists have been a main source of supply of specialist
services in that province, particularly in communities other than Regina and Saskatoon. Very few of the
studies reviewed have taken the issues of specialty mix and specialty substitution into account when
measuring physician distribution.

The Full-time Equivalents Approach

The above discussion shows the complexity in the seemingly simple task of counting physicians. One
approach that has been introduced in order to more accurately reflect the availability of physician resources
in an area is the use of the full-time equivalents (FTEs) technique. The use of FTEs is increasingly common
in research studies and planning documents, suggesting that more and more people realize the shortcomings
of head counts and the need to use more meaningful measures (e.g., Expert Panel on Physician Resources,
1996; National Ad Hoc Working Group on Physician Resource Planning, 1995; Roos et al., 1996b).

The national FTE methodology was used by the Federal/Provincial Working Group for the Development
and Review of Medical Care Statistical Indicators in 1989 and was seen to be a more appropriate measure
of physician activity. The original calculation of national FTEs were based on fee payment data which



4  A more detailed discussion of the national FTE methodology can be found in the report of the
National Ad Hoc Working Group on Physician Resource Planning (1995). Also, Appendix VI outlines the
FTE calculation as published by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (1998a).

5  Major improvements in the FTE methodology are expected as the Canadian Institute for Health
Information will soon be collecting data on non-fee-for-service physicians for those provinces able to
provide such data. This would enable, for instance, the inclusion of radiology and laboratory specialists in
the FTE calculation. In addition, it will change the base year from 1985/86 to 1992/93 and revise the
benchmarks used in the FTE methodology in order to measure changes in fees overtime.
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captured the number of services provided and the fee schedules.4  Because the calculation relied on
payment data, the FTEs were problematic in a number of ways. For instance, radiology and laboratory
specialists were excluded because most of them were not on fee-for-service. Similarly, other non-fee-for-
service physicians and some clinical services that were not funded through fee-for-service were not
included in the FTE estimates.5 
 
New Brunswick has introduced a modified FTE methodology with a view to overcoming some of the
problems in the national FTE methodology. The New Brunswick methodology is more comprehensive in
nature as it includes radiology and pathology and non-fee-for-service payments which represent about 11%
of physician payments in that province. However, some limitations remain. For example, specialty
designation is based on certification not actual profile of practice; uncertified specialists are not captured
and all non-clinical services such as community medicine, hospital administration, research are not captured
(New Brunswick Department of Health and Community Services, 1992; Reamy and Pong, in press).

The Advisory Panel on the Provision of Medical Services in Underserviced Regions (1992) has used both
head counts and FTEs in its analysis. It has found that in 1989/90, 16.8% of GPs/FPs were in rural
communities. But this percentage was 18.2% when FTEs were used. Since the rural physician FTE count
is higher than the number of GPs/FPs, this suggests that physicians in rural practice are providing a greater
number of services than average or that they were working longer hours than average. The New Brunswick
Department of Health and Community Services has also used the FTE methodology in its physician
workforce planning. A comparison of FTEs to the traditional head counts reveals that the 1,078 FTEs in
1989/90 represented 1,123 physicians, a difference of 4%.

Determining Population Size

Even more difficult than counting physicians is counting patients or potential patients. Again, the problem
is not so much the enumeration of people in a defined geographic area as determining the medical care
requirements or utilization of the population. It is well known that certain population groups, such as women
and older persons, consume more health services than others. It is important, therefore, to make sure that
the numerator in the population-to-physician ratio adequately reflects the service consumption patterns of



6  The need to take the health status and/or health care needs of a population into consideration is
also implicit in the definition of the Index of Medical Underservice (IMU). The IMU is used by the US
federal government to define Medically Underserved Areas. Unlike other measures of underservicing
which tend to rely solely on the number of physicians and population size, the IMU adds to the primary
care physician-to-population ratio a measure of poverty in the area, the age structure of the population
and a crude measure of health status or outcome (Office of Technology Assessment, 1990; Taylor et al.,
1994). 
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the population, not just the population size. Two communities with the same number of residents but with
different demographic structures and health characteristics could have very different medical care needs
or utilization patterns. This is particularly pertinent when analyzing rural and northern regions where the
health status of the residents is generally below the national or provincial norm (see, e.g., Braden and
Beauregard, 1994; Fickenscher and Lagerwey-Voorman, 1992; Kohrs and Mainous, 1995; Northern and
Rural Health Task Force, 1995; O’Neil, 1989; US Department of Health and Human Services, 1992;
Weller, 1981; Young, 1988). 

Realizing this, the National Ad Hoc Working Group on Physician Resource Planning (1995), among others,
has recommended several improvements to the population-to-physician ratio methodology, including
adjusting the population for age-sex composition. Age-sex standardization can be seen as an initial step in
adjusting the numerator of the ratio. Additional adjustments are possible, such as by taking into account
variations in health status or morbidity among populations, even though the additional data requirements
could be substantial. 

The Expert Panel on Physician Resources (1996), in its report on physician workforce planning in Ontario,
has adjusted the population component of the population-to-physician ratio by factoring into the calculations
all-cause standardized mortality ratios as a proxy for morbidity.6  Roos et al. (1996a) used three
approaches, including the population-to-general surgeon ratio approach and the population needs-based
approach, to analyze the needs for general surgeons in southern Manitoba. The needs-based approach
took into account the age structure and various health characteristics (e.g., premature death rate, indices
of general health and physical function and a socioeconomic risk index) of the population. Using the ratio
approach, the researchers found that more general surgeons were needed. However, the needs-based
approach did not support the necessity to recruit more general surgeons.

All this represents a series of attempts to refine and elaborate the population-to-physician ratio for research
and planning purposes. Ideally, efforts should be made to modify both the numerator and the denominator
of the ratio in order to more accurately reflect physician distribution, as well as medical care provision and
consumption, as exemplified by a study by Coyte et al. (1997). In this study of the availability of GPs/FPs
in Ontario, Coyte and his associates have introduced the notion of “physician density” which is the ratio of
practice-intensity equivalent GPs/FPs to use-intensity equivalent residents. A “practice intensity equivalent
index” is calculated, using age-specific OHIP fee service claims in 1990. Not unlike the FTE methodology
discussed earlier, this index affords an opportunity to adjust the supply of GPs/FPs to reflect variations in
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service provision. Similar methods are used to adjust the size of the population for patterns of health care
use. While there was on average 1 GP/FP per 1,000 people in 1990, densities for individual counties
ranged from a low of 0.33 in the Sudbury District to a high of 1.74 in Frontenac. After adjusting for both
practice intensity and the population’s utilization patterns, the revised densities ranged from a low of 0.35
in the Sudbury District to 1.61 in Frontenac. Although considerable disparities in GP/FP availability persist,
the difference has narrowed by more than 10% after adjustments.

2.5 Distance Between Physicians and Population

We have mentioned the problems associated with using the population-to-physician ratio. The two most
critical problems are the need to adopt an often artificially defined geographic unit of analysis and the
assumption that there is no mobility across regional boundaries on the part of service providers and service
users. These problems have presented many conceptual and analytical difficulties. For this and other
reasons, some researchers interested in the geographic distribution of physicians, as well as other types of
health services, have adopted a different approach by using distance between physician and patient or
potential patient as the analytical focus. 

When access to medical care is the main concern, a more direct measure, and probably a measure that is
more meaningful to most people, is the distance between service consumer and service provider or the
amount of time needed to travel in order to access service. The issue is no longer the number physicians
in an area or the number of communities without a physician, but how far an individual has to travel or how
much time he/she has to spend on travelling in order to access service. Thus, the level of analysis has shifted
from the geographic area to the individual (Jacoby, 1991; Shannon et al., 1969; Williams et al., 1983).
Nonetheless, as explained by Joseph and Bantock (1984), these two types of measure - population-to-
physician ratio and distance between population and physician - are complementary. While the former are
indicators of broad supply and demand relationships across large regional units, the latter can be used to
gauge the variability in potential access within such large regions.

The how-many-miles-to-the-doctor approach is not entirely new. Using data from the 1971 census, Angus
and his associate (Angus, 1976; Angus and Brothers, 1976) examined the geographic distribution of
physicians in Alberta by using the “proximity of population to physicians” method which was an attempt
to establish a correlation, in terms of distance, between people and the physician closest to them,
irrespective of the boundaries of regions or counties within the province. The researchers examined the
average distance that populations, using the Enumeration Area (EA) as a base, would have to travel in
order to obtain medical care. The distance was calculated between the centre of the EA and the centre of
the municipality in which the physician was located. This was accomplished by adding a special Universal
Transverse Mercator Coordinate System to the 1971 Census of Population summary tape file. They found
that in 1971, for the most part, Albertans should be able to access physician services in their respective
Census Divisions.

Williams et al. (1983) analyzed the distances that rural residents in 16 states in the US had to travel to
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receive medical care from various types of specialists and documented changes in physician availability in
the 1970s. In order to estimate the distance to the doctor, the authors calculated the distance (as the crow
flies) between a point corresponding to the centre of each 33-square-mile grid and a point corresponding
to the latitude and longitude of the nearest physician of a designated specialty. In 1970, only 13 rural
residents in 100 lived more than 10 miles, and only 2 in 100 lived more than 20 miles, from a practising
physician in the 16 states examined. Actual driving distances averaged about 20-25% longer than the
straight-line distances. Between 1970 and 1979, there were across-the-board reductions in distance to a
physician for most specialty categories. By 1979, approximately four-fifths of rural residents were within
20 miles of specialists in internal medicine, general surgery, obstetrics/gynecology and pediatrics, and fewer
than 5% were more than 50 miles from such specialists.

Joseph and Bantock (1984) used a distance indicator to study the changes in potential accessibility to
GPs/FPs in Bruce and Grey Counties from 1901 to 1981. They found a decline and a centralization of
GP/FP services in this southern Ontario rural region during the 80-year period. Individual rural localities
fared differently, dependent mostly on their location relative to the central place network. The authors
concluded that the concentration of GPs/FPs in larger settlements had put the dispersed rural population
at a distinct disadvantage in terms of access to medical care. In their study of accessibility of medical
services in the Abitibi-Temiscamingue region of Quebec, Thouez et al. (1988) also used a measure of
geographic access which incorporated the notion of distance between physicians and population. They
found that between 1973 and 1982, there was an improvement in the potential accessibility of GP/FP
services in the region, due to a marked increase in the number of GPs/FPs, rather than a reallocation of
physician supply. With respect to specialists, the improvement in potential accessibility was less
pronounced, despite a sizeable increase in the number of specialists, because there were less settlements
with specialists. Thus, both the Joseph and Bantock study and the Thouez et al. study have found a growing
centralization of physicians in larger settlements in rural areas over time.                             

The most recent attempt to examine the proximity of the population to physicians in Canada is a study by
Ng et al. (1997). Proximity between population and physician is based on the aerial distance to the nearest
physician from a representative point within each of Canada’s 45,995 enumeration areas. Since the
majority of Canadians live in urban areas, close to 87% of Canadians were less than 5 km from a physician
in 1993. Nearly all (99%) residents of large urban centres (with 1,000,000 population or more) were less
than 5 km from the nearest physician. But in non-urban areas, only 56% of residents were located that
close to a physician. Not surprisingly, the smaller the community, the farther the distance to the nearest
physician. In British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec, 91% of the residents were less than 5 km from a
physician. By contrast, in Nova Scotia, despite the high population-to-physician ratio, only 70% of the
residents were less than 5 km from the nearest physicians. And in Saskatchewan, Prince Edward Island
and New Brunswick, less than 70% were no more than 5 km away. In 1993, 86% of Canadians were
within 5 km of a GP/FP, but distances to specialists varied widely, depending on the specialty. Generally
speaking, the smaller the specialty, the greater was the distance to the nearest specialist.
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2.5.1 Distance-to-Physician Approach as Planning Tool

The proximity-of-population-to-physician approach can be used in health service planning. Because the
traditional population-to-physician ratio relates people to doctors in a defined geographic area, resulting
in an indicator highly dependent on artificial boundaries, Angus and Brothers (1976), as well as others, have
advocated the use of the proximity approach which is not constrained by geographic units such as county,
district or census division. 

GMENAC has recommended that five basic types of health services should be available within some
minimum time standards: 30 minutes of travel for emergency medical care, 30 minutes for adult medical
care, 30 minutes for child medical care, 45 minutes for obstetrical care and 90 minutes for surgical care.
The 30-minute travel time for non-emergency medical care has become the standard in health services
planning in the US (Jacoby, 1991). In Canada, the Advisory Panel on the Provision of Medical Services
in Underserviced Regions (1992) has recommended that “for the purpose of medical resource planning,
an ‘underserviced region’ be defined as a geographic area where access to local health services is justified
but where such services have not or cannot be maintained consistently. The guideline for temporal access
referred to above should be used to identify such areas” (p. 35). In terms of temporal access to the various
levels of care, the Panel has suggested that primary care should be available within 30 minutes, secondary
care within two hours and tertiary care within five hours.

Saskatchewan Health has developed a physician resource planning approach which assumes that residents
will receive a particular service in the closest community where such service is available. This approach is
referred to as the “closest-to” population analysis. For any particular “closest-to” population analysis, it is
necessary to first identify those communities which will provide the particular service. The next step is to
assign the population to the provider community which is closest to that population in terms of travel time.
This results in the calculation of a “closest-to” catchment area population for each provider community. The
specialist supply is then distributed to each provider community in proportion to that community’s “closest-
to” population. If only three centres (Saskatoon, Regina and Prince Albert) are designated to provide
specialist services, 28.7% of the population in 30 districts would have to travel 90 minutes to the closest
one of these three centres. And 19.7% would have to travel more than two hours to the nearest centre. If
the number of provider centres is increased to six (Saskatoon, Regina, Prince Albert, North Battleford,
Yorkton and Moose Jaw), 16.3% of the population would have to travel more than 90 minutes to the
closest of these centres. Only 7.5% would have to travel more than two hours to the nearest centre
(Saskatchewan Working Group on Physician Need, 1997).

2.6 Identifying Physician Maldistribution 

Thus far, we have studiously avoided using the term “maldistribution” when describing the geographic
distribution of physicians (except when quoting other authors). Instead, we have chosen to use the more
prosaic phrase “uneven distribution of physicians”. This is because, as Ginzberg (1978) has cogently
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pointed out, unless there is a concept of acceptable distribution, the prefix “mal” does not make sense.
Something is bad only in relation to something that is not bad. However, there is strong temptation to move
from “uneven distribution” to “maldistribution” in analyzing physician distribution.  Not content with merely
describing the geographic distribution of physicians, many studies in the body of literature being reviewed
make comparisons with respect to the availability of physicians, with a view to identifying doctor-shortage
areas or maldistribution. There are two main types of comparison: Comparing the population-to-physician
ratio in one area with an ideal or optimal ratio and comparing the ratios in two or more areas.

2.6.1 Comparing Observed Distribution with “Optimal” Distribution

For both research and planning purposes, it is often useful to be able to identify areas or communities as
underserviced or experiencing a maldistribution problem. The most common method used is to compare
the observed or actual distribution of physicians with some standard which can be an “ideal” population-to-
physician ratio, an “optimal” ratio recommended by some experts or authoritative bodies, a “required”
number of physicians or an “objective” standard of adequate medical care. 

If the number of physicians required to serve the population of an area can be ascertained, it could enhance
health service planning capability. The required number of physicians, along with other data, can then be
used to construct various indices. As an illustration, the ratio of the number of FTE physicians who reside
in an area to the number of physicians required constitutes an index of distribution of medical resources.
The ratio of the number of FTE physicians serving a population to the number required is an index of
access to services. Using these indices, Piché (1993) has examined physician  resources in various regions
of Quebec. With a distribution index of 1.56, the Montreal region has 56% more FTE specialists than are
required to serve its population. The Lanaudière-Laurentides and North Shore regions, by contrast, have
the fewest FTE specialists with only 40% and 43%, respectively, of the numbers required. On the other
hand, regional disparities are considerably less pronounced with respect to GPs/FPs.

In the US, various measures of underservice have been introduced by the federal government. For
example, the US Bureau of Health Manpower has defined the Critical Medical Shortage Area as an area
that has a ratio of resident population to FTE non-federal, primary care physicians greater than 4,000:1
(Hadley, 1979). The Health Professional Shortage Area designation is used to identify locations in which
to place physicians under the National Health Services Corps Program. A county, a sub-county unit or an
aggregation of counties is seen as underserviced if the population-to-primary care physician ratio in the area
is greater than 3.500:1 (Taylor et al., 1994).

The Medically Underserved Area (MUA) designation is used by the US federal government to identify
areas where health maintenance organizations could receive federal assistance. The Index of Medical
Underservice (IMU) is the mechanism for determining MUA status. The IMU is considered by most
researchers as a more sophisticated index than conventional population-to-physician ratios since it takes
into consideration four factors:
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C primary care population-to-physician ratio;
C infant mortality rate;
C proportion of the population aged 65 or over; and 
C proportion of the population with an income below the poverty line.

The IMU score for an area is the sum of the weighted value for each factor. Values of the index range from
0 to 100, with lower scores indicating higher levels of medical underservice. Unlike other designations of
underserviced areas, the IMU attempts to measure underservice by considering both medical care demand
and supply (Lee, 1991; Office of Technology Assessment, 1990).

Other commonly used criteria include the ratio of 191 doctors per 100,000 population and other specialty-
specific ratios recommended by GMENAC which used a needs-based approach to define the requirements
(Kindig and Movassaghi, 1989). In Canada, the most often cited physician “requirements” are those
recommended by the National Committee on Physician Manpower (Korcok and Geekie, 1976), the
Federal/Provincial Advisory Committee on Health Manpower (1984) and the Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Canada (1988). In addition, various provincial ministries of health or task forces have
come up with their own recommended population-to-physician ratios for medical workforce planning
purposes.

The problem with identifying an area as overserviced or underserviced by comparing its population-to-
physician ratio with an optimal ratio is that nobody seems to know how to objectively set an optimal ratio
that accurately reflects local medical care needs. Many experts in physician workforce issues have
proclaimed the futility of trying to define the optimal population-to-physician ratio.

“...(T)here is no easy way - possibly no way - of gaining agreement among the experts, much less
among the public, as to the criteria that should be used to assess whether a particular number of
physicians is within the range of the social optimum. The answers fall in the complex realm of political
economy in which each of many interest groups - the medical profession, the scientific-educational
establishment, hospitals, health delivery organizations, federal and state legislators, consumer groups,
and still other parties to the debate - has a perspective on the issue limited by their particular concerns
and knowledge” (Ginzberg, 1983: p. 211).

“It is important to state unequivocally at the outset that there is no technically correct or optimum
number of physicians... In our view the past and continuing debate over the ‘right’ or ‘optimum’ number
of physicians (or physician:population ratio) has not been constructive, has perpetuated the myth that
better data or methodologies will resolve disagreements and has impeded a long overdue refocusing
of attention on more fundamental and logically prior decision about the goals and structure of the health
care system itself” (Stoddart and Barer, 1992: p. 698).

Ratios such as the Critical Medical Shortage Area ratio of 4,000:1 are mostly arbitrary in nature and
established for administrative convenience with very little empirical basis. Even the use of widely endorsed
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ratios, such as the GMENAC population-to-physician ratios, has been questioned. For example, it has
been common practice to apply the GMENAC ratios to local areas. However, as Connor et al. (1994)
have correctly observed, the nation was the unit of analysis in the GMENAC study, but these
recommended national ratios are applied by some people to sub-national areas with no appropriate
adjustments. In Canada, the National Ad Hoc Working Group on Physician Resource Planning (1995) has
similarly warned against adopting national population-to-physician ratios to local use.

2.6.2 Comparing Physician Distributions in Different Areas

Another approach that has frequently been used to identify physician-shortage areas is to compare
population-to-physician ratios of different areas. Areas that have a substantially lower ratio than others or
that have ratios substantially below the national or provincial norm are often assumed to have insufficient
physicians. Alternatively, some may conclude that maldistribution of physicians exists if areas exhibit widely
divergent ratios. “Maldistribution”, in this case, implies that the situation deviates from a normative pattern.
Although such comparisons can be done by eyeballing the ratios, researchers have developed more
sophisticated indices for this purpose. 

While it is easy to distinguish perfect equality from inequality, when one level of inequality is used as a
standard to assess another, different measures are needed. The Gini index and other indices of spatial
distribution are often used to assess the difference between two distributions. (Politzer et al., 1998). It is
useful to point out that the Gini index builds on the practitioner-to-population ratio. A Gini index is merely
a descriptor of the relationship of two geographic distributions - that of the practitioners and that of the
population (Morrow, 1977). The Gini index has been used to compare geographic distributions of
physicians among regions or over time. 

Another index is the location quotient which treats the ratio of physicians in a given geographic unit to the
total number of physicians in all geographic units compared to the ratio of population in a given geographic
unit to the total population of all geographic units. It signifies whether an area is underserviced or
overserviced as compared to all areas. A value of 1.0 means that an area has exactly the number of
physicians its population warrants, given its share of the total population.  A value of less than 1.0 denotes
an under-representation with respect to physicians while a value greater than 1.0 indicates a situation of
over-representation. Anderson and Rosenberg (1990) have employed location quotients to study the
distribution of physicians in Ontario over time. (A brief discussion of the methodological aspects of location
quotient and Gini index can be found in Chapter 3).

Other researchers have used coefficients of variation to quantify inequalities with respect to  geographic
distribution of physicians. One commonly used approach is to compare the best-served region with the
worst-served region within a province/state or country. Another approach, at the level of a province/state,
is to compare the population-to-physician ratio in a rural area with that in an urban area (Blumenthal,
1994). 



7  It is interesting to note that in Ontario, the designation of a community as “underserviced” by
the Underserviced Area Program of the Ministry of Health requires the assessment of several factors in
addition to the population-to-physician ratio. These include population size and structure, financial impact
analysis, previous recruitment efforts, socioeconomic status of the area, local demand for services and
additional health service needs and resources (Ontario Ministry of Health, 1996).
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Whether the comparisons are between an observed population-to-physician ratio and an optimal ratio or
between two or more observed ratios, the problem is the same, namely, an objective basis for determining
physician requirement or underservice is often difficult  to establish. Regional differences in physician supply,
in and of themselves, do not provide sufficient grounds for deciding if there is an over- or under-supply of
physicians, except in extreme situations. As Morrow (1977) has maintained, in order to move from the
concept of “unevenness”, as revealed by such indicators as the Gini index, to the concept of
“maldistribution”, many factors have to be considered. It is also necessary to apply some standard of
adequacy to each health market area, a standard that takes into account the requirements of the population,
morbidity levels, practitioner productivity, transportation, ability to pay, task delegation, and so forth.7
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Chapter 3

Enumeration and Mapping of Canada’s Physicians

3.1 Introduction

“We’re not particularly interested in per capita comparisons with
other provinces. Our concern is whether we have the right amount
of physicians and the right number of nurses in the right places.”

Garth Norris, Director of Communications, Alberta Health
Macleans Magazine, 15 June 1998, p. 20

This report does provide provincial/territorial comparisons of the numbers of physicians per capita. But it
goes well beyond that level of comparison by providing measures of the number of physicians per capita
within provinces/territories and therefore should assist those who are concerned about “the right
number....in the right places”, as expressed above. The principal task here is to answer the questions:
Where do Canadian physicians practise? How far away are they from the people they serve? How far
away are they from their colleagues? What, if any, changes in these patterns have occurred over the period
from 1986 to 1996? In addition, this chapter of the report provides an overview of selected socio-
demographic/socio-economic characteristics of the populations of those rural communities in Canada that
are located significant distances from physicians.

Section 3.2 of this chapter outlines the data sources that we have used. Primary methodological steps are
outlined there and some basic geographic/demographic profiles of the physicians are provided. Only
selected physician profile characteristics are presented in order to minimize duplicating the extensive
information contained in the reports of the Canadian Institute for Health Information (e.g. 1997a, 1997b,
1998a, and 1998b).

The remaining sections of the chapter provide the numerical and graphical results of mapping and/or
measuring physician locations, population-to-physician ratios, Gini indices, distance measures, enumerations
of physicians by “rurality”,  and exploratory analyses combining both distance and population-to-physician
ratios for GPs/FPs. These latter sections contain additional methodological information that is
complementary to Section 3.2.
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3.2 Data Sources and Physician Profiles

The geographic distributions of Canadian physicians that are outlined in this report have been assessed
using five major sources of data:

ë Southam Database (SMDB) for the years 1986, 1991, and 1996, acquired from the Canadian
Institute for Health Information

ë National Physician Database (NPDB) for 1991, acquired from eight contributing provinces (British
Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island, Newfoundland) and the Canadian Institute for Health Information

ë Postal Code Conversion files (associated with the 1986, 1991, and 1996 Censuses of Canada),
acquired through the Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL) consortium and the
Data Liberation Initiative (DLI) of Statistics Canada

ë The presence/absence of a small, medium, or large hospital (which reported having emergency
visits in the past year, 1996-1997) within a census subdivision, as supplied by the Canadian
Institute for Health Information (V. Gallant, personal communication)

ë Geographical boundary files plus selected socio-demographic/socio-economic data from the
Censuses of Canada, acquired through the Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL)
consortium and the Data Liberation Initiative of Statistics Canada

The SMDB is one of the primary sources of information on the numbers, distribution, and migration patterns
of Canada’s physicians. Only a limited number of the variables from this database have been made
available for this analysis. The elements that we have used are (see also CIHI, 1997b, p. 4-7):

• Subscriber Number - this is a unique serial number that is maintained throughout the lifetime of a physician;
our only use of this number was to match the SMDB and the full-time equivalent data provided by the NPDB

• Postal Code - used to locate physicians geographically
• Type of Physician - general practitioner; specialist
• Current Medical Specialty - used to characterize the physicians by specialty certification according to the

designations defined by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons, the College of Family Physicians of
Canada, and the College des médicins du Québec. For the purposes of this report, various specialties have been
grouped into the same categories used by CIHI for reporting purposes.

• Graduating Country Indicator - Canada, U.S.A., Foreign
• Year of Graduation - year of M.D. graduation
• Language - English or French
• Gender - Male or Female
• Date of Birth - this element was used to determine the age of the physicians. Following CIHI’s practice, when

date of birth was not available, age was calculated using year of M.D. graduation with age at M.D. graduation
set to 25 years.
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In the SMDB, “active” physicians include those who currently work in clinical practice and those physicians
who are administrators, teachers, etc. but do not engage in private clinical practice. CIHI groups these two
categories together as active physicians to represent the physician supply available to practice or re-enter
practice.

Counts of physicians from the SMDB do not provide any measure of physician productivity or workload
differences. Consequently, for this report, a file of the Full-time Equivalent (FTE) variable from the NPDB
was acquired for the 1991/1992 fiscal year and matched with the SMDB. FTE is a measure “used to
estimate whether a physician is working full-time versus part-time. A Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) physician
is a physician with a FTE value of 1 or higher. A full-time fee-for-service physician is a physician whose
total payments fall between the 40th and 60th percentiles for a particular province and specialty” (CIHI,
1998a, p. 12; see also Appendix VI). FTE data were not available for the territories as they do not submit
data to CIHI; Alberta and Ontario chose not to allow their data to be released for this report; and 1996
was not chosen for this analysis because of the lack of socio-demographic/socio-economic data (see
below) and the fact that CIHI is currently engaged in generating an FTE report for that year.

The postal code conversion files (PCCFs) were employed to find a geographical location for the physicians
contained in the SMDB. Location here means the most probable Enumeration Area (EA), as defined by
Statistics Canada for the respective censuses of 1986, 1991, and 1996, where the physicians practiced
in those years. Adopting the procedures of Ng et al. (1997), each physician was assigned the latitude and
longitude of the representative point or centroid for the nearest EA or the block-face (i.e. block of a city
street) that corresponded to his or her SMDB postal code (PC). These locations include a degree of error
because the SMDB PC may not necessarily reflect a physicians actual practice location. With the data that
we employed, 82.6% of the PCs were for physicians’ addressed that were identified as Office, Both home
and office, and Hospital. The remaining PCs were either for physicians’ Home (17.2%) or address
unclassified (0.2%).

By identifying physician locations at the level of the EA, counts could then be made at aggregate levels of
the Census Subdivision (CSD), Census Division (CD), and province/territory. For cases where a perfect
match could not be attained between the postal codes of the SMDB and the PCCFs, locations were
assigned by examining the physician’s postal code character by character. That is, working from right to
left in the 6-character PC, matching the first 5 characters, then 4, and finally if needed the first 3 characters,
the Forward Sortation Area. If found in this manner, a physician’s location could be properly assigned to
an EA, CSD, or CD.

For the 1996 SMDB records, only 2 of 54,958 postal codes could not be assigned to an EA or CSD. But
both of them, one in Quebec and the other in Ontario, could be appropriately assigned to a CD. The
number of mismatches increased for 1991 and again, even more so, for the 1986 data. For 1991, 41
physicians (from a total of 52,863) could not be assigned to an EA but 36 of these could be appropriately
assigned to a CSD and the remainder to a CD. For 1986, 352 physicians (from a total of 45,594) could
not be assigned to an EA and only 71 of these could be appropriately assigned to a CSD. The remainder
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could be assigned to a CD.

The relative success of these matching procedures can be seen at the provincial/territorial level by examining
Table 3.1. The physician totals for 1996 are identical to those in CIHI publications with the exception of
two physicians (totals of 15,243 and 20,216 for Quebec and Ontario, respectively, compared to the figures
15,241 and 20,218, respectively, listed in Table 3.1). The discrepancy originates with the Southam
database itself (Brent Barber, CIHI, personal communication). Of those two physicians, one currently
practices in Ontario and the other in Quebec. Given this almost perfect match for 1996, it is assumed that
the 1986 and 1991 figures are also correct as the logic for abstracting these records from the larger SMDB
was identical.

Levels of comparison at the sub-provincial levels of analysis are difficult to provide as no comparable
published information is available. As well, there have been significant boundary changes at the CSD level
for each of the three census years that are being examined here, and at the CD level, particularly when
comparing the 1986 and 1991 census divisions of Quebec, and to a much less significant extent when
comparing some of the 1991 and 1996 CDs of British Columbia. In spite of these limitations, physician
counts at the CD and CSD levels are very highly correlated for 1991 and 1996, providing some confidence
in the figures being used. No attempt has been made to compare the 1986 CD-to-CD or CSD-to-CSD
physician counts with those of 1991 and 1996 because of the major alterations in boundaries between that
census year and the other two.

Another informal check was also undertaken for a small number of communities (i.e. CSDs) in northeastern
Ontario using 1998 physician counts supplied by the Northeastern Ontario Medical Education Corporation
(Joselyn Maxwell, Community Development Officer of NOMEC, Sudbury,  personal communication). Of
the 33 communities compared, 13 (~40%) matched exactly in terms of the number of physicians known
to be practicing in these communities by the NOMEC and the counts generated using the Southam
Database. Counts for 8 (~24%) and 4 (~12%) communities were within ±1 and ±2 physicians,
respectively. Counts for the remaining communities, which tended to be the larger communities such as
North Bay and Sault Ste. Marie, could be off by 10 physicians or more. There is at least a two year
difference between these two inventories of physician numbers so it would be expected that some
differences would occur. Even so, these comparisons suggest that analyses of physician counts and
geographic distribution at the level of communities (CSDs) can be undertaken with caution but also with
a fair degree of confidence.

Table 3.2 lists the physician counts by specialty for Canada derived from the SMDB for the three years
under investigation. These aggregates are broken down even further to identify the number of physicians
by specialties by province/territory (Appendix IV, Table IV-1).

The process of matching the SMDB and the NPDB involved the following steps:
a) CIHI provided participating provinces with the necessary SMDB elements to construct

NPDB unique physician identifiers (UPI, i.e. the identifier for that database);
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b) provinces then provided us with a linked file of the SMDB subscriber number and the
newly assigned SMDB UPI;

c) finally, with the newly assigned SMDB UPI, we linked these to a file provided by CIHI
that had the NPDB UPI and the physicians associated FTE values for 1991/1992.

The NPDB UPI is a 24-element code based on physician’s name, date of birth, sex, and place of
graduation. These same fields are also available in the SMDB therefore allowing for a potential matching
of the two databases. However, the match will not be perfect because the NPDB only includes fee-for-
service physicians and the fields used to generate the UPI may not be identical in the two databases. Even
very slight differences in the values for these fields would cause difficulties in the matching process. For this
study, records were matched using the following steps: 1. matches found using all 24 elements; then, 2. the
first 22 elements (all but the elements generated for place of graduation) for those records yet unmatched;
3.  then 16 elements (i.e. algorithmic definition of physician’s name based on the first five letters of the last
name and the first three letters of the first name), then 12 (i.e. last name plus first initial), then 10 (i.e. last
name only).

The matching success of this process is summarized in Table 3.3. In that table, for example, there were 910
physicians in Newfoundland in 1991. Of these, 465 (51.1%) could be identified with common entries in
both the SMDB and the NPDB based on matches using all 24 elements of the NPDB UPI; an additional
75 (8.2%) physicians could be identified based on matches using 22 elements of the UPI; etc. Seventy two
per cent of the Newfoundland physicians could be matched with records in both of these databases The
remaining 28% (255 physicians) are not paid on a fee-for-service basis, are in non-clinical practice, had
been removed from the “active” SMDB category (e.g. temporarily “lost” because of mail delivery
difficulties, etc.), or could not be properly matched.

For the eight provinces that provided FTE data, the ratios of the numbers of SMDB physicians to the
numbers of NPDB by specialty range from 0.98 to 1.36, with an average of the ratios at 1.14. Given that
a value slightly greater than 1.0 would be anticipated, this SMDB-NPDB match can be considered to be
fairly good. As well, the aggregate values that have been generated for this report using these FTE figures
are very similar to those reported by CIHI (1998a).

During the period under investigation, the average age of Canadian physicians has increased from 45.6 to
46.4 years. For males, the change in average age was from 46.9 years in 1986 to 48.3 years in 1996. For
females, the figures are 39.6 and 41.2 years, respectively. These 1- to 2-year, shifts in mean ages over just
a 10-year period suggest an aging of the physician resources of Canada that should be of concern to
manpower resource planners. More detailed breakdowns of mean ages and age categories, by gender,
year and province/territory, are provided in Appendix IV, Tables IV-2 to IV-4.

On a more positive note, there has been an increase in the number of physicians who have identified French
as their first language. Although the overall change is small, from 22.8% in 1986 to 23.6% in 1996, the
increases have occurred in the majority of the provinces, with slight decreases in Alberta and British
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Columbia. The most significant decrease in the number of physicians who speak French has occurred in
the Yukon, from 2.1% to 0.0% in 1986 and 1996, respectively. The 1996 proportions (%) of physicians
who indicated French as their language of preference are: Newfoundland 0.6, Prince Edward Island 1.2,
Nova Scotia 0.8, New Brunswick 19.9, Quebec 80.5, Ontario 1.7, Manitoba 0.8, Saskatchewan 0.4,
Alberta 0.5, British Columbia 0.7, Yukon Territory 0.0, Northwest Territories 4.9. In many areas of the
country, for example in northeastern Ontario, the ability (of the physician) to speak French can be a
significant element in physician recruitment and retention. (NOTE: we have made the assumption that the
language variable on the SMDB refers to “first language”. This may or may not be the case as the variable
actually refers to the language in which the physician prefers to receive correspondence. The figures we
have presented will roughly reflect “reality” but might also involve either over- or under-estimates.)

Women continue to be under-represented in the ranks of Canadian physicians in terms of their proportion
of the general population. However, significant progress has been made over the period from 1986 to
1996, an increase of 8.7% (see Table 3.4). Still, only 26.6% of physicians in 1996 were female compared
to 51% in the overall population.

In a recent editorial, the president of the Society of Rural Physicians of Canada (MacLellan, 1998)
bemoans the move by the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada to refuse accreditation to
any foreign specialty training programs other than some from the United States because “our specialty
training programs have never been able to meet all the needs of rural Canada, which has always had to rely
heavily on international medical graduates”. The nature of this dependence on foreign-trained physicians
is suggested by the figures contained in Table 3.5. The overall proportion of Canada’s physicians who
obtained their M.D. degree from a university outside of Canada or the United States has decreased from
26.9% in 1986 to 23.4% in 1996. Still, more than half of Canada’s provinces and territories rely on
physicians who were trained outside of North America for a quarter or more (and in the cases of
Newfoundland and Saskatchewan, around a half) of their physician resource supply.

As indicated in the previous chapter, an increasing number of definitions of “rural”, in the context of medical
geography, include distance measures. As well, distance measurements can often be used as a partial
measure of access. In our analyses, we have generated a number of distance measures: population to
physician, by specialty; general practitioner to specialist colleagues; and population or physician to hospitals
and/or referral centres. With respect to the latter, the only information available to us at the time of this
analysis was the size and location of hospitals. Thus, distance-to-hospital measurements are discussed in
the context of whether a community has a hospital, not on the character (e.g. whether the hospital has an
emergency care unit, number or types of beds, etc.) of the hospital, other than general size.

In order to provide an outline of the sociodemographic/socioeconomic characteristics of the communities
that are served by physicians and where physicians live, selected elements have been abstracted from the
20% and 100% enumeration area profiles (i.e. the “long-form” and “short-form” questionnaires,
respectively) from the 1991 Census of Canada. This year, 1991, was chosen as it is the most recent census
year in which data at the level of EAs are available (1996 census data were just being released by Statistics
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Canada as this report was being prepared but it was not yet available for this analysis). The variables
(expressed as proportions or 1991 dollars) include:

• % Males in the age categories: 0-19, 20-59, 60+ years
• % Females in the age categories: 0-19, 20-59, 60+ years
• % Home language (single responses): English or French
• % of the population 15+ years of age with less than grade 9 education
• % Males with postsecondary qualifications
• % Females with postsecondary qualification
• % of families with lone-parent
• % of the total income of the population composed of: employment income and government transfer payments
• Median income ($) for Males 15+ years of age
• Median income ($) for Females 15+ years of age
• Median family income ($)
• Average private household income ($)
• Median private household income ($)
• % of households with household incomes in the categories: under $20000, $20000-$34999, $35000-$49999,

$50000 and over

Ng et al. (1997, p. 22) argue that “Two people sharing a residence do not require twice the income of a
person living alone to maintain the same standard of living”. Comparisons between populations within
enumeration areas on the basis of average household income will be subject to the bias introduced by the
unequal distribution of household sizes across EAs. To overcome this bias, they introduced the measure
Income Per Person-Equivalent (IPPE) and we have included this in our analyses. The IPPE is computed
as:

IPPE = total household income in an EA / person-equivalents
where person-equivalents =

1.00 * (number of one-person households) +
1.36 * (number of two-person households) +
1.72 * (number of three-person households) +
1.98 * (number of four-person households) +
2.30 * (number of five- or more person households)

Finally, this report relies a good deal on the census geography of Canada defined by Statistics Canada
(1997). Four levels of their standard geographic areas are employed. The basic building block is the
enumeration area (EA), the geographic area canvassed by one census representative and the smallest
standard geographic area for which census data are reported. Each enumeration area is coded with an
urban/rural status based on its location inside or outside a Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) or Census
Agglomeration (CA) and/or linkages to urban areas based on commuting patterns. The five urban/rural
status categories, used extensively in this report, are: Urban core (of a CMA/CA), Urban fringe (of
CMAs/CAs), Rural fringe (of CMAs/CAs), Urban areas outside a CMA/CA, and Rural areas outside a
CMA/CA. EAs build up into Census Subdivisions (CSDs, which we often refer to as “communities”),
CSDs build up into Census Divisions (CDs - the equivalent of counties or districts for those provinces
where those terms are applicable), and finally CDs build up into provinces/territories.
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Table 3.1

Total numbers of physicians (excluding interns and residents)
by year and province/territory. Source: Southam Database

Year
Province/Territory 1986 1991 1996

Newfoundland 847 910 928

Prince Edward Island 174 175 170

Nova Scotia 1536 1760 1746

New Brunswick 853 1010 1122

Quebec 12562 14241 15241

Ontario 16882 20125 20218

Manitoba 1856 2011 1973

Saskatchewan 1423 1510 1475

Alberta 3650 4351 4472

British Columbia 5736 6682 7505

Yukon Territory 29 38 47

Northwest Territories 46 50 61

Canada 45594 52863 54958
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Table 3.2

Total numbers of physicians in Canada by specialty and year.
Source: Southam Database

Year
Physician Categories 1986 1991 1996

General/Family Medicine 23531 27929 28221
Internal Medicine 4355 4942 5499
Medical Genetics - - 29
Dermatology 378 445 491
Neurology 451 545 625
Pediatrics 1663 1902 2017
Physical & Rehab. Medicine 205 245 290
Psychiatry 2706 3255 3606
Public Health 273 318 378
Emergency Medicine 122 228 271
Occupational Medicine - 35 43
Anesthesia 1837 2087 2241
Nuclear Medicine 120 164 202
Radiology-Diagnostic 1477 1658 1772
Radiology-Therapeutic 267 253 273
Medical Biochemistry 73 79 94
Medical Microbiology 98 208 236
Pathology 927 1064 1076
General Surgery 2091 1963 1839
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery 192 239 262
Neurosurgery 186 192 218
Obstetrics & Gynecology 1491 1562 1535
Ophthalmology 921 983 1065
Otolaryngology 544 594 589
Orthopaedic Surgery 861 978 1045
Plastic Surgery 309 375 424
Urology 473 527 547
Medical Scientist 43 93 70

ALL Physicians 45594 52863 54958
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Table 3.3

NPDB and SMDB Matching Success by UPI elements by province. For
each province, the first line records the number of physicians matched using
the specified number of UPI elements; the second line is the percent of the
total number of physicians in the province. The latter number includes both
fee-for-service and non fee-for-service physicians.

Number of Elements Total %
Province 24 22 16 12 10 Matched

Newfoundland 465 75 43 37 35
51.1 8.2 4.7 4.1 3.8 72.0

Prince Edward Island 98 13 11 17 8
56.0 7.4 6.3 9.7 4.6 84.0

Nova Scotia 1189 41 125 134 36
67.6 2.3 7.1 7.6 2.0 86.6

New Brunswick 599 34 47 144 20
59.3 3.4 4.7 14.3 2.0 83.6

Quebec 10244 69 774 357 276
71.9 0.5 5.4 2.5 1.9 82.3

Manitoba 602 36 83 610 46
30.1 1.88 4.1 30.5 2.3 68.7

Saskatchewan 973 62 115 89 20
64.4 4.1 7.6 5.9 1.3 83.4

British Columbia 4323 408 471 451 177
64.7 6.1 7.0 6.7 2.6 87.2
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Table 3.4

Proportions (%) of female physicians by year and province/territory
Source: Southam Database

Province/Territory 1986 1991 1996

Newfoundland 18.5 22.3 25.1

Prince Edward Island 11.5 13.7 18.2

Nova Scotia 16.5 24.0 27.0

New Brunswick 13.7 17.8 22.9

Quebec 18.9 24.3 29.0

Ontario 18.3 23.4 26.4

Manitoba 17.6 21.8 24.4

Saskatchewan 15.0 19.1 21.6

Alberta 17.4 22.5 26.1

British Columbia 16.7 21.2 24.9

Yukon Territory 24.1 28.9 40.4

Northwest Territories 26.1 26.0 32.8

Canada 17.9 23.0 26.6
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Table 3.5

Proportions (%) of physicians who graduated from a foreign
university by year and province/territory.
Source: Southam Database

Province/Territory 1986 1991 1996

Newfoundland 50.6 49.1 46.3

Prince Edward Island 20.1 16.6 19.4

Nova Scotia 27.0 26.7 25.9

New Brunswick 28.4 25.0 23.8

Quebec 13.7 13.3 12.1

Ontario 29.6 26.7 25.3

Manitoba 35.2 34.2 32.9

Saskatchewan 50.3 50.4 52.3

Alberta 33.6 30.5 27.3

British Columbia 31.5 28.8 27.6

Yukon Territory 17.2 18.4 17.0

Northwest Territories 28.3 20.0 21.3

Canada 26.9 24.9 23.4
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3.3 Physician Distribution: An Overview

The geographic distribution of Canada’s physicians (Figure 3.1) broadly parallels that of the distribution
of Canadians (Figure 3.2). To be otherwise would not make much sense. But even at the small scale of
these maps one can see that there are many significant differences. And, with only a little knowledge of the
population distribution of Canada one can tell immediately that Figure 3.1 resembles the distribution of
Canada’s cities and towns rather than its rural areas. For example, in the Yukon  111 locations have been
plotted for 33 communities scattered about the territory to represent the population distribution. But the
physicians are located essentially in only 4 communities, primarily in Whitehorse plus Dawson, Faro, and
Watson Lake. This pattern is characteristic of all provinces and territories in Canada.

To create the map of physician distribution, the postal code of each physician in the SMDB was translated
into a longitude/latitude location using the postal code conversion files (postal code to EA centroid) of
Statistics Canada. Each dot on that map (Figure 3.1) locates a physician’s practice (for 1996), with
obvious dot-overlaps given the scale of the map. Each dot on the population distribution map (Figure 3.2)
locates the population-weighted centroid of an EA. In the 1996 Canadian Census of Population, populated
EAs ranged in total numbers of people present from just under 100 to just over 2000 (i.e. we cannot map
each and every one of the more than 28 million persons in Canada in 1996 with the data available but the
EA locations are more than sufficient for the present purpose).

A series of maps providing detailed (within the limits of map scale) locations of physicians by specialty,
using the same speciality categories as listed in Table 3.2, can be found in Appendix V.

Earlier (Chapter 2.3), we have indicated that it is not particularly difficult to produce these maps. This is
especially the case these days with the widespread availability of desktop mapping facilities. We have also
indicated that information solely about where physicians are located is of limited interest to most people.
In one sense this is overstating the case. After all, these maps do show where physicians in Canada work.
They do provide dramatic visual displays of the fairly widespread distribution of GPs/FPs and the highly
concentrated urban locations of most specialist physicians. They are, therefore, more than just dot maps;
they represent the fundamental building blocks of a geography of Canadian physicians.

However, it is truer to say that most people would be interested in making comparisons, especially
between physician and population distributions. This can be done visually, i.e. as suggested in the first
sentence of this section by comparing Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Or, more likely, using some of the more
sophisticated geostatistical techniques that have been discussed in Chapter 2. Some of these latter methods
are illustrated in the remaining sections of the present chapter.
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3.4 Population-to-Physician Ratios

3.4.1 Head Counts

One of the most popular approaches to examining the interrelationships between population and physician
distributions is to measure population-to-physician ratios. As outlined earlier, each of the physician records
in the Southam Database were assigned to a geographical location to allow for physician “head counts” at
the level of provinces/territories, census divisions (n=266, 290, and 288 in 1986, 1991, and 1996,
respectively), and, where possible, census subdivisions (n=6009, 6006, and 5984 in 1986, 1991, and
1996, respectively). The physician counts per geographical unit were for the total number of physicians and
for the numbers of physicians in each of the specialties earlier identified in Table 3.2.

Population-to-physician ratios for Canada, based on the Southam Database of “head counts” are generally
decreasing (i.e. improving). The ratio taking all physicians together has changed from 555 in 1986, a
significant drop to 516 in 1991, then an increase again to 524 in 1996. A similar pattern exists for the ratios
taking all specialists together with values of 1147, 1094, and 1078, in 1986, 1991, and 1996, respectively.
For Canada as a whole, this same pattern follows for all physician specialties with the exception of General
Surgery, Obstetrics & Gynecology, and Otolaryngology. For the latter specialties the pattern of ratios is
the reverse, that is, an increase in the population per physician occurred from 1986 to 1996.

Although not identical, these patterns are very similar for each province and territory (Appendix IV, Table
IV-5). Variations from province to province and within provinces can be seen using the appendix but are
highlighted in mapped form for some of the 1996 ratios. Using Census Divisions as the mapping unit,
regional variations are shown with the ratios classified by quartile for all physicians (Figure 3.3), general
practitioners (Figure 3.4), and all specialists (Figure 3.5). For all of these maps, Q1 is the “best” category,
i.e. fewer people per physician. Equivalent but larger scale maps of these population-to-physician ratios
can be found in Appendix V, pages V-32 to V-40. The quartile mapping classes (plus a mapping class n.a.)
for census divisions where no ratio could be computed because of the lack of physicians present) are as
follows:

Figure 3.3 Q1 244-637; Q2 638-865; Q3 866-1226; Q4 1227-8901
Figure 3.4 Q1 392-947; Q2 948-1171; Q3 1172-1502; Q4 1503-8901
Figure 3.5 Q1 401-1576; Q2 1577-3225; Q3 3226-7309; Q4 7310-48247

Careful inspection of these maps indicates that it would be very difficult to suggest that population-to-
physician ratios reflect north-south or east-west trends. However, there is a very clear rural-urban
dichotomy for the maps of all physicians and all specialists. In the maps associated with Figures 3.3 and
3.5, one can pick out the major urban centres by looking for the shade associated with the first quartile
(Q1), the smallest number of persons per physician. This pattern has been seen earlier with the dot maps
in this chapter and in Appendix V. The rural/urban relationships are much less striking for general
practitioners (Figure 3.4).
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3.4.2 Beyond Head Counts: Recommended Ratios

The population-to-physician ratios, illustrated in Section 3.4.1 and in Appendices IV and V, are useful
descriptors of the associations between population and physician distributions. However, these
computations often raise more questions than they answer. For example, in 1986, the population-to-
physician ratio with respect to Dermatologists was 66,955:1 and this decreased to 58,751:1 by 1996. So,
are these values meaningful? Only if we have some reference guidelines.

To address this issue the computed ratios were compared with the ratios recommended by the Federal-
Provincial-Territorial Advisory Committee on Health Manpower (1984) and the ratios recommended by
the National Specialty Physician Review (Royal College 1988). The latter provides two sets of ratios, one
based on the ratios that were current (in 1986) at the time of the review and one that includes perceived
shortfalls. These ratios are referred to as Active and Active+Shortfall.

When we compare the recommended ratios (Table 3.6) and the computed ratios (Table IV-5) based on
the counts using the SMDB we see that there are very few “shortages” of physicians at the national level.
The exceptions are for General Surgery and Obstetrics/Gynecology. This lack of shortage at the national
level has persisted, for the most part, throughout the period of study from 1986 to 1996. But, if we
compare the recommended population-to-physician ratios of Table 3.6 with the observed ratios in Table
IV-5, then significant regional variations and shortages do occur. If we return to our example of
Dermatologists we see very significant shortages of this specialty in 1996 for half of the provinces and a
total lack of the specialty in the territories. This is also an example of a specialty where shortages have
persisted for many years. Similar comparisons can be made by further examination of these two tables. But
a nagging question remains: are the reference guidelines “right” or “correct”? What, for example, is the
significance between the 77,098 Federal-Provincial-Territorial and the 65,050 National Specialty Review
guidelines for dermatologists? That is a difference of ~12,000 people? Clearly there needs to be a
rationalization of these recommended ratios.

The population-to-physician ratios that have been computed are also problematic because of the
differences in physician productivity or work habits. To address this issue, then, these ratios were
recomputed using the 1991 FTE data from the National Physician Database. This immediately increases
the “shortages” of physicians. While the population counts (the numerator of the ratio) remain the same the
physician counts (the denominator of the ratio) almost always will decrease because not all of the SMDB
physicians are on fee-for-service payment plans, the only types of physicians currently counted in the
NPDB. The total numbers for these two databases are summarized in Table 3.7. There, for example, a total
of 910 active physicians are identified for Newfoundland using the SMDB (1991). The NPDB count for
Newfoundland is 655. But, not all of these physicians provide the same amount of service as indicated by
the definitions of FTE provided earlier (FTE values vary widely from province to province and within
physician specialties. For the data set in use for this report the FTE values in total range from 0.00 to 3.62).
The total fee-for-service complement for Newfoundland for 1991 was measured as 597 FTE-physicians.
The ratio of NPDB FTE count to NPDB physician numbers ranges from 0.82 to 1.05 for these provinces.
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Similar ratios at the Census Division level range from 0.05 to 1.54 and at the Census Subdivision level from
0.01 to 2.27. As shown in Table 3.7, the total FTE count can be larger than the NPDB head count but not
higher than the SMDB head count.

Thus, the comparisons between computed and recommended ratios can differ substantially when using
either the SMDB or the NPDB FTE counts. In most instances the NPDB FTE counts will produce
measures of “shortages”. This will be exacerbated given the increase in the proportion of female physicians,
the aging of physicians in general, and tendency for younger physicians to work fewer hours. Tabulated
mean FTE values by age groups and gender that impact on the FTE values are provided below (Tables
3.8 to 3.10). All of these factors will lead to lower FTE values and subsequently higher population-to-
physician ratios.

The final issue discussed here with respect to population-to-physician ratios are the geographical units
employed to gather the respective counts. As indicated earlier, for this report the ratios have been
computed for both SMDB and NPDB counts at the administrative, geographic units of province/territory,
census division, and census subdivision. Ratios using the CSDs have not been reported here as they were
not deemed of value. Indeed, even though we have undertaken the computations we question whether
ratios at the level of CDs are of much value. This is especially true when computing ratios for specialty
physicians.

For example, by computing population-to-physician ratios for CDs and then comparing those with
recommended ratios one would be able to identify the proportion of CDs in Canada where the
recommended ratios have not been achieved, i.e. “shortages”. The results for 1991, by way of illustration,
would result in the following statements: The proportion of CDs experiencing shortages of physicians ranges
from 0.0% for Neurosurgery to 70.7% for Internal Medicine, when the ratios are computed using SMDB
counts of physicians. The proportions of CDs experiencing shortages of physicians ranges from 5.9% for
Neurology to 81.4% for Psychiatry, when the ratios are computed using NPDB FTE counts of physicians.
But these proportions would be based only on the CDs where those specialist physicians are located! By
far the majority of CDs would not be included in the computations because a ratio would be
computationally impossible or meaningless. These observations merely reinforce the observations made
earlier with respect to the dot maps of physician locations. Specialist physician locations are primarily urban
and will not be expected to be located in all CDs of Canada. In fact, CDs are probably only appropriate
for calculating population-to-physician ratios for GPs/FPs and possibly grouped physicians (e.g. all
physicians; all specialists). The geographical unit of analysis plays a significant role in ratio computations.

In the final analysis, these ratios can only be used as general guidelines as “All population/physician ratios
are acknowledged to have major limitations. There is little evidence relating specialist supply to population
health needs, and therefore recommended ratios tend to represent best guesstimates” (Roos et al. 1997,
p.19).
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Table 3.6

Recommended population-to-physician ratios by selected specialties. Ratios that have not been defined
or are not directly comparable are indicated in the table with an asterisk.

Federal-Provincial- National Specialty Review
Specialty Territorial Guidelines Active Active+Shortfall

General Practice 1307 * *

Internal Medicine 8166 21650 *

Neurology 89948 68350 59300

Psychiatry 10232 8400 *

Pediatrics 19355 * *

Dermatology 77098 65050 62650

Physical Medicine & Rehab. 113758 127500 85550

Anesthesia 13805 11900 11500

General Surgery 12292 14350 13850

Thoracic/Cardio. Surgery 128793 158400 158400

Urology 56464 55700 51950

Orthopaedic Surgery 34127 31450 27500

Plastic Surgery 107938 85550 85550

Neurosurgery 165791 150000 129450

Ophthalmology 30099 29650 29650

Otolaryngology 51456 48300 45700

Obstetrics/Gynecology 18074 19050 *
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Table 3.7

Comparisons of physician counts using the Southam Database (SMDB) and
the National Physician Database (NPDB) for 1991 for 8 provinces.

SMDB NPDB NPDB
Province Numbers Numbers FTE

Newfoundland 910 655 597

Prince Edward Island 175 147 170

Nova Scotia 1760 1525 1363

New Brunswick 1010 844 887

Quebec 14241 11720 10226

Manitoba 2011 1377 1224

Saskatchewan 1510 1258 1266

British Columbia 6682 5830 4797
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Table 3.8
Mean FTE values by Age groups, 1991. Source: National Physician Database

Age Groups
Province <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+
Newfoundland .54 .88 1.04 .95 .81 .49
Prince Edward Island 1.16 1.22 1.46 1.08 .67 .46
Nova Scotia .69 .83 1.00 .97 .82 .59
New Brunswick .69 1.05 1.20 1.10 .86 .53
Quebec .67 .86 .96 .94 .75 .47
Manitoba .58 .85 1.00 .98 .84 .48
Saskatchewan .80 .92 1.06 1.12 .98 .66
British Columbia .57 .78 .91 .87 .73 .34
All 8 provinces .65 .85 .97 .95 .78 .47

Table 3.9
Mean FTE values by Gender, 1991.
Source: National Physician Database.

Province Female Male
Newfoundland .69 .97
Prince Edward Island .74 1.22
Nova Scotia .71 .94
New Brunswick .81 1.10
Quebec .69 .92
Manitoba .70 .93
Saskatchewan .76 1.06
British Columbia .60 .88
All 8 provinces .68 .93

Table 3.10
Mean FTE values by age groups and gender, 1991.
Source: National Physician Database.

Age Groups
Gender <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+
Female & Male .65 .85 .97 .95 .78 .47
Female .60 .67 .74 .75 .62 .41
Male .70 .95 1.02 .96 .79 .47
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3.5 Equitable Distribution: Gini Indices

In addition to more precisely defining and measuring various variables in the examination of physician
distribution, researchers have also introduced more sophisticated indices of spatial distribution. The majority
of these distributional indices (Joseph and Philips, 1984) are employed to assess inequality in the
geographic distribution of available health manpower (Gesler and Savitz, 1994). And all of the most
frequently used distributional indices are related to or derived from location quotients, quantile-quantile
plots (also known as Lorenz curves), and Gini indices.

Location quotients (LQ) are very simple to compute as they compare the proportion of some target
phenomenon in one geographical unit to the proportion of that target or base phenomenon in all
geographical units under investigation. Thus:

LQ = (% in category k in areal unit i) / (% in category k in the region containing all areal units)

The numerical range of LQ is from 0.0 to infinity and is interpreted as follows (after Meade et al., 1988):

LQ > 1 relative concentration of the activity in area i compared
to the region as a whole

LQ < 1 area i has less of a share of the activity compared
to the region as a whole

LQ = 1 area i has a share of the activity equal to that of the region as a whole

Spatial patterns of inequality can be tabulated by area or mapped. Some of the disadvantages of the LQ
that have been identified are (from Joseph and Phillips, 1984; Meade et al., 1988; and others):

• an LQ is computed for each individual area within a study region; when the number of these areas
is large, yielding a large number of LQ values, the measure is an inefficient form of summary, even
when mapped

• comparisons of the degrees of fairness of the distribution in question are difficult to compare
because under-representation ranges only from 0 to <1 while over-representation ranges from >1
to infinity

• location quotients can be used for temporal comparisons only when the mean LQs, or system
averages, are taken into account

To overcome some of these disadvantages, single system indices are sought using graphical techniques (the
drawing of a Lorenz curve) or by computational techniques (most commonly the computation of a Gini
index). The two are related using the following steps (after Gesler and Savitz, 1994, p. 157):
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• calculate the location quotients for the various areas in a region
• reorder (rank) the areas in decreasing order of their location quotients
• cumulate the percentage distributions of both the activity and the base in the order determined by

the ranking of the location quotients
• plot the points of the cumulated percentages for each area of the region and join them to form a

Lorenz curve as in the figure below.

Figure 3.6 Location Quotient/Gini Index Schematics

In these illustrations of the Lorenz curve and in the context of this report, the horizontal axes for both
diagrams might be the percentage of population in areas (e.g. by Census Divisions) of Canada. The vertical
axis of the diagram on the left might well be the proportion of general practitioners/family physicians in those
same areas and the vertical axis on the right represent the proportion of specialists. The diagonal line
describes a perfectly equitable distribution. As the Lorentz curve deviates from the diagonal line, the
distribution of the target phenomenon becomes increasingly inequitable. In these hypothetical examples, the
distribution of GPs/FPs (diagram on the left) is far more equitable than that of specialists.

To provide a single value expressing the relationships shown, a basic Gini index is expressed as the ratio
of the shaded areas in these diagrams to the lower triangle of the diagram, reported as a ratio of 1.0 or as
a percentage. Thus, the Gini index compares the cumulative proportion of physicians to the cumulative
proportion of the population in the same geographical unit. “Smaller values of the Gini coefficient indicate
similarity between the areal distribution” of the two measures (Gesler and Savitz, 1994, p. 157), i.e. there
would be an “equal” geographical distribution of physicians and population. The paper by Brown (1994)
is recommended reading as it provides a succinct overview of the theory and variations of Gini indices, with
applications of them to evaluate the spatial patterns of health practitioners in Alberta.
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For this report, simple Gini indices were computed to allow comparisons of the distribution of numbers of
physicians and the numbers of people in the geographical areas of: i) provinces/territories; and, ii) census
divisions. These have been computed using SMDB physician counts for 1986, 1991, and 1996. The results
are tabulated below (Table 3.11) where the physician specialties have been listed in rank order of their
1996 provincial/territorial Gini indices.

In 1996, the specialty most equitably distributed by province/territory was Anesthesia and the least
equitably distributed is that of Medical Microbiology. On the other hand, General Practice/Family Medicine
physicians were more evenly or equitably distributed when using CDs as the geographical unit of analysis.
Table 3.11 also provides us with a glimpse at some of the temporal trends that are occurring. On the whole,
the lowest Gini indices are computed using 1996 figures. In general, this suggests that physician distribution,
whether by province/territory or CD, is becoming “smoother” across those geographical units, more
equitable. The GPs/FPs stand out as an exception to this trend where, especially using the
provincial/territorial index, it appears as if their distribution is becoming less equitable. Further analysis is
required to explain what is happening here but our initial feeling, especially given the results of our distance
measurements in the Section 3.6, is that a rural-to-urban migration pattern is being expressed here.

The computation and interpretation of Gini indices suffer from some of the same problems that we have
highlighted with respect to population-to-physician ratios. There is no reference guideline to indicate the
relative importance of the index magnitudes; these indices have been computed using SMDB counts and
might well have told a very different story had they been computed using NPDB FTE counts; and, the
geographical units of analysis can produce erroneous or at least misleading interpretations. With respect
to the latter problem, it is unlikely that Gini indices computed at the provincial/territorial level are
problematic. But the indices for most physician specialties show very substantial unevenness when
computed at the level of Census Divisions and highly extreme unevenness when computed at the level of
Census Subdivisions (values not shown). Given the particular needs of specialists (equipment, hospitals,
etc.), it is not reasonable to assume that they would or should be evenly distributed across Canada on the
basis of Census Division or Census Subdivision populations. Again, the only specialty that we would expect
to be more evenly distributed across the smaller geographical units would be GPs/FPs, as indicated by the
lower CD Gini index (10.78 in Table 3.11).
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Table 3.11

Gini Indices computed and rank ordered (by 1996 provincial/territorial equitable distribution) using
provinces/territories and census divisions as the geographical units of analyses. Physician numbers are
based on the Southam Database; population counts were derived from the DLI releases by Statistics
Canada.

Gini Indices Computed by:
Province/Territory Census Divisions

Physician Categories 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Anesthesia 6.33 4.54 3.02 23.89 22.32 22.51
Radiology-Diagnostic 5.14 3.53 3.43 20.35 20.31 20.58
General/Family Medicine 2.06 1.87 4.07 10.72 11.42 10.78
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery 9.38 7.01 4.54 26.53 27.32 28.87
Plastic Surgery 6.55 5.99 4.71 21.57 21.41 21.38
Pathology 5.72 5.40 5.04 22.20 21.89 22.39
Orthopaedic Surgery 6.41 5.97 5.20 18.55 17.79 18.70
Neurosurgery 4.21 5.00 5.42 25.66 24.87 24.52
Ophthalmology 8.39 6.09 5.48 20.86 21.15 20.48
Physical & Rehab. Medicine 7.71 6.60 5.68 27.02 23.07 22.79
Urology 4.90 5.16 5.80 17.59 16.77 18.21
Obstetrics & Gynecology 7.30 6.52 6.21 21.29 20.74 19.53
Pediatrics 4.55 5.34 6.36 26.56 26.30 25.50
General Surgery 4.00 5.16 6.55 17.26 16.27 17.33
Medical Scientist 16.69 12.76 7.24 32.12 30.55 30.89
Radiology-Therapeutic 8.85 10.40 7.50 24.43 29.51 27.57
Internal Medicine 8.28 7.87 7.62 32.16 31.93 30.03
Neurology 11.67 10.66 8.58 28.17 27.18 27.31
Otolaryngology 8.54 8.14 9.23 20.96 19.43 19.39
Psychiatry 10.58 10.67 9.24 32.30 32.75 32.54
Dermatology 13.25 11.62 11.40 23.89 22.31 21.73
Emergency Medicine 21.41 22.28 18.44 29.19 27.11 25.47
Nuclear Medicine 15.92 17.07 18.51 29.13 27.37 25.64
Medical Biochemistry 22.45 22.84 25.62 28.54 32.79 33.77
Public Health 30.21 31.54 26.78 28.55 30.21 29.70
Medical Microbiology 24.65 29.37 32.79 28.55 29.87 28.89

ALL Physicians 4.00 3.46 3.75 19.80 20.03 19.40

ALL Specialists 6.49 5.76 5.28 28.74 28.13 27.82
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3.6 Distance Measurements

Distance is but one of the many components of access to health care and health care facilities, but it is of
great significance to rural residents. As well, distance may be a factor for physicians in terms of where they
choose to practice and how they practice. How far away, for example, is a specialist colleague from a GP
and would that distance influence the activity of the GP?

The calculation of these measurements of distance are important for our discussion of the geography of
physicians in Canada, especially those in rural areas. However, this section has been kept to a minimum
because the general distance parameters that we have computed have been reported by others (Wilkins,
1993, Ng et al., 1993, and Ng et al., 1997). Thus, the distance measurements are only summarized here
and the situation for physicians who practice alone are highlighted.

Measurements undertaken here can be described as “straight line” or “as the crow flies” distances. They
are in fact “great circle” distances, the shortest direct route along the surface of the earth between two
locations.

As indicated earlier, the location of individual physicians and hospitals were identified first by postal code
and then, using appropriately dated postal code conversion files, by Census Enumeration Area of Census
street blockface. In turn, each of these areas or locations have been described by Statistics Canada using
latitude and longitude. With this information, distances between two points can be calculated using the
following equation (from Ng et al. 1993):

D = 6370997 * arcos(sin(LAT1) * sin(LAT2) + cos(LAT1) * cos(LAT2) * cos(LONG1-LONG2))

where: D = distance (in metres)
LAT1 = latitude of point 1 (in radians)
LONG1 = longitude of point 1 (in radians)
LAT2 = latitude of point 2 (in radians)
LONG2 = longitude of point 2 (in radians)
arcos = arc cosine
cos = cosine
sin = sine
6370997 = radius of the earth (in metres)

A vast number of computations were undertaken here because the distance measurements were computed
using the individual locations of physicians (1986 - 45594, 1991 - 52863, 1996 - 54958) by physician
specialty (28), all census enumeration areas (1986 - 44042, 1991 - 45995, 1996 - 49361), and 726
hospital sites by size (small < 50 beds; medium 50-299 beds; and large >299 beds). However, boundaries
between provinces/territories were considered impermeable. That is, no cross border physician or hospital
utilization was permitted in computing these distances given that we had no data that could account for such
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activity, locums, travelling clinics, etc. The databases that we then generated for each of the three years of
investigation then included distance measurements for:

a) population (EA centroids) to nearest physician by physician specialty
b) population (EA centroids) to nearest hospital by hospital size
c) physician to nearest physician by physician specialty
d) physician to nearest hospital by hospital size

Additional distance measurements were undertaken, for 1991 only, such that each EA (and therefore
physician location) could be classified by size of community that it was located in and distance away from
a community with a population greater than 50000 or the largest community in a province/territory,
whichever was greater. The categories that were employed are listed below:

EA is within Distance from a community
Class Community of Size with a population > 50000

1 < 10000 > 80 km
2 < 10000 50-80 km
3 < 10000 < 50 km
4 10000-50000 > 80 km
5 10000-50000 50-80 km
6 10000+ < 50 km

Note: Class 6 is comprised primarily of EAs that are within communities
having a population greater than 50000. It would also include EAs
in the immediate vicinity of these cities if they were located in
communities with a population greater than or equal to 10000.

These size/distance classes were defined and computed because they are identical or close approximations
of categories used as eligibility guidelines for funding support for physicians for continuing medical education
programs (Ontario Medical Association website; www.oma.org) or as inputs to rurality indices for
physicians (e.g. Leduc 1997). These categories were used briefly, as described in Chapter 3.7.

The majority of Canadians live in urban areas. Large hospitals are generally located in urban areas. Hardly
earth shattering news, but it is the reason that for 63% (our calculations) of Canadians the closest hospital
is large (> 299 beds); 67.5% of Canadians live less than 5 km from a hospital facility but this proportion
varies from 42.9% to 74.7% when provincial figures are employed (Ng et al. 1993).

Similarly, using the Canadian Medical Association’s 1993 address registry of physicians and 1991 EAs,
Ng et al. (1997) found that 86.8% of Canadians lived within 5 km of a physician, varying from 99% in large
urban centres (over 1 million population) to only 56% in smaller centres or within rural areas. Our
computations are very much in agreement with Ng et al. (1997) and have been summarized by physician
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specialty and year (Appendix IV, Table IV-6) and therefore needs little further discussion. It is important
to point out, however, that our figures show that for most physician specialties, the mean and median
distances to the nearest physician have decreased steadily from 1986 to 1991 and then again to 1996. In
concert, the proportions of Canadians living within 5 km of a GP and Specialist have increased. In spite
of the fact that the small town and rural population has “grown in each intercensal period since 1976",
higher growth has occurred in large urban centres (Rural and Small Town Canada, Vol. 1, No. 1). Table
IV-6 reflects the movement of both the general population and the physician population to urban centres.

The urban migration of the past decades is also reflected in the relative increase of general
practitioner/family medicine physicians in rural areas who work alone. Using Census Subdivisions as
“communities”, Table 3.12 identifies the frequency distribution of CSDs in terms of the number of GPs
working in those communities. For the most part, these are the physicians working in relative isolation.

Over the period from 1986 to 1996, the average distance between the location of a GP and the location
his or her specialist colleagues has been decreasing (Table 3.13). This is also the case for GPs who work
alone, although the distances from their place of work and their nearest specialist colleagues is still often
twice as far (and would be even further as the “ALL” GP distances in Table 3.13 also include the
physicians who are working in relative isolation).

These figures reflect complex patterns of migration and locations for setting up practices. As previously
indicated, physicians in general have followed the pattern of the general population with respect to urban
migration. But that urban migration does not necessarily mean moving to urban cores. Movement to the
urban fringe and rural areas within CMA/CA tends to mute the magnitude of the distance measurements
due simply to urban migration. As well, physicians dependent on specialized sites (hospitals, etc.) will not
have moved. We suspect that such movements have had a substantial influence on the population-to-
physician ratios and Gini indices previously discussed.

These migration patterns of Canada’s physicians, especially the movements within Canada and within
single provinces, should be examined further (see CIHI, 1997a). Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of
the present study to do so.
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Table 3.12
Proportion of census subdivisions by number of general practitioners/family physicians by year.
Source: Southam Database

No. of General Practitioners/Family Physicians
Province/Territory Year 0 1 2 3 4 5+
Newfoundland 1986 77.6 8.7 4.1 2.3 1.8 5.6

1991 77.6 8.5 3.8 2.0 1.8 6.3
1996 76.3 8.8 5.9 1.9 1.3 5.9

Prince Edward Island 1986 83.7 6.5 2.4 3.3 .8 3.3
1991 84.9 4.8 2.4 4.0 .8 3.2
1996 82.7 7.3 5.5 .9 .0 3.6

Nova Scotia 1986 45.1 4.4 2.7 6.2 3.5 38.1
1991 38.3 5.2 6.1 6.1 7.0 37.4
1996 38.3 5.6 7.5 9.3 6.5 32.7

New Brunswick 1986 75.3 7.5 5.0 2.5 1.1 8.6
1991 72.0 8.2 6.8 2.2 1.8 9.0
1996 71.3 9.0 6.8 2.2 1.8 9.0

Quebec 1986 66.5 9.7 4.5 3.6 3.0 12.7
1991 65.9 10.2 4.6 3.4 2.4 13.6
1996 64.1 9.9 5.1 3.4 2.4 15.1

Ontario 1986 61.0 7.8 4.7 3.3 3.5 19.6
1991 55.9 9.3 6.7 3.5 2.8 21.8
1996 54.6 10.4 6.5 4.0 2.5 22.0

Manitoba 1986 73.4 7.5 3.7 3.0 3.4 9.0
1991 68.4 8.9 6.0 6.0 1.4 9.2
1996 70.8 8.8 6.7 2.8 1.8 9.2

Saskatchewan 1986 87.9 4.6 2.7 1.4 .9 2.6
1991 86.6 6.6 2.3 1.9 .4 2.1
1996 87.3 6.6 2.2 1.3 .6 2.0

Alberta 1986 81.5 1.0 2.6 1.7 0.0 13.2
1991 66.8 6.1 5.4 3.8 2.4 15.5
1996 67.6 7.8 4.1 3.4 2.5 14.5

British Columbia 1986 75.9 1.9 2.3 2.1 1.9 15.7
1991 72.5 3.9 2.9 1.2 1.5 17.9
1996 72.2 4.9 2.5 2.2 1.7 16.6

Yukon Territory 1986 93.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.5
1991 88.2 2.9 5.9 0.0 0.0 2.9
1996 87.5 0.0 6.3 3.1 0.0 3.1

Northwest Territories 1986 87.3 5.6 2.8 0.0 1.4 2.8
1991 90.0 2.9 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.9
1996 89.4 3.0 1.5 1.5 0.0 4.5

To interpret this table using the first line listed for Newfoundland as an example: In 1986, 77.6% of the CSDs had no
GP/FP. In that year, a single GP/FP worked alone in each of 8.7% of the CSDs, i.e. no other GP/FP colleague located
within the same CSD; 2 GPs/FPs could be found working (not necessarily together!) within each of 4.1% of the
CSDs, etc.
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Table 3.13

Mean distances from a general practitioner to the nearest specialist. For each of the
three years under investigation, distances (km) are given for “ALL” GP locations
and for those communities where only “ONE” GP is in practice.

ALL ONE
Specialty 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Internal Medicine 31.72 30.09 28.90 66.69 56.31 58.34
Medical Genetics - - 140.94 - - 226.27
Dermatology 72.60 56.98 57.61 120.83 95.79 102.84
Neurology 75.13 76.29 62.90 125.61 127.08 101.42
Pediatrics 34.90 35.58 34.72 69.70 66.71 67.34
Physical Medicine & Rehab 78.82 71.09 70.02 131.54 120.30 116.84
Psychiatry 39.79 37.44 33.63 72.71 67.38 63.87
Public Health 86.40 66.15 61.35 129.85 97.95 103.56
Emergency Medicine 98.31 83.10 80.95 156.35 137.28 132.59
Occupational Medicine - 109.78 108.10 - 176.62 168.29
Anesthesia 42.71 38.75 36.98 73.39 64.01 70.82
Nuclear Medicine 82.01 75.76 69.57 128.55 115.64 116.16
Radiology-Diagnostic 30.67 32.10 30.90 64.09 60.62 59.82
Radiology-Therapeutic 77.79 82.94 86.41 125.16 129.73 133.41
Medical Biochemistry 114.66 111.17 110.98 179.35 176.33 163.08
Medical Microbiology 104.73 92.11 93.65 157.60 137.91 141.38
Pathology 42.20 35.41 33.83 79.94 66.03 69.26
General Surgery 25.11 25.16 26.45 48.33 43.33 49.45
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery 88.47 79.39 71.77 137.31 125.95 120.25
Neurosurgery 84.96 73.68 79.29 144.84 127.09 134.90
Obstetrics & Gynecology 40.12 36.23 37.36 78.31 65.25 70.88
Ophthalmology 48.17 44.92 40.98 84.19 77.46 80.35
Otolaryngology 54.03 44.27 52.06 91.09 72.98 93.43
Orthopaedic Surgery 44.06 41.76 41.45 80.60 71.93 76.56
Plastic Surgery 66.85 62.04 57.65 116.02 107.51 106.32
Urology 49.15 41.71 45.38 88.10 75.96 83.88
Medical Scientist 128.49 118.99 120.51 196.29 187.07 174.61
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3.7 Enumerating Rural Physicians

The extensive discussion of “rurality” provided in Chapter 2 has clearly indicated that there are an
enormous number of variations in the parameters that can be used to define rural or to differentiate rural
from urban. In this section we have taken a very pragmatic approach and explore physician distribution
using two very easily available definitions of rural (Canada Post “0" and Statistics Canada urban/rural
codes) and one (the 6-level categories outlined in Section 3.6) that turns out to be far more complex than
initially thought. The objective is first to enumerate the physicians and then to examine whether these
“rurality” definitions would be useful. The latter task was undertaken using a series of distance and
sociodemographic/socioeconomic characteristics, the latter listed in Section 3.2.

In his review of the use of postal codes for the analysis of health data, Wilkins (1993) states that “rural
postal codes in Canada are easy to recognize because they always have a “0" in the second position”. It
would follow that a “geography” of rural physicians might start simply by examining postal codes. This
approach may have been useful in the past but is becoming less so. Indeed Canada Post suggests that now
and in the future this method of distinguishing between rural and urban areas will be extremely unreliable
(Heather Kinsley, Manager, Address Management Data and Systems, Canada Post, personal
communication). Additional comments on the short comings of this approach have been provided by
Wootton (1996).

To illustrate this, the physicians in the SMDB were divided into two groups (rural/urban) based on the “0"
in the second position of their postal codes. This information was cross tabulated (Table 3.14) against the
urban/rural codes (outlined in Chapter 2 and earlier in this chapter) used by Statistics Canada. While there
is a fair correlation, the level of correspondence is simply not acceptable, in our opinion. The postal code
method of designating rural is very crude and we would not recommend its use for the analysis of
rural/urban differences in physician location or other characteristics. (Note: the variations that we report
here between postal code and Statistics Canada code definitions of rural physicians are substantially
different than the variations that Hutten-Czapski (1998) reports. It would be useful to reconcile these
differences, recognizing that his physician counts are derived from the Canadian Medical Association
register and ours from the SMDB).

The proportions of the physicians and general Canadian population working and living, respectively, in
urban and rural areas are listed for 1986, 1991, and 1996 in Tables 3.15 to 3.17, based on the 5-level
urban/rural classification of Statistics Canada. In his exploration of the term “rural”, with respect to
physicians, Rourke (1997) also used these designations as one of the possible definitions of rural. As
indicated previously, this is also the approach used by Statistics Canada in terms of their current provision
of rural and small town information.

It is evident that the proportions of both physicians and the population in general are decreasing in these
rural areas. In 1991, for example, 29.2% of the population lived in rural areas but only 14.9% of physicians
practiced there. These figures were reduced to 22.2% and 9.8%, respectively, by 1996. Specialists
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continue to make up less than 3% of the complement of rural physicians. The 1991 mean FTE values by
province and urban/rural code are listed in Table 3.18. At first glance, there does not appear to be a
significant pattern in these FTE values between rural and urban physician activity at the national level. The
provincial variations have yet to be explored.

The Statistics Canada urban/rural classes and the six size/distance categories were used to test whether
they could be employed to statistically differentiate the locations of where physicians work and where
Canadians live, defined by the location of all EAs in 1991. This was accomplished by running a number of
very exploratory multivariate discriminant analyses using, for input, the limited
sociodemographic/socioeconomic variables listed in the introductory sections of this chapter and the
distance to physician measurements that had been computed. After having gone through a long series of
computer programming stages and then time-consuming computations, it was found that the generation of
the six size/distance classes was essentially a waste of time and energy. These categories simply have little
to say concerning urban/rural differentiation in Canada. This will disappoint those who support the Leduc
(1997) rurality index. That is not to say that the index does not have it uses, but we feel that the pre-defined
Statistics Canada urban/rural categories produced superior separations of enumeration areas into urban
and rural classes.

The Statistics Canada urban/rural classifications cover a wide range of sociodemographic and
socioeconomic characteristics of Canada. Even so, using these codes the EAs of Canada can be assessed
using discriminant analyses and come within an overall classification agreement of 59.8%. That is, using the
variables listed in Table 3.19, this exploratory analysis confirms the separation of the EAs into these same
categories with close to sixty per cent agreement. Now, if we introduce into the discriminant analyses the
mean distances to physicians as parameters (Table 3.20), the overall classification agreement jumps to
71.1%. The mean characteristics of these parameters by urban/rural code shown in Tables 3.19 and 3.20.
Note the striking patterns of these variables from class to class.

While we recognize that the urban/rural classifications of Statistics Canada will mask provincial and intra-
provincial variations, these results demonstrate some confidence in the categories that are worth exploring
further if one is interested in urban/rural dichotomies or continua. Further support for these classes is
provided by the series of correlation analyses that are listed in Appendix IV. For those tables, population-
weighted proportions of the five urban/rural classes were determined for each CD and then correlated with
the population-to-physician ratios. These have been completed for the 1991  SMDB ratios for all of
Canada (Table IV-7), the 1991 SMDB and NPDB FTE ratios for the eight contributing provinces (Table
IV-8), and the 1996 SMDB ratios for all of Canada (Table IV-9). Consistent patterns of positive or
inverse correlations are marked. However, these correlation coefficients, the mean values of the testing
parameters in Tables 3.19 and 3.20, and the results of the discriminant analyses suggest that the five
categories could be collapsed into four by aggregating the urban fringe areas with the urban core areas.
That is, these two categories are almost identical in their discriminating parameters.
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Table 3.14

Proportions (%) of physicians by postal codes and Statistics Canada
urban/rural codes.

By Postal Code
1986 1991 1996

StatsCan Urban/Rural Classes Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban
Urban core of CMA/CA 1.2 98.8 1.6 98.4 1.3 98.7
Urban fringe of CMA/CA 13.7 86.3 54.0 46.0 37.0 63.0
Rural fringe of CMA/CA 62.9 37.1 55.4 44.6 50.2 49.8
Urban area outside a CMA/CA 21.9 78.1 43.9 56.1 62.1 37.9
Rural 98.5 1.5 94.3 5.7 93.3 6.7
For example: In 1986, of the physicians identified as rural using the “0" in the second position of
their postal codes, 98.5% also would have been identified as rural using the Statistics Canada
urban/rural classification but 1.5% would not have been identified as rural. The disagreement in
these two classification systems rises to 5.7% in 1991 and 6.7% in 1996 for this StatsCan class.

Table 3.15

Proportions (%) of physicians and population by urban/rural codes by province for 1986.
1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA,
5 - Rural

Physicians by Population by
urban/rural code by urban-rural code

Province 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Newfoundland 69.7 0.0 3.9 5.7 20.7 35.3 4.0 5.9 19.7 35.2
Prince Edward Island 80.9 1.2 2.3 0.0 15.6 32.2 1.5 21.1 4.4 40.7
Nova Scotia 66.4 2.2 3.1 12.3 16.0 37.8 4.8 14.2 11.4 31.9
New Brunswick 66.9 0.0 9.4 5.2 18.5 35.7 1.0 14.2 12.6 36.4
Quebec 86.6 0.0 3.3 2.3 7.8 70.0 0.5 6.2 7.4 15.9
Ontario 90.4 0.6 2.4 1.9 4.7 74.5 2.0 7.3 5.6 10.7
Manitoba 86.4 0.0 0.7 2.1 10.8 63.7 0.0 3.0 8.5 24.8
Saskatchewan 78.9 0.0 0.4 2.2 18.5 47.7 0.9 3.6 12.8 35.0
Alberta 85.1 0.0 2.0 1.0 11.9 66.2 1.8 4.7 11.4 16.0
British Columbia 88.1 1.3 3.0 1.1 6.5 71.2 2.7 10.5 5.4 10.3
Yukon Territory 82.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.2 64.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 35.3
Northwest Territories 0.0 0.0 0.0 75.6 24.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.3 53.7
Canada 86.4 0.5 2.7 2.4 8.1 67.0 1.6 7.2 7.8 16.3
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Table 3.16
Proportions (%) of physicians and population by urban/rural codes by province for 1991. 1 - Urban core, 2 -
Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Physicians by Population by
urban/rural code by urban-rural code

Province 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Newfoundland 58.9 0.0 1.3 29.9 9.9 30.2 1.4 5.5 23.1 39.8
Prince Edward Island 28.6 0.0 10.9 50.3 10.3 6.7 1.6 5.6 31.0      55.2
Nova Scotia 65.4 1.7 2.1 20.5 10.4 35.4 3.6 10.9 14.2 35.9
New Brunswick 65.4 0.1 6.4 20.6 7.4 30.1 0.3 10.8 17.3 41.5
Quebec 82.8 0.1 1.3 12.2 3.5 65.7 0.1 5.5 11.7 17.0
Ontario 89.6 0.3 1.4 7.2 1.5 73.0 0.4 6.6 8.4 11.6
Manitoba 78.3 0.0 0.4 15.5 5.7 58.3 0.0 3.5 13.8 24.4
Saskatchewan 73.4 0.0 0.2 21.6 4.9 45.1 0.1 2.8 17.8 34.1
Alberta 83.6 0.2 0.5 12.7 3.0 65.4 0.1 4.2 14.2 16.0
British Columbia 83.0 0.3 1.4 12.6 2.7 67.5 0.4 6.2 12.6 13.4
Yukon Territory 52.6 0.0 0.0 31.6 15.8 9.1 0.0 0.0 49.7 41.2
Northwest Territories 0.0 0.0 0.0 84.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.7 63.3
Canada 83.5 0.2 1.4 11.7 3.2 64.4 0.4 6.0 11.8 17.4

Table 3.17
Proportions (%) of physicians and population by urban/rural codes by province for 1996. 1 - Urban core, 2 -
Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Physicians by Population by
urban/rural code by urban-rural code

Province 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Newfoundland 70.2 0.9 0.6 18.5 9.8 35.8 2.7 5.9 18.4 37.2
Prince Edward Island 79.4 0.0 1.8 8.2 10.6 38.3 1.6 14.5 4.3 41.3
Nova Scotia 70.8 3.6 4.8 13.2 7.5 39.1 6.2 16.0 9.0 29.3
New Brunswick 72.3 1.8 1.4 17.2 7.3 35.5 1.6 14.4 11.8 36.7
Quebec 87.3 0.4 1.5 7.0 3.7 70.6 1.1 5.9 6.7 15.7
Ontario 91.6 1.2 1.6 4.1 1.4 76.2 2.0 6.9 5.1 9.8
Manitoba 84.2 0.0 0.4 10.1 5.3 61.8 0.1 4.7 9.9 23.4
Saskatchewan 83.1 0.2 0.4 11.1 5.3 51.4 1.2 4.1 10.7 32.5
Alberta 87.2 1.1 0.6 8.9 2.2 67.2 1.8 5.3 10.5 15.3
British Columbia 87.8 2.5 1.5 6.4 1.9 72.7 3.2 8.7 6.2 9.2
Yukon Territory 80.9 0.0 4.3 0.0 14.9 55.9 0.0 15.0 4.1 25.1
Northwest Territories 60.7 0.0 11.5 21.3 6.6 21.8 0.0 5.0 20.8 52.4
Canada 87.6 1.2 1.5 6.9 2.9 68.8 1.9 7.1 7.1 15.1
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Table 3.18

Mean FTE values by province and urban/rural codes, 1991.
1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within
CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural.
Source: National Physician Database

Urban/Rural Codes
Province 1 2 3 4 5

Newfoundland .93 - 1.16 .89 .75

Prince Edward Island 1.18 - .76 1.11 1.47

Nova Scotia .86 .91 .87 .96 .92

New Brunswick 1.04 1.54 .77 1.11 1.05

Quebec .87 1.02 .88 .87 .77

Manitoba .85 - .85 1.07 .88

Saskatchewan .95 - 1.05 1.12 1.17

British Columbia .81 .83 .79 .90 .59

All 8 provinces .87 .91 .85 .94 .83
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Table 3.19

1991 average values for selected characteristics for Canada and areas of Canada defined by the
Statistics Canada urban/rural codes. 1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA,
4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural.

Urban/Rural Code
Parameter Overall 1 2 3 4 5
% Male  0-19 26.5 23.6 28.6 30.4 27.8 31.3
% Male 20-59 55.6 58.0 50.7 56.1 51.8 51.8
% Male 60+ 17.6 18.0 20.6 13.4 20.1 16.7
% Female 0-19 25.1 21.7 26.1 29.8 25.8 31.3
% Female 20-59 54.4 56.2 48.9 56.0 49.8 51.8
% Female 60+ 20.2 21.7 24.1 13.6 24.2 16.7
% English, home language 69.7 67.0 89.3 75.7 71.5 73.1
% French, home language 22.4 21.9 9.5 21.3 26.5 22.3
% Pop 15+, less than grade 9 14.9 12.3 13.7 11.6 16.2 20.7
% Males with postsecondary qualification 36.9 41.4 34.3 38.5 34.1 28.0
% Females with postsecondary qualification 32.9 36.0 29.8 34.3 29.6 27.0
% No. lone-parent census families 12.7 15.1 14.4 7.6 13.2 8.7
% Composition-employment income 60.2 67.9 67.4 63.6 65.2 40.9
% Composition-government transfer payments 10.9 10.8 17.0 8.1 14.0 10.5
Males 15+, median income 26026 27469 25067 28834 25655 21207
Females 15+-median income $ 14435 15796 12142 14477 12475 11112
Median family income $ 45612 48288 41465 50164 41656 38103
Average private household income ($) 45801 47940 41791 53918 40835 39569
Median private household income $ 40461 42381 37108 48076 36230 34634
% Private hhlds-under $20000 income 19.2 20.4 25.1 12.0 24.3 16.2
% Private hhlds-$20000-$34999 income 17.1 17.8 19.8 14.5 19.6 15.2
% Private hhlds-$35000-$49999 income 15.4 16.3 19.3 16.4 17.4 12.3
% Private hhlds-$50000 income and over 29.1 34.2 30.7 36.8 27.9 16.6
Income per Person-Equivalent 29684 31453 26515 32856 26823 24868
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Table 3.20

1991 average distances (km) from population to nearest physicians by specialty by
urban/rural codes. 1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within
CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Urban/Rural Codes
Specialty Overall 1 2 3 4 5
General/Family Medicine 6.2 0.6 2.1 6.1 1.3 19.5
Internal Medicine 27.0 2.2 9.6 13.1 44.6 73.6
Dermatology 53.0 10.3 30.1 31.6 103.5 126.0
Neurology 70.0 15.0 43.7 44.1 139.6 162.5
Pediatrics 32.3 3.1 17.0 15.9 57.5 85.2
Physical Medicine & Rehab 66.5 14.2 50.8 41.6 135.0 153.2
Psychiatry 33.9 3.7 10.5 17.6 59.2 89.2
Public Health 62.4 17.9 138.7 46.5 112.9 141.4
Emergency Medicine 77.8 26.0 49.8 64.8 153.1 177.6
Occupational Medicine 103.7 43.3 116.2 102.8 199.9 226.3
Anesthesia 35.5 4.0 22.3 18.4 65.2 92.1
Nuclear Medicine 71.2 18.7 144.3 51.7 137.3 158.3
Radiology-Diagnostic 29.0 3.1 12.0 14.8 48.0 77.3
Radiology-Therapeutic 78.4 21.5 148.1 63.9 151.3 169.2
Medical Biochemistry 105.4 41.1 183.2 95.2 191.4 215.8
Medical Microbiology 86.8 30.2 62.2 67.8 154.3 185.6
Pathology 32.2 4.5 15.9 18.6 55.7 83.1
General Surgery 22.3 2.2 8.4 13.3 33.0 60.8
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery 74.7 21.9 104.3 57.0 140.7 162.3
Neurosurgery 69.4 17.0 56.2 45.2 141.3 156.0
Obstetrics & Gynecology 32.9 3.5 14.9 16.6 56.2 86.7
Ophthalmology 41.1 5.3 23.1 19.6 74.9 105.6
Otolaryngology 40.6 6.0 18.2 21.9 74.2 102.8
Orthopaedic Surgery 38.1 5.0 18.2 21.0 69.1 97.4
Plastic Surgery 57.8 10.5 137.7 36.8 115.8 136.2
Urology 38.3 5.4 15.5 19.5 69.4 97.8
Medical Scientist 112.8 45.7 189.2 101.5 202.5 224.6
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3.8 Combining Ratios and Distance Measurements

To this point in this chapter, and also expressed many times in Chapter 2, geographic analyses of physician
distribution is often encumbered by pre-defined and inappropriate geographical units. This section
concludes with an examination of a preliminary, experimental model that combines population-to-physician
recommended ratios and distance measurements to reflect on associations between physician supply (in
terms of both numbers of physicians and FTE totals), demand (expressed here simply as numbers of
people), and geography.

In this analysis, so-called physician service areas are defined strictly and simply by the distance people are
willing to travel to see a physician. Definition of the service area is also a function of a recommended
population-to-physician ratio. Operationally, within a province or territory each physician is located and
potentially supplies services to the recommended numbers of persons; this supply is consumed by persons
(by enumeration area population and location) nearest to that physician but within the specified distance
limit. Thus, no pre-defined geographical areal unit constrains the analysis. The net results are then
expressed, in this case by province and by census division, in terms of the proportions of available
physicians actually needed to provide service to the population in their service area.  Thus, various
scenarios can be run altering the distance limits and/or the ratio limits. Due to space and time limitations with
respect to this report and study, only six illustrative scenarios are described. And, as the case with most
of this chapter, the results are primarily expressed in tabular and graphical/mapped form.

Using GPs/FPs as our example, assume the recommended population-to-physician ratio of 1307 (Table
3.6) that people will travel a specified maximum distance to gain his/her services. How many physicians
would be used? How many people would be served? How many people would not be served? And, where
would these unserved people be located?

Six “scenarios” have been constructed:
1. 1991 locations of physicians based on the Southam Database; with persons located by

1991 EAs and willing to travel up to 50 km (see Table 3.21, Figure 3.7)
2. 1996 locations of physicians based on the Southam Database; with persons located by

1996 EAs and wiling to travel up to 50 km (see Table 3.22, Figure 3.8)
3. 1991 locations of physicians based on the Southam Database; with persons located by

1991 EAs and willing to travel up to 80 km (see Table 3.23, Figure 3.9)
4. 1996 locations of physicians based on the Southam Database; with persons located by

1996 EAs and willing to travel up to 80 km (see Table 3.24, Figure 3.10)
5. 1991 locations (linked from the SMDB) of physicians based on the National Physician

Database; with persons located by 1991 EAs and willing to travel up to 50 km (see Table
3.25, Figure 3.11)

6. 1991 locations (linked from the SMDB) of physician based on the National Physician
Database; with persons located by 1991 EAs and willing to travel up to 80 km (see Table
3.26, Figure 3.12)
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These tables and maps show where there are “underserved” areas in Canada by census division in terms
of GPs/FPs, assuming a population-to-physician ratio of 1307:1. As the distance limit is decreased the
proportions of Canada that are unserved increase, whether one uses head counts or, even more, FTE
values. At the same time, as the distance people are willing to travel to a GP/FP decrease, there is an
increase in the “surplus” of physicians. No matter how many additional GPs/FPs are added to the pool of
physician resources, rural and northern areas continue to be underserved if those new physicians do not
locate in those areas. And, given the numbers of physicians and the populations of 1991 and 1996, there
is an excess of physicians that is clearly not shown by the comparisons of observed and recommended
population-to-physician ratios discussed earlier. The latter results from the fact that GPs/FPs are
“maldistributed”, i.e. located more in urban rather than rural areas of Canada. For all of Canada/or the total
of 8 provinces, this model would predict that there would be:

Scenario 1: 24.74 % physicians “unused”; 1.39 % population unserved
Scenario 2: 21.66 % physicians “unused”; 1.70 % population unserved
Scenario 3: 24.51 % physicians “unused”; 0.70 % population unserved
Scenario 4: 21.41 % physicians “unused”; 1.05 % population unserved
Scenario 5: 1.24 % physicians “unused”; 9.64 % population unserved
Scenario 6: 1.27 % physicians “unused”; 8.94 % population unserved

This models is recognized to have many flaws but may be the basis for more detailed work in the near
future. In particular, it suffers again from the fact that a relatively arbitrary population-to-physician limit is
imposed. However, it does have the potential for modelling in that the numbers of potential people that are
to be served could be expressed not by totals but by numbers “in need” by, for example, adjusting for age,
sex, etc. As well, the scenarios that have been constructed employ very arbitrarily chosen distance limits.
In fact, what is the distance that people are indeed willing to travel to access a GP/FP? While this distance
will vary from person to person, we do not have studies in Canada that can be used even as general
guidelines for this person!

As currently constructed, a major flaw in the model is the use of straight line distances. It does not take into
account distance decay (i.e. the friction of distance). It assumes that a person has the same capability and
willingness to, for example, travel 10 km, 20 km, or even 100+ km. Using this approach does not recognize
the less dense road networks of rural and northern Canada nor the situations where there are no roads at
all or that even where roads do exist they may be impassable during certain seasons of the year. Nor does
it take into consideration other measures of “distance” such as travel times, social costs, etc. However, it
may be possible to build in many more parameters than currently exist given the widespread databases that
are being constructed in Canada and with the availability geographical information systems to assist with
the modelling process. In terms of new databases being constructed, it is useful to know that a national
digital road network is in progress and that with the 2001 Census we will be able to acquire much more
sociodemographic and socioeconomic data at the level of street blocks. These developments by Statistics
Canada (Weiss and Parenteau, 1998) will greatly enhance our ability to model/describe the geographic
distribution of Canada physicians and the associated populations that they serve.
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Table 3.21

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1991 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 50 km and the count
of GPs is based on the SMDB “head count”.

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 590 160 (27.1) 568474 24644 (4.3)
Prince Edward Island 105 5 (4.7) 129765 1132 (0.8)
Nova Scotia 981 282 (28.7) 899942 5705 (0.6)
New Brunswick 600 63 (10.5) 723900 33568 (4.6)
Quebec 7019 1659 (23.6) 6895963 21120 (0.3)
Ontario 10402 2628 (25.2) 10084885 81850 (0.8)
Manitoba 1073 239 (22.2) 1091942 31818 (2.9)
Saskatchewan 948 229 (24.1) 988928 77616 (7.8)
Alberta 2415 447 (18.5) 2545553 41668 (1.6)
British Columbia 3722 1168 (31.3) 3282061 27144 (0.8)
Yukon Territory 34 14 (41.1) 27797 3716 (13.3)
Northwest Territories 40 16 (40.0) 57649 28502 (49.4)

Table 3.22

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1996 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 50 km and the count
of GPs is based on the SMDB “head count”.

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 569 151(26.5) 551792 27332 (4.9)
Prince Edward Island 99 3(3.0) 134557 9757 (7.5)
Nova Scotia 924 216(23.3) 909282 4434 (0.4)
New Brunswick 662 90(13.6) 738133 12799 (1.7)
Quebec 7559 2004(26.5) 7138795 21344 (0.3)
Ontario 9905 1692(17.0) 10753573 155112 (1.4)
Manitoba 992 147(14.8) 1113898 41829 (3.7)
Saskatchewan 879 159(18.0) 990237 78220 (7.9)
Alberta 2399 365(15.2) 2696826 83237 (3.0)
British Columbia 4144 1246(30.0) 3724500 19539 (0.5)
Yukon Territory 40 17(42.5) 30766 4146 (13.4)
Northwest Territories 49 23(46.9) 64402 32938 (51.1)
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Table 3.23

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1991 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 80 km and the count
of GPs is based on the SMDB “head count”.

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 590 150 (25.4) 568474 11659 (2.0)
Prince Edward Island 105 4 (3.8) 129765 0 (0.0)
Nova Scotia 981 280 (28.5) 899942 5 (0.0)
New Brunswick 600 53 (8.8) 723900 21575 (2.9)
Quebec 7019 1680 (23.9) 6895963 16336 (0.2)
Ontario 10402 2616 (25.1) 10084885 26473 (0.2)
Manitoba 1073 225 (20.9) 1091942 20363 (1.8)
Saskatchewan 948 190 (20.0) 988928 26722 (2.7)
Alberta 2415 440 (18.2) 2545553 22475 (0.8)
British Columbia 3722 1177 (31.6) 3282061 12867 (0.3)
Yukon Territory 34 14 (41.1) 27797 3251 (11.7)
Northwest Territories 40 16 (40.0) 57649 28173 (48.8)

Table 3.24

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1996 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 80 km and the count
of GPs is based on the SMDB “head count”.

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 569 142 (24.9) 551792 11796 (2.1)
Prince Edward Island 99 0 (0.0) 134557 5857 (4.3)
Nova Scotia 924 217 (23.4) 909282 5 (0.0)
New Brunswick 662 91 (13.7) 738133 2575 (0.3)
Quebec 7559 2033 (26.9) 7138795 15151 (0.2)
Ontario 9905 1687 (17.0) 10753573 126866 (1.1)
Manitoba 992 142 (14.3) 1113898 26836 (2.4)
Saskatchewan 879 123 (13.9) 990237 32808 (3.3)
Alberta 2399 328 (13.6) 2696826 38836 (1.4)
British Columbia 4144 1244 (30.0) 3724500 7109 (0.1)
Yukon Territory 40 15 (37.5) 30766 3194 (10.3)
Northwest Territories 49 21 (42.8) 64402 32158 (49.9)
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Table 3.25

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1991 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 50 km and the count
of GPs is based on the NPDB FTE equivalent measures.

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 405 1 (0.2) 568474 145406 (25.5)
Prince Edward Island 92 1 (1.0) 129765 0 (0.0)
Nova Scotia 878 21 (2.3) 899942 7411 (0.8)
New Brunswick 511 0 (0.0) 723900 75683 (10.4)
Quebec 6123 3 (0.0) 6895963 776640 (11.2)
Manitoba 694 0 (0.0) 1091942 302704 (27.7)
Saskatchewan 822 10 (1.2) 988928 51990 (5.2)
British Columbia 3799 129 (3.4) 3282061 46159 (1.4)

Table 3.26

Proportions of GPs unused and population unserved in 1991 when the
service area of a physician is defined by a radius of 80 km and the count
of GPs is based on the NPDB FTE equivalent measures.    

General Practitioners Population
Province Total Unused (%) Served Unserved(%)
Newfoundland 405 1 (0.2) 568474 127467 (22.4)
Prince Edward Island 92 1 (1.0) 129765 0 (0.0)
Nova Scotia 878 19 (2.1) 899942 225 (0.0)
New Brunswick 511 0 (0.0) 723900 74532 (10.3)
Quebec 6123 0 (0.0) 6895963 758184 (10.9)
Manitoba 694 0 (0.0) 1091942 291914 (26.7)
Saskatchewan 822 7 (0.8) 988928 23120 (2.3)
British Columbia 3799 141 (3.7) 3282061 27722 (0.8)
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Chapter 4

Discussion and Conclusions

4.1 Introduction

The objective of this concluding chapter is threefold. First, the major findings from the literature review and
the analysis of physician supply data are summarized. In addition, although the study has produced many
useful findings, not all questions concerning the geographic distribution of physicians in Canada have been
or can be answered, given the nature of the study and the limitations of the data. Some of these information
or knowledge gaps are identified in Section 4.2. Second, based on our experience in conducting the present
study, we identify and discuss, in Section 4.3, several challenges that researchers and health services
planners may face in examining physician distribution. Lastly, on the basis of previous discussions, we
suggest several potential studies that we think are needed or that could advance our understanding of
physician distribution. 

4.2 Summary of Major Findings

The review and synthesis of the literature shows how the analysis of the geographic distribution of
physicians has evolved from the simple - some may even say simplistic - population-to-physician ratio to
something considerably more complex in order to describe the spatial dispersion of physicians with greater
conceptual clarity, more precise measures and more sophisticated indices. We have shown the growing
awareness that factors other than the numbers of physicians and residents have to be taken into
consideration. These include travels by physicians and patients, variations in physician workload and
productivity, overlapping scopes of practice of different specialties, medical care utilization patterns and
the health status of the population. Different approaches have been used to incorporate these factors into
measures of physician distribution or to bypass the difficulties posed. These include using physician FTEs,
population adjustments to reflect differences in utilization pattern or health status, ways to capture within-
region and out-of-region service provision and service consumption patterns and distances between
physicians and patients. In short, it is a progression from measures based on simple head counts to
measures that reflect the medical care needs of a population and the capacity of available physician
resources to meet those needs.

Ideally, future studies of physician distribution should take some, if not all, of these factors into
consideration, though data and information constraints could present a problem. A study of Manitoba’s
need for generalist physicians (i.e., GPs/FPs, general internists and general pediatricians) by Roos et al.
(1996b) is a good example of attempts to move beyond the simple physician-to-population ratio approach.
Although the Roos et al. study is not about the geographic distribution of physicians, the fairly elaborate
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methodology it has adopted to examine provincial physician supply and needs provides some guidance to
future studies of physician distribution. The analysis has  incorporated physician service utilization patterns,
age-sex composition and health and socioeconomic characteristics of area residents, physician workloads
in different regions, physician FTEs, availability of nursing stations in more remote regions (as a proxy for
nurses substituting for physicians), the extent of physician contact received within and outside an area, etc.
This Manitoba study shows what can be done if pertinent data are available.

The second part of the present study (Chapter 3) is an empirical analysis of physician availability in Canada
(although the FTE analyses are based on data from only eight provinces), using as a guide insights gained
from the literature review. Since the emphasis is on the spatial distribution of physicians, geographic
information systems techniques have been used to visually present some of the results in a series of maps.
The major findings and “lessons learned” are highlighted in point form as follows.

In Canada, during the period from 1986 to 1996:

ì The number of physicians increased by 20.5%, while the overall population of Canada increased
by only 13.9%;

ì “Head count” population-to-physician ratios have improved and recommended population-to-
physician ratios were met for GPs/FPs and for most specialist physicians at the national and
provincial levels;

ì FTE-based population-to-physician ratios also show improvement; but when these figures are
used, fewer recommended ratios are met;

ì If the trends that have been observed for female and older physicians continue (i.e., together
becoming an increasing proportion of the physician workforce; and both associated with lower
average FTE values), it will be more difficult to reach many of those recommended population-to-
physician ratios;

ì While national and provincial numbers of physicians are generally adequate (assuming the validity
of the recommended population-to-physician ratios), significant regional variations existed and
persist, leading to a “maldistribution” of the physician resources in many parts of Canada;

ì “Maldistribution” in the form of decreases in the numbers of rural physicians relative to the
population in those areas is apparent and can be displayed easily using simple cartographic
techniques; in some instances the simpler technique of a dot map is more adequate than the plotting
of population-to-physician ratios because of the large geographical units needed to adequately
portray the ratios;
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ì If administrative units are used to examine differences between urban/rural physician and population
distribution and if one cannot generate the classifications, then the Statistics Canada urban/rural
codes are highly recommended; however, they should be used with caution especially for time-
series analyses as the administrative/census boundaries of communities can change and have
changed considerably over the years;

ì Over the short period of time from 1991 to 1996, the proportions of physicians working in small
town and rural areas of Canada decreased from 14.9% to 9.8% while the population rose from
19.2% to 22.2% (Note: these figures are approximate only and should be used with caution
because of the boundary changes in census administrative units that occurred during this timeframe);

ì While the majority of Canadians live in close proximity (i.e., less than 5 km) to physicians and
hospitals, the distance to these health personnel and facilities is increasing for rural residents as
physicians and hospitals are increasingly concentrated in urban and urban fringe areas; and

ì When detailed location data are available, urban/rural dichotomies in terms of both physician and
population distribution are best assessed and shown when the researcher is not constrained by pre-
defined, and perhaps inappropriate, geographical areas such as census divisions or counties.

What this study has accomplished is to show that there is more to the geographic distribution of physicians
than population-to-physician ratios. We have tried to show that physician distribution can be understood
and measured in different ways. Some of these approaches have been used in an empirical analysis of
physician supply in Canada, which has yielded some useful results. Along the way, we have also explored
a number of related issues such as how  “rural” and “maldistribution” are understood. 

It would be quite unrealistic to expect that all questions concerning the geographic distribution of physicians
in Canada can be answered in a single study. Although quite extensive in nature, the present research still
leaves some of the questions raised in the Request for Proposal partially answered or unanswered due to
data limitations and the nature of the present study. First of all, while it is possible to document the unequal
distribution of physicians, it is much more hazardous to infer physician shortage, except in extreme cases.
This is because designations of “shortage” or “maldistribution” have to be made against some standards of
adequacy. Unfortunately, there are as yet no universally accepted standards. The recommended
population-to-physician ratios we have reviewed, even if they are valid, tend to be national standards which
may or may not be applicable at sub-provincial levels. 

Secondly, it is not possible for this study, which is based on a literature review and an analysis of
secondary data on physician supply, to assess difficulties experienced by Canadians in accessing physician
services. The level of difficulty in accessing medical care is a function of many factors, the number of
physicians in an area is just one of these. Besides, physician supply data cannot be used to infer patients’
subjective experience of hardship. It is worth noting that we have not come across a Canadian study that
relates objective measures of physician availability with subjective perceptions of accessibility. Lastly, this
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study cannot document the social or economic impact of lack of access to physician services. This is
another area where hardly any research has been done in Canada.

All this suggests that more research is needed in order to fill existing knowledge gaps. Several suggestions
are presented in the last section of this chapter. 

4.3 Future Challenges

Although researchers have made great strides in advancing our understanding of the geographic distribution
of physicians and in developing methodologies and measures to more accurately describe  physician
distribution, there are gaps in existing research and there may be changes in health service delivery which
may affect physician distribution in the future. Some of the major research gaps and future challenges are
briefly discussed as follows.

4.3.1 Provider Substitution

That physicians often provide services beyond the scope of their specialties has been acknowledged by
many researchers, but few studies have actually factored specialty substitution into physician supply and
distribution measurements. This may be due to difficulties in obtaining reliable data pertaining to specialty
substitution.

An even more daunting data problem is the lack of data on discipline substitution. By discipline substitution,
we refer to providers in one discipline substituting for those in another. Discipline substitution and the
effectiveness of some forms of substitution have been discussed extensively (see, e.g., Abelson and
Hutchison, 1994; Office of Technology Assessment, 1986; Manga and Campbell, 1994; Pong, 1997; Pong
et al., 1995; Shi et al., 1993). It is well known that some of what physicians do can be done, and can be
done quite effectively and possibly at lower cost, by other providers such as audiologists, clinical
pharmacists, midwives, nurse anesthetists, nurse practitioners, optometrists, physician assistants, physical
therapists, podiatrists, psychologists, etc. in appropriate settings and in collaboration with physicians. As
in the case of specialty substitution, the main problem in examining discipline substitution is the lack of
relevant, reliable and system-wide data that can be used for research and planning purposes. Since most
of the aforementioned categories of practitioner do not receive fee-for-service reimbursement in Canada,
the types and extent of their work that can be seen as substitution for physician services are not officially
and systematically recorded, thus making meaningful analysis virtually impossible. 

The absence of systematic data should not, however, prevent us from taking discipline substitution, as well
as specialty substitution, seriously when examining the spatial distribution of physicians, particularly for the
purpose of health services and medical workforce planning. The failure to see specialty and discipline
substitution as part of a broader health workforce strategy has prevented us from finding viable solutions
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to a perpetual problem. As Barer and Stoddart (1992) have advised, “(t)he problem has historically been
seen as one of physician maldistribution, a view that encourages the search only for physician-based
solutions, to the exclusion of other possible approaches. Yet regions such as the Northwest Territories and
the Yukon Territory appear to have demonstrated that not all rural-area problems need to be addressed
by physician solutions and, moreover, that nonphysician solutions are often at least as effective and more
enduring.... we know of no compelling arguments against using physician substitutes in regions where
physician recruitment continues to be problematic” (p. 619; original emphasis).

4.3.2 Data Requirements

We have alluded to the dearth of some types of data and the limitation it has placed on the kinds of analysis
that can be performed. The problem of data requirements has been widely recognized. Taylor et al. (1994),
for instance, have pointed out that “(a)vailability of data is a limiting factor in being able to operationalize
any methodology. In particular, finding data at the level of aggregation desired for identification of the
underserved area is often very difficult... At present, decisions regarding the definition of a concept or term
that is key in research are often driven by the availability of data” (p. 48).

Some of the identified research gaps are undoubted due to the unavailability of appropriate data. We have
shown that the population-to-physician ratio, in its rudimentary form, is an unsatisfactory measure and that
refinements can be made by factoring in various relevant variables. However, as a measure or an index
becomes more elaborate, the amount of data required increases. One of the appeals of the population-to-
physician ratio is the very low level of data requirement. Data availability also partly explains the
attractiveness of using province, county, health region or census division as the geographic unit of analysis
since most population and health data are reported at the province, county, health region or census division
level even though such units of analysis may be too aggregated or too “artificial” to be meaningful from the
perspective of health services delivery. Definitions of “rural” are similarly dependent on data availability.
While it may be overly simplistic to define rural areas as places with less than 10,000 residents or those with
a “0" as the second digit in the postal code, such definitions are simple to operationalize and apply.
Conversely, complex definitions, no matter how conceptually sophisticated and elegant they may be, often
require so much data that they are impractical or even impossible to use. Access to un-aggregated data that
can subsequently be aggregated without the limitations of pre-defined geographical units is most desirable.
Unfortunately, that form of data is all too frequently unavailable or not made available because of concerns
over confidentiality.

As a case in point, it is now fifteen years since Joseph and Philips (1984) argued that there was a great
need for more empirical studies on the impact and measurement of distance (however defined) on
accessibility to health care. They were speaking of the need to refine the numerical coefficients in the extant
mathematical models defining the influence of distance. Ten years later, in a similar review of the literature,
the same call for more studies of this nature was made by Ricketts et al. (1994). During the intervening
years, few researchers have had access to data and software tools necessary to undertake those studies.
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The future directions of research on physician distribution  depend, to a considerable extent, on what kinds
of data are to be collected and made accessible. Even when data are available, they may not be accessible
for research and planning purposes as exemplified by the reluctance on the part of a few provinces to
release provincial physician FTE data for the present project. The tradeoff between conceptual or analytical
soundness on the one hand and feasibility or practicality on the other is a problem that will continue to
plague researchers and health services planners.

4.3.3 Electronic “Traveling”

We have discussed the mobility of both patients and physicians and the complications it has introduced to
the analysis of physician distribution. More specifically, patient and physician mobility has made analysis
based on a defined geographic area untenable. This problem is going to become even more difficult to
handle in the future as telehealth is likely to become more pervasive and play an increasingly important role
in rural health care. Broadly defined, telehealth is the use of telecommunications technology to overcome
geographic distances between health care practitioners and service users for the purposes of diagnosis,
treatment, consultation, education and health information transfer. To date, physician and patient mobility
means, with few exceptions, travels from one location to another. In the not too distant future, mobility will
mean both travels by cars, planes and trains and “travels” on the electronic highway. As telehealth
technology becomes more powerful and affordable, interactions over long distances between physicians
and patients, as well as between physicians and their colleagues, for medical purposes will become
commonplace. Increasingly, face-to-face contacts will be replaced by “virtual” contacts.

How soon telehealth will be widely adopted in Canada depends on a number of factors. The technology
is still being refined and tested to ensure safety and clinical efficacy. As well, a number of policy issues like
practitioner reimbursement, practitioner licensure, service standards, protection of privacy, liability
insurance coverage, etc. still need to be addressed. Interestingly, a number of advisory bodies have already
predicted or promoted the wider use of telehealth. For instance, the Saskatchewan Working Group on
Physician Need (1997) has commented on the potential of telehealth to increase specialty services in
remote areas. Likewise, the Northern and Rural Health Task Force (1995) has recommended the use of
teleradiology, video-conferencing and other innovative technologies in order to make available more
specialty services to rural communities.

Telehealth could have a major impact on physician workforce policies and planning, especially concerning
physician distribution. In their study on physician licensure issues in relation to telehealth, Pong, Hogenbirk
and Pearson (in press) have noted that some provinces (e.g., New Brunswick, Ontario and Quebec) have
introduced differential fee schedules, hospital-privilege granting and other mechanisms in order to effect a
more equal geographic distribution of physicians. As well, some provinces have restricted the issuance of
billing numbers to new physicians as a way of indirectly controlling medical care spending. But such policies
and approaches could become largely ineffectual if telehealth is widely adopted because it transcends
distance and geopolitical boundaries. A physician in another region, province or even country can provide
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some services to patients in a rural community without being there in person. The notion of geographic
distribution of physicians may have to be reconsidered in light of the advent of telehealth.

In a way, telehealth can be seen as a form of mobility, involving long-distance “traveling” by patients to see
their physicians or vice versa by means of telecommunications (Pong, Hogenbirk and Pearson, in press).
The major differences between electronic “traveling” and conventional traveling are ease of access, cost
savings by patients and volume. As a result, the shape of rural medical service delivery could be altered in
substantial ways. If physical mobility has made the task of describing physician distribution more complex
and difficult, electronic mobility will likely bring bigger headaches to researchers. However, those
headaches should not be insurmountable if data  are made available and innovative tools of analysis
continue to be explored and introduced.

4.3.4 Physician Availability, Utilization and Health Status

The concern about the uneven geographic distribution of physicians is partly based on the belief that
physician availability, medical care utilization and the health status of residents are closely related. The
conventional wisdom is that the availability of physicians in a community facilitates access to medical care
which, in turn, enhances health status. In reality, the relationships between these three sets of variables are
considerably more complex and the available empirical evidence is not entirely consistent. Researchers who
wish to study the consequences of the uneven distribution of physicians will have to overcome additional
challenges.

With respect to utilization of medical services, some studies show that rural residents have lower utilization
rates. Wennberg and Gittelsohn (1973) were among the first researchers to document regional disparities
in medical care access and their potential negative consequences. Relying on Medicare data, they found
that counties in the northeastern part of the US which had more surgeons exhibited higher utilization rates
for some surgical procedures. Studies that report comparable findings include those by Braden and
Beauregard (1994), Chiu et al. (1981) and Miller et al. (1995). 

However, other researchers have reported no or very weak relationships between physician availability and
medical care utilization. Studies belonging to this category include those by Horne (1987), Kleinman and
Wilson (1977), McConnel and Zetzman (1993) and Shapiro and Roos (1984). Horne (1987), for instance,
compared the age-adjusted utilization rates of nine “underdoctored” and 16 “undoctored” communities in
Manitoba with Winnipeg, Brandon, the province as a whole and other communities in their respective
regions. His results suggest that while the “underserviced” communities had relatively low per capita medical
care costs relative to Manitoba, Brandon and Winnipeg, their use of publicly insured medical services was
not substantially below similarly sized communities in the same region which had adequate physician supply.
Findings such as these have apparently prompted Barer and Stoddart (1992) to assert that although the
uneven distribution of physicians across Canada is well recognized, it is less well known that the variation
in medical service utilization per capita is considerably smaller.
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The fact that residents in rural and remote communities have poorer health status is less subject to debate.
What is still debatable is the sources of poorer health status among rural residents. There is no consensus
among researchers that less access to medical care is the cause of poorer health status. Most believe that
the relative lack of health care resources, including physician resources, in rural and remote areas is a
contributing factor, but not the only one and may not even be the most important one. Weller (1981),
among others, has identified the broader problems of deteriorating community infrastructure, inadequate
socioeconomic development and adverse effects of cultural change among indigenous populations as
reasons for poor health conditions among residents in northern communities in Canada. He is of the opinion
that unless there are substantial improvements in the standard of living, expansion of health services alone
will not change the bleak picture. Similarly, Barer and Wood (1997) have argued that while differential
access to physician services is commonly seen as contributing to regional variations in population health
status, the relationship between physician availability and population health status within a wide observable
range of physician supply is not obvious. 

In their study of contacts with physicians in Ontario, Pitblado, Pong and Jacono (1995) have found that low
utilization of physician services is not an exclusively rural phenomenon and that the relationships between
health behaviours, utilization of physician services and health status are not simple and straight-forward.
Such complex relationships suggest that while the uneven distribution of physicians is an important issue,
ensuring the availability of physicians and reasonable access to medical care is just the first step in enhancing
rural health. The kind of medical care provided, appropriateness of utilization, integration or lack of
integration of medical care with other health services, promotion of a healthier lifestyle, etc. are equally
important. A broader perspective has been advocated by some authors. For instance, Rosenthal and
Frederick (1984) have suggested that the physician/population ratio should be changed to the
physician/population health status ratio. In a similar vein, Taylor et al. (1994) have noted an emerging
focus on the health care system, and not just on the number of individual physicians practising in a particular
area in relation to the number of people living there.

4.4 Suggestions for Further Research

The identification of research gaps in Section 4.2  and the discussion of future challenges in Section 4.3
have provided some clues to where future research is deemed necessary. A number of suggestions are
presented as follows.

ì The ability to measure physician supply in terms of FTEs is an important advance in medical
workforce research and planning. However, as noted previously, there are still gaps in how FTEs
are calculated, such as the exclusion of non-fee-for-service physicians or clinical care not funded
through fee-for-service. This problem will become more serious as an increasing number of
physicians are shifting to non-fee-for-service payment schemes. Fortunately, as the Canadian
Institute for Health Information will soon collect data on non-fee-for-service physicians, this
problem may be partially addressed.    
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Another problem is the inability to identify physicians in one specialty who provide services in
another. The need to address this issue is particularly important for rural physicians who tend to
perform a much wider range of procedures as part of their medical practice than their urban
counterparts. Although there is no consensus among health services planners on whether or not to
count uncertified specialists as specialists, the issue of specialty substitution is an important one in
understanding or documenting physician distribution.

There is even less information on the extent of discipline substitution. In fact, we are not even sure
if midwives, nurse practitioners, etc. are substituting for, supplementing or complementing
physicians, or duplicating physicians’ work. The roles of these practitioners and their implications
for physician supply, particularly in rural areas, need to be examined.  It would be useful to examine
the efficiency and effectiveness of different configurations of health practitioners, their acceptance
by rural residents and their implications for physician resources planning.

ì Traveling long distances to seek medical care is a fact of life for many people living outside major
urban areas. Although researchers are increasingly taking patient travels into consideration, travel
behaviours have not been studied extensively. For instance, most studies, including our analysis in
Chapter 3, use as-the-crow-flies distance to represent the distance between patient and physician.
This is not always satisfactory because many communities are separated by rivers, lakes, mountain
ranges and wilderness. There is a need to replace straight-line distance with road distance and/or
with distance measurements that reflect alternative modes of transportation. Technically, with the
rapid developments in the science of geographical information systems and computer hardware,
this should not be difficult. To date, however, except for selected sub-provincial areas and a small
number of provinces, detailed digital road networks have not been available for the country as a
whole. Even the currently available commercial network datasets are relatively crude and very
expensive.

There is also a need to examine the very concept of “distance”. Distance may be expressed in at
least the following ways: Geodesic distance, i.e., km between two points; time needed to cover
distance via a specified mode of transportation; actual transport costs in terms of dollars;
“perceived distance” as reflected in how individuals or groups view distances; or combinations of
these. These various perspectives on distance are not new, but few of the alternatives or
combinations have been used by researchers because of the difficulty in acquiring appropriate data.
For instance, are there Canadian data on how far people are willing to travel to access the services
of a GP/FP or a specialist?

It is probably true that to date, most of the traveling is done by patients who seek medical care. But
the popularization of telehealth technology will likely change the picture. Increasingly, physicians,
particularly specialists, will “travel” to where patients are located by means of telecommunications.
As noted earlier, this will likely have a major impact on rural health care delivery and our
understanding of physician distribution. Research in this area is urgently needed.
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ì Physician distribution in most areas will continue to be in a state of flux. This is not only because
of personnel turnover, population growth and decline, retirement and recruitment, expansion and
contraction of services, etc., but also because of changes in health care policies. Major policy
initiatives, such as the adoption of non-fee-for-service payment models or resource-based relative
value schemes, changes in medical education, etc. could affect the practice patterns and activity
levels of physicians, which in turn could alter the production of clinical services. Thus, the study of
physician distribution goes beyond the analysis of workforce and population data; it also involves
examining the impact of health care policies and the relationships between physician distribution and
other aspects of the health care system.

ì The findings from the literature review and the analysis of physician supply data have suggested that
there may not be a single standard of adequacy regarding physician supply or a single solution to
the problem of inadequate access to physician services. Residents, as well as physicians, in different
communities may view and respond to the problem differently, depending on their individual
experiences, their health status, local or regional arrangements in the provision of health services,
provincial health care policies, the broader socioeconomic and political context, the community
structure, etc. The quest for the elusive one-size-fits-all solution is likely to be unfruitful, if not
misguided.

Studies based on national or provincial data on physician supply, such as the present one, can
identify broad trends and the “big picture”, but cannot reveal the uniqueness of individual
communities and the complexity of the many factors that interact and impinge on access to  medical
care. They cannot answer questions like: Why some communities can attract and keep physicians
while others cannot? Why two communities with similar physician-shortage problems exhibit very
different health-status conditions? How do residents in different communities cope with physician
shortage. Anecdotal evidence and mass-media stories suggest that different communities deal with
their unique problems in different ways. 

It would be extremely useful to conduct a comparative study of eight to ten rural communities in
different parts of the country in relation to access to physician services. In addition to documenting
the number of physicians and where they are located, it would examine what the physicians do and
how they practise; physicians’ concerns and how they think medical care can be improved; how
residents in the studied communities access services and to what extent they access services; the
residents’ assessment of their health care needs, their knowledge of the availability of health
services and their perceptions of the adequacy of medical care; residents’ travel patterns in relation
to physician visits; etc. 

In addition, as health care delivery is not an isolated activity, the study would examine how the
seeking and delivering of medical care interrelate with other activities and how health care as an
institution is meshed with other institutions. In other words, a considerable amount of “contextual”
data would need to be collected. Needless to say, such a study would have to rely on both
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quantitative and qualitative research methodologies. Where feasible, it would use secondary data
from various sources. As well, it would rely on primary data collected through surveys, interviews,
focus groups and observation. 

A comparative study of this nature should yield a wealth of information about the availability of
physicians and the problems of access to physician services in rural areas and how such problems
are perceived and dealt with in different communities. As well, the ways physicians see the
problems can be compared with the ways patients or the community understand the situations.
Such information supplements the types of data used and the kinds of analysis conducted in the
present study. The information and findings of such a study could inform policy decisions and
program design.  

ì Last but not least, more in-depth research will not be possible without adequate data. As we have
suggested, some of the research gaps could be the result of data inadequacies. Research and data
development can be seen as complementary activities, one feeding the other. In suggesting future
research, we also urge more effort be devoted to generating and making available the necessary
data to support research and planning efforts.
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KEYWORDS USED IN ON-LINE

SEARCHES AND SEARCH RESULTS
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Counts of references in major computerized databases
(MEDLINE, HealthSTAR) for keywords

Search Strategy MEDLINE and HealthSTAR

Total References 2,026

Physician distribution 30

Physician supply 110

Physician workforce 106

Physician patient ratio 199

Physician and geographic distribution 1

Physician and medically underserved area 340

Physician and rural 128

Rural health services 128

Rural health services and 

 Physician 80

 Health manpower 79
 Medically underserved areas 166
Rurality and distance 4
Health workforce 67
Health manpower 166

Health manpower and 
 Physician 79
 Medically underserved area 7

Physician and

Geography 129

Rural demand 74

Supply required 56

Supply ratio 77
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Listing of organizations and uniform resource locator (URL) 
for physician distribution related Internet sites.

Site Name URL

Information Holdings http://www.cihi.ca/wedo/hold.htm
SRP - Regional Page http://www.gretmar.com/srp/regions.html
Urban and Rural Population Counts, for
Provinces and Territories, 1996 Census -
100% Data

http://www.statcan.ca/english/census96/table15.htm

Can J Rural Med - Volume 2, No. 3, Summer
1997 / Defining rurality: a General Practice
Rurality Index for Canada

http://www.cma.ca/cjrm/vol-2/issue-3/0125tab1.htm

Dear CaRMeN Members: http://www.cfpc.ca/carmen/ERPbiblio.htm

Canadian Rural Hospitals http://www.telusplanet.net/public/asrm/canhosps.htm
Canadian organizations with an interest in
rural emergency medicine

http://www.interchange.ubc.ca/grunfeld/rural_committee/
appendix.htm

Untitled http://www.camacdonald.com/docslink.htm
Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and
Evaluation (MCHPE) 

http://www.umanitoba.ca/centres/mchpe/

Ontario Medical Association http://www.oma.org/

Manitoba Centre for Health Policy and
Evaluation (MCHPE) 

http://www.umanitoba.ca/centres/mchpe/

Health Policy - OMA perspectives on health-
care issues 

http://www.oma.org/cgi-win/imap32.exe/public?170,98

Census of Canada, 1996 http://www.chass.utoronto.ca:8080/datalib/cc96.htm
Rural Health Network Home Page http://www.uchsc.edu/sm/sm/rural/index.htm
Alberta Physician Resources Planning Group
report 

http://www.amda.ab.ca/general/communications/publicati
ons/

Medical workforce policy making in Canada: http://www.ewahec.org/county.html
CMA publications: Are we creating more
problems for the future? 

http://www.cma.ca/cim/vol-19/0286.htm

Health Resources and Services
Administration/Bureau of Health Professions-
Publications by Subject 

http://www.hrsa.dhhs.gov/bhpr/bhprpubs.html#Workforc
e Anaylsis

Medically Underserved Area (MUA) http://osppd.lubb.ttuhsc.edu/mua.htm
Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA) http://osppd.lubb.ttuhsc.edu/hpsa.htm

Pederson & Freedman, LLP - News Flashes http://www.ilw.com/pederson/usda1.htm
CIHI Directions January 1998 http://www.cihi.ca/direct/3jan98.htm
Texas Tech University Health Sciences
Center         Office of Strategic Planning &
Program Development

http://osppd.lubb.ttuhsc.edu/default.htm
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CAEP - Canadian Association of Emergency
Physicians

http://www.interchg.ubc.ca/grunfeld/caep.html

The Society of Rural Physicians of Canada http://www.gretmar.com/srp/home.html
The Alberta Section of Rural Medicine http://www.ruralnet.ab.ca/asrm/
CaRMeN Home Page http://www.cfpc.ca/carmen/

CFPC Home Page/Page d'accueil de CMFC http://www.cfpc.ca/
The Society of Rural Physicians of Canada http://www.srpc.ca/
Yahoo! Health:Medicine:Rural Health http://msn.yahoo.com/Health/Medicine/Rural_Health/
Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services
Research

http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu

Federal Office of Rural Health Policy Rural
Health Research Centers  Cooperative
Agreement Program 

http://www.nal.usda.gov/orhp/rhrcorhp.htm

Australian Rural Health Research Institute http://www.csu.edu.au/research/crsr/centre.htm
The Australian Journal of Rural Health http://www.blackwell-science.com/~cgilib/jnlpage.bin?Jo

urnal=XAJRH&File=XAJRH&Page=links
The Institute of Rural Health http://home.rednet.co.uk/homepages/irh/index.html
Monash Universities Centre for Rural Health http://www.med.monash.edu.au/crh/
Alta Vista http://www.altavista.digital.com/

Yahoo! Canada http://www.yahoo.ca/
Open Text http://index.opentext.net/
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NAMES AND ORGANIZATIONS

SUCCESSFULLY CONTACTED FOR PROJECT
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Research Centre/Institute/Government Official
Ms. Dianne Anderson
Director
Policy and Planning Branch
Saskatchewan Health
Mr. Dean Carson
Centre for Rural Health
Monash University
Victoria, Australia
Ms. Heather Coady for 
Program Administrative Officer, Physician Resources
Strategic Planning & Policy Development Branch
Department of Health and Fitness
Nova Scotia  

Mr. Peter Dunn
Associate Director
Australian Rural Health Research Institute
Charles Sturt University
Australia
Ms. Johanne Irwin for
Mr. Rick Callaghan
Federal/Provincial Relations
Special Projects Officer
Department of Health PEI
Mr. Doug James for 
Dr. Arminee Kazanjian
Associate Director
Centre for Health Services and Policy Research
British Columbia
Dr. Joann Kovicich
Director
Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for Rural Areas Project
Maine, USA 
Dr. Don Ling
Director of Medical Services
PEI Department of Health and Social Services

Mr. Shuan Malo
Physician Supply & Distribution
Physician Services
Alberta Health
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Ms. Barbara Millar
Senior Analyst
Professional Remuneration Branch
Manitoba Health
Ms. Susan Paetkau
Acting Manager
Health Human Resources Policy
Ontario Ministry of Health 
M. Daniel Poirier
Chef du Service de la planification des ressources humaines
Ministere de la Sante et des Services sociaux   
Quebec
Dr. Thomas C. Ricketts
Center for Health Services Research
University of North Carolina at ChapelHill

Professor Roger Strasser
Director
Centre for Rural Health
Monash University
Victoria, Australia
Mr. Brian Taylor
Manager, Physician Resources
Department of Health  
Halifax
Mr. Rick Trimp
Manager, Human Resources
Department of Health & Social Services
Government of the Northwest Territories
Dr. John Wynn-Jones
Director
Institute of Rural Health
Newtown, Powys, UK
Mr. Jeff Young
Director
Health Human Resources Planning Division
Department of Health 
Newfoundland
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Table IV-1 Numbers of physicians by province, year, and specialty. Source: Southam Database
General/Family Medicine Internal Medicine Medical Genetics

1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 575 590 569 59 71 75 0 0 1
P.E.I. 105 105 99 13 13 12 0 0 0
N.S. 855 981 924 128 147 166 0 0 1
N.B. 495 600 662 50 66 82 0 0 0
Que. 6076 7019 7559 1424 1559 1711 0 0 2
Ont. 8499 10402 9905 1621 1904 2119 0 0 10
Man. 963 1073 992 189 179 190 0 0 4
Sask. 899 948 879 93 104 115 0 0 0
Alta. 1972 2415 2399 321 390 444 0 0 6

B.C. 3030 3722 4144 455 508 584 0 0 5
Y.T. 26 34 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 36 40 49 2 1 1 0 0 0
Canada 23531 27929 28221 4355 4942 5499 0 0 29

Dermatology Neurology Pediatrics
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 1 3 3 8 7 9 30 34 33
P.E.I. 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 4 8
N.S. 7 12 12 12 16 18 58 61 64
N.B. 5 8 6 5 9 10 20 23 23
Que. 125 145 178 169 197 209 431 489 550

Ont. 154 184 182 152 179 216 637 756 803
Man. 13 12 9 11 19 20 104 116 104
Sask. 4 3 7 10 12 13 43 41 34
Alta. 20 24 34 31 44 51 147 173 168
B.C. 48 53 59 53 61 78 186 203 227
Y.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
N.W.T 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 1 2
Canada 378 445 491 451 545 625 1663 1902 2017

Physical Medicine & Rehab Psychiatry Public Health
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 1 1 2 29 31 38 0 0 1
P.E.I. 3 2 2 8 5 7 1 0 0
N.S. 7 11 12 74 95 104 4 2 3
N.B. 4 5 5 29 31 31 0 1 2
Que. 60 63 74 749 888 928 160 185 194
Ont. 79 102 119 1205 1484 1642 51 73 100
Man. 8 8 10 103 118 124 6 9 13
Sask. 6 7 8 40 46 43 3 2 9
Alta. 12 18 21 156 194 222 17 16 20
B.C. 25 28 37 312 362 465 31 30 34
Y.T. 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
N.W.T 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
Canada 205 245 290 2706 3255 3606 273 318 378
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Table IV-1 (continued)
Emergency Medicine Occupational Medicine Anesthesia

1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 24 36
P.E.I. 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 5 5
N.S. 0 5 7 0 0 0 61 72 81
N.B. 1 2 3 0 0 0 29 29 40
Que. 14 23 35 0 4 6 489 547 556
Ont. 48 94 109 0 20 23 699 810 843
Man. 9 7 7 0 2 3 72 82 98
Sask. 0 0 0 0 0 0 42 60 65
Alta. 14 36 41 0 6 6 146 172 190

B.C. 35 61 69 0 3 5 273 286 326
Y.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
N.W.T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada 122 228 271 0 35 43 1837 2087 2241

Nuclear Medicine Radiology-Diagnostic Radiology-Therapeutic
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 0 2 2 21 25 27 4 3 3
P.E.I. 0 0 0 4 4 4 2 1 0
N.S. 0 3 3 64 64 66 9 7 8
N.B. 1 1 3 33 37 43 5 6 6
Que. 53 70 88 358 418 485 87 85 70

Ont. 44 58 62 566 645 648 101 99 114
Man. 4 5 7 53 64 62 5 1 3
Sask. 4 4 4 45 43 50 8 4 4
Alta. 6 8 13 136 141 153 22 20 23
B.C. 8 13 20 197 216 233 24 27 42
Y.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Canada 120 164 202 1477 1658 1772 267 253 273

Medical Biochemistry Medical Microbiology Pathology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 1 1 1 0 0 1 13 23 24
P.E.I. 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 4 4
N.S. 2 4 3 2 4 4 26 31 28
N.B. 0 0 0 1 4 4 11 14 24
Que. 38 38 49 50 116 136 234 236 225
Ont. 19 21 22 21 44 47 351 403 408
Man. 0 0 0 2 3 4 34 42 48
Sask. 1 2 4 1 3 4 29 36 37
Alta. 4 2 2 9 9 11 94 117 104
B.C. 8 11 13 12 24 24 134 158 174
Y.T. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada 73 79 94 98 208 236 927 1064 1076
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Table IV-1 (continued)
General Surgery Cardio/Thoracic Surgery Neurosurgery

1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 29 29 33 5 3 3 4 2 2
P.E.I. 9 8 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.S. 82 69 62 10 10 8 6 7 8
N.B. 56 50 41 2 3 6 5 5 6
Que. 601 593 566 62 72 75 51 54 63
Ont. 751 711 653 58 86 99 65 72 78
Man. 83 76 76 10 11 10 6 4 6
Sask. 71 61 60 7 6 8 8 6 7
Alta. 155 148 133 16 17 18 15 16 18

B.C. 251 214 203 22 31 35 26 26 30
Y.T. 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada 2091 1963 1839 192 239 262 186 192 218

Obstetrics & Gynecology Ophthalmology Otolaryngology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 17 21 23 8 10 11 4 6 5
P.E.I. 8 10 5 3 4 3 2 1 1
N.S. 37 48 50 32 35 39 16 21 19
N.B. 29 29 29 15 23 27 12 13 13
Que. 420 421 420 251 259 284 174 195 199

Ont. 604 650 626 345 374 396 197 216 214
Man. 68 59 59 30 30 27 22 19 18
Sask. 32 37 31 15 22 23 13 13 12
Alta. 125 124 116 66 71 84 30 36 34
B.C. 150 161 174 155 154 170 74 74 72
Y.T. 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2
Canada 1491 1562 1535 921 983 1065 544 594 589

Orthopedic Surgery Plastic Surgery Urology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 8 13 15 1 2 2 6 8 9
P.E.I. 3 3 3 2 2 3 1 2 2
N.S. 17 22 24 7 9 9 17 22 22
N.B. 20 22 23 8 9 13 17 20 20
Que. 249 283 298 97 111 120 130 144 143
Ont. 312 356 378 111 142 159 172 201 216
Man. 30 33 35 9 11 13 17 19 23
Sask. 25 25 27 8 9 14 16 15 15
Alta. 72 80 91 28 32 35 34 36 30
B.C. 124 140 150 37 48 56 63 60 67
Y.T. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
N.W.T 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Canada 861 978 1045 309 375 424 473 527 547
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Table IV-1 (continued)

Medical Scientist ALL Physicians ALL Specialists
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 0 1 0 847 910 928 272 320 359
P.E.I. 0 0 0 174 175 170 69 70 71
N.S. 3 2 1 1536 1760 1746 681 779 822
N.B. 0 0 0 853 1010 1122 358 410 460
Que. 10 27 18 12562 14241 15241 6486 7222 7682
Ont. 20 39 27 16882 20125 20218 8383 9723 10313
Man. 5 9 8 1856 2011 1973 893 938 981
Sask. 0 1 2 1423 1510 1475 524 562 596

Alta. 2 6 5 3650 4351 4472 1678 1936 2073
B.C. 3 8 9 5736 6682 7505 2706 2960 3361
Y.T. 0 0 0 29 38 47 3 4 7
N.W.T 0 0 0 46 50 61 10 10 12
Canada 43 93 70 45594 52863 54958 22063 24934 26737
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Table IV-2 Age Distributions by Gender by Province, 1986 Physicians
(Gender: T - male and female; M - male; F - female)

Mean Proportions (%) by Age Groupings
Province Gender Age <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+

Nfld. T 42.8 10.6 35.4 26.3 17.0 9.7 1.1
M 44.1 9.2 31.8 27.9 18.2 11.7 1.3
F 37.4 16.6 51.0 19.1 12.1 1.3 0.0

P.E.I. T 48.8 2.9 27.5 23.4 18.7 22.8 4.7
M 49.7 2.6 25.2 23.2 17.9 25.8 5.3
F 41.5 5.0 45.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 0.0

N.S. T 45.4 7.8 31.5 24.1 19.7 14.0 3.0
M 46.6 6.2 28.5 25.2 20.9 15.8 3.4
F 39.3 15.7 46.9 18.5 13.4 4.7 0.8

N.B. T 46.0 6.2 28.9 28.5 21.2 11.7 3.6
M 47.1 4.6 26.0 30.2 22.5 12.9 3.9
F 39.2 16.2 47.0 17.9 12.8 4.3 1.7

Que. T 44.5 8.7 34.2 23.8 18.9 11.0 3.4
M 46.2 5.5 30.6 25.9 21.4 12.5 4.0
F 37.3 22.0 49.4 14.8 8.2 4.6 1.1

Ont. T 46.3 4.2 31.3 26.4 21.1 13.5 3.3
M 47.5 3.2 28.3 26.8 23.0 14.9 3.8
F 41.2 9.0 44.8 24.9 12.7 7.4 1.2

Man. T 46.2 6.6 33.4 20.9 19.3 15.5 4.3
M 47.5 5.6 29.9 21.7 20.9 17.0 4.9
F 40.3 11.3 50.0 16.9 12.0 8.3 1.5

Sask. T 46.1 5.6 28.6 26.8 24.0 12.7 2.3
M 47.1 4.2 26.5 27.5 25.1 14.0 2.7
F 41.1 13.6 40.2 22.4 18.2 5.6 0.0

Alta. T 44.7 5.4 37.0 23.8 19.9 11.2 2.7
M 46.0 3.8 32.9 25.3 22.0 12.8 3.1
F 38.3 12.8 56.4 16.5 10.1 3.6 0.6

B.C. T 46.2 3.1 31.0 29.2 21.0 13.4 2.4
M 47.4 2.0 27.6 30.1 22.7 14.8 2.8
F 40.7 8.3 47.7 24.4 12.5 6.7 0.4

Y.T. T 41.1 6.9 41.4 27.6 17.2 6.9 0.0
M 42.4 9.1 31.8 31.8 18.2 9.1 0.0
F 37.3 0.0 71.4 14.3 14.3 0.0 0.0

N.W.T. T 40.7 17.4 39.1 19.6 15.2 8.7 0.0
M 43.8 14.7 26.5 26.5 20.6 11.8 0.0
F 32.1 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Canada T 45.6 5.8 32.6 25.6 20.3 12.6 3.1
M 46.9 4.1 29.2 26.7 22.3 14.1 3.6
F 39.6 13.7 47.7 20.4 11.3 5.9 1.0
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Table IV-3 Age Distributions by Gender by Province, 1991 Physicians
(Gender: T - male and female; M - male; F - female) 1991

Mean Proportions (%) by Age Groupings
Province Gender Age <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+

Nfld. T 44.1 5.6 34.8 30.6 17.1 10.0 1.9
M 45.7 4.7 28.7 32.7 19.4 12.2 2.3
F 38.6 8.9 55.2 23.6 9.4 2.5 0.5

P.E.I. T 48.9 2.9 28.6 24.6 21.7 15.4 6.9
M 49.8 3.3 25.2 25.2 21.2 17.2 7.9
F 43.2 0.0 50.0 20.8 25.0 4.2 0.0

N.S. T 45.0 5.1 34.8 28.4 17.4 11.3 3.0
M 46.8 3.7 29.0 29.6 20.7 13.2 3.7
F 39.4 9.2 53.2 24.6 6.9 5.4 0.7

N.B. T 44.8 6.6 32.4 28.8 18.1 11.0 3.0
M 46.3 4.5 29.3 29.7 20.0 13.0 3.5
F 38.2 16.7 46.7 25.0 9.4 1.7 0.6

Que. T 45.1 6.7 33.6 27.0 17.3 11.8 3.6
M 47.3 3.8 27.7 29.0 20.8 14.3 4.4
F 38.0 15.6 52.1 21.0 6.5 3.9 1.0

Ont. T 45.7 6.1 30.7 28.5 18.7 12.6 3.3
M 47.2 4.8 26.3 29.1 20.9 14.9 4.0
F 40.5 10.7 45.1 26.4 11.4 5.3 1.2

Man. T 45.4 7.7 32.7 25.4 16.5 14.0 3.7
M 47.0 6.3 28.2 25.9 18.5 16.4 4.6
F 39.5 12.5 48.7 23.5 9.3 5.5 0.5

Sask. T 46.7 3.5 29.2 29.4 20.6 14.4 2.9
M 47.9 3.2 25.1 29.8 22.9 15.7 3.2
F 41.8 4.9 46.9 27.4 10.8 8.7 1.4

Alta. T 44.1 5.5 36.7 29.2 16.3 10.0 2.3
M 45.7 4.0 32.2 30.0 18.9 11.9 2.9
F 38.7 10.6 51.9 26.5 7.3 3.4 0.3

B.C. T 45.5 5.0 29.4 33.1 18.9 11.4 2.2
M 46.9 3.8 25.2 33.8 21.2 13.4 2.6
F 40.2 9.4 45.3 30.7 10.1 4.1 0.4

Y.T. T 40.7 5.4 40.5 40.5 13.5 0.0 0.0
M 41.9 3.8 34.6 46.2 15.4 0.0 0.0
F 38.0 9.1 54.5 27.3 9.1 0.0 0.0

N.W.T. T 41.5 14.0 42.0 18.0 20.0 6.0 0.0
M 42.4 13.5 35.1 21.6 21.6 8.1 0.0
F 38.8 15.4 61.5 7.7 15.4 0.0 0.0

Canada T 45.3 6.0 32.1 28.7 18.0 12.0 3.1
M 47.0 4.3 27.3 29.7 20.7 14.2 3.8
F 39.5 11.8 48.3 25.1 9.2 4.6 0.9
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Table IV-4 Age Distributions by Gender by Province, 1996 Physicians
(Gender: T - male and female; M - male; F - female)

Mean Proportions (%) by Age Groupings
Province Gender Age <30 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70+

Nfld. T 45.0 3.9 32.2 32.5 20.2 8.8 2.4
M 46.7 3.5 27.3 31.7 23.5 10.9 3.2
F 40.1 5.2 46.8 35.2 10.3 2.6 0.0

P.E.I. T 48.1 1.2 21.8 35.9 24.1 13.5 3.5
M 49.0 1.4 20.1 33.1 25.9 15.1 4.3
F 44.5 0.0 29.0 48.4 16.1 6.5 0.0

N.S. T 46.2 1.8 30.2 33.2 20.0 11.9 2.9
M 47.9 1.6 25.0 32.0 23.0 14.7 3.8
F 41.7 2.3 44.4 36.5 11.7 4.5 0.6

N.B. T 45.8 3.5 31.6 29.8 21.5 11.4 2.2
M 47.5 2.5 27.2 28.7 25.3 13.4 2.9
F 40.0 6.6 46.7 33.5 8.6 4.7 0.0

Que. T 46.4 4.0 29.4 30.9 19.0 12.5 4.3
M 49.1 2.1 21.7 31.1 23.5 16.1 5.4
F 39.8 8.7 48.2 30.4 7.9 3.5 1.4

Ont. T 46.9 2.9 26.7 32.7 21.4 12.9 3.4
M 48.6 2.2 22.6 31.5 23.7 15.7 4.2
F 42.5 4.8 38.1 35.8 15.1 5.1 1.1

Man. T 45.9 4.8 29.6 32.3 17.3 12.6 3.4
M 47.5 3.5 26.8 31.1 18.8 15.5 4.3
F 41.0 8.7 38.5 36.2 12.5 3.7 0.4

Sask. T 47.4 2.6 27.3 29.4 22.5 15.1 3.1
M 48.7 2.2 22.9 29.2 24.6 17.5 3.6
F 42.5 4.1 43.1 30.5 14.8 6.3 1.3

Alta. T 45.3 3.9 29.3 36.2 18.3 10.2 2.1
M 47.0 3.2 24.3 35.4 21.6 12.6 2.8
F 40.7 5.7 43.4 38.4 9.0 3.3 0.3

B.C. T 46.1 2.4 28.5 34.2 22.4 10.3 2.3
M 47.7 1.8 23.4 33.8 25.6 12.6 2.8
F 41.3 4.3 43.8 35.5 12.7 3.2 0.6

Y.T. T 43.9 4.3 29.8 40.4 17.0 8.5 0.0
M 46.6 7.1 10.7 46.4 25.0 10.7 0.0
F 39.9 0.0 57.9 31.6 5.3 5.3 0.0

N.W.T. T 41.6 11.5 36.1 29.5 14.8 6.6 1.6
M 42.5 9.8 34.1 29.3 17.1 7.3 2.4
F 39.8 15.0 40.0 30.0 10.0 5.0 0.0

Canada T 46.4 3.3 28.3 32.5 20.4 12.1 3.3
M 48.3 2.3 23.0 31.9 23.6 15.0 4.2
F 41.2 6.0 42.9 34.2 11.7 4.1 1.0
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Table IV-5 Population-to-physician ratios by province, year and specialty. The numbers of physicians
used to compute these ratios were derived from the Southam Database (i.e. “Head counts”)

General/Family Medicine Internal Medicine Medical Genetics
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 988 963 969 9633 8006 7357 - - 551792
P.E.I. 1206 1235 1359 9742 9981 11213 - - -
N.S. 1021 917 984 6821 6122 5477 - - 909282
N.B. 1433 1206 1115 14188 10968 9001 - - -
Que. 1075 982 944 4587 4423 4172 - - 3569397
Ont. 1070 969 1085 5614 5296 5074 - - 1075357
Man. 1103 1017 1122 5624 6100 5862 - - 278474
Sask. 1123 1043 1126 10856 9508 8610 - - -
Alta. 1199 1054 1124 7370 6527 6073 - - 449471

B.C. 951 881 898 6337 6460 6377 - - 744900
Y.T. 904 817 769 - - - - - -
N.W.T 1451 1441 1314 26119 57649 64402 - - -
Canada 1075 977 1022 5811 5523 5245 - - 994715

Dermatology Neurology Pediatrics
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 568349 189491 183930 71043 81210 61310 18944 16719 16720
P.E.I. 126646 129765 134557 - - 134557 31661 32441 16819
N.S. 124739 74995 75773 72764 56246 50515 15054 14753 14207
N.B. 141888 90487 123022 141888 80433 73813 35472 31473 32092
Que. 52259 47558 40105 38653 35004 34156 15156 14102 12979
Ont. 59101 54809 59085 59879 56340 49785 14288 13339 13391

Man. 81770 90995 123766 96637 57470 55694 10221 9413 10710
Sask. 252403 329642 141462 100961 82410 76172 23479 24120 29124
Alta. 118291 106064 79318 76316 57853 52878 16094 14714 16052
B.C. 60070 61925 63127 54403 53804 47750 15501 16167 16407
Y.T. - - - - - - - 27797 30766
N.W.T - - - - 57649 - 17412 57649 32201
Canada 66955 61341 58751 56118 50085 46154 15219 14351 14301

Physical Medicine & Rehab Psychiatry Public Health
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 568349 568474 275896 19598 18337 14520 - - 551792
P.E.I. 42215 64882 67278 15830 25953 19222 126646 - -

N.S. 124739 81812 75773 11799 9473 8743 218294 449971 303094
N.B. 177360 144780 147626 24463 23351 23810 - 723900 369066
Que. 108874 109459 96470 8721 7765 7692 40827 37275 36797
Ont. 115211 98871 90366 7553 6795 6549 178464 138149 107535
Man. 132877 136492 111389 10320 9253 8983 177169 121326 85684
Sask. 168268 141275 123779 25240 21498 23028 336537 494464 110026
Alta. 197152 141419 128420 15165 13121 12147 139166 159097 134841
B.C. 115334 117216 100662 9241 9066 8009 93011 109402 109544
Y.T. - - - 23504 - 30766 - - 30766
N.W.T - - - - 57649 64402 - - 64402
Canada 123460 111415 99471 9353 8386 7999 92708 85839 76314
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Table IV-5 (continued)

Emergency Medicine Occupational Medicine Anesthesia
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. - - - - - - 24710 23686 15327
P.E.I. 126646 - - - - - 42215 25953 26911
N.S. - 179988 129897 - - - 14314 12499 11225
N.B. 709442 361950 246044 - - - 24463 24962 18453
Que. 466604 299824 203965 - 1723990 1189799 13358 12606 12839
Ont. 189618 107286 98656 - 504244 467546 13021 12450 12756
Man. 118112 155991 159128 - 545971 371299 14764 13316 11366
Sask. - - - - - - 24038 16482 15234
Alta. 168987 70709 65776 - 424258 449471 16204 14799 14193

B.C. 82381 53804 53978 - 1094020 744900 10561 11475 11424
Y.T. - - - - - - - - 30766
N.W.T - - - - - - - - -
Canada 207453 119723 106445 - 779910 670854 13777 13079 12872

Nuclear Medicine Radiology-Diagnostic Radiology-Therapeutic
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. - 284237 275896 27064 22738 20436 142087 189491 183930
P.E.I. - - - 31661 32441 33639 63323 129765 -
N.S. - 299980 303094 13643 14061 13777 97019 128563 113660
N.B. 709442 723900 246044 21498 19564 17165 141888 120650 123022
Que. 123253 98513 81122 18247 16497 14719 75085 81128 101982
Ont. 206856 173877 173444 16080 15635 16595 90115 101867 94329

Man. 265754 218388 159128 20056 17061 17966 212603 1091942 371299
Sask. 252403 247232 247559 22435 22998 19804 126201 247232 247559
Alta. 394304 318194 207448 17395 18053 17626 107537 127277 117253
B.C. 360420 252466 186225 14636 15194 15984 120140 121557 88678
Y.T. - - - - - - - - -
N.W.T - - - - 57649 64402 - - -
Canada 210911 166444 142805 17135 16463 16279 94791 107892 105665

Medical Biochemistry Medical Microbiology Pathology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 568349 568474 551792 - - 551792 43719 24716 22991
P.E.I. - - - - 129765 134557 126646 32441 33639

N.S. 436588 224985 303094 436588 224985 227320 33583 29030 32474
N.B. - - - 709442 180975 184533 64494 51707 30755
Que. 171906 181472 145689 130649 59447 52491 27916 29220 31727
Ont. 479036 480232 488798 433414 229201 228799 25930 25024 26356
Man. - - - 531508 363980 278474 31265 25998 23206
Sask. 1009613 494464 247559 1009613 329642 247559 34814 27470 26763
Alta. 591456 1272776 1348413 262869 282839 245166 25168 21756 25931
B.C. 360420 298369 286500 240280 136752 155187 21517 20772 21405
Y.T. - - - - - - - - -
N.W.T - - - - - - - - -
Canada 346703 345529 306880 258258 131234 122232 27302 25654 26809
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Table IV-5 (continued)

General Surgery Cardio/Thoracic Surgery Neurosurgery
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 19598 19602 16720 113669 189491 183930 142087 284237 275896
P.E.I. 14071 16220 14950 - - - - - -
N.S. 10648 13042 14665 87317 89994 113660 145529 128563 113660
N.B. 12668 14478 18003 354721 241300 123022 141888 144780 123022
Que. 10869 11628 12612 105362 95777 95183 128087 127703 113314
Ont. 12119 14184 16467 156925 117266 108621 140026 140067 137866
Man. 12807 14367 14656 106301 99267 111389 177169 272985 185649
Sask. 14219 16211 16503 144230 164821 123779 126201 164821 141462
Alta. 15263 17199 20276 147864 149738 149823 157721 159097 149823

B.C. 11487 15336 18347 131062 105872 106414 110898 126233 124150
Y.T. 23504 13898 15383 - - - - - -
N.W.T 26119 28824 64402 - - - - - -
Canada 12103 13905 15686 131819 114212 110102 136071 142171 132324

Obstetrics & Gynecology Ophthalmology Otolaryngology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 33432 27070 23990 71043 56847 50162 142087 94745 110358
P.E.I. 15830 12976 26911 42215 32441 44852 63323 129765 134557
N.S. 23599 18748 18185 27286 25712 23314 54573 42854 47856
N.B. 24463 24962 25452 47296 31473 27338 59120 55684 56779
Que. 15553 16379 16997 26025 26625 25136 37542 35363 35873
Ont. 15069 15515 17178 26381 26964 27155 46201 46689 50250

Man. 15632 18507 18879 35433 36398 41255 48318 57470 61883
Sask. 31550 26727 31943 67307 44951 43053 77662 76071 82519
Alta. 18926 20528 23248 35845 35852 32105 78860 70709 79318
B.C. 19222 20385 21405 18602 21312 21908 38964 44352 51729
Y.T. - 27797 30766 - - - - - -
N.W.T 52238 57649 64402 52238 57649 64402 - - 32201
Canada 16974 17475 18792 27480 27768 27086 46524 45954 48975

Orthopedic Surgery Plastic Surgery Urology
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. 71043 43728 36786 568349 284237 275896 94724 71059 61310
P.E.I. 42215 43255 44852 63323 64882 44852 126646 64882 67278

N.S. 51363 40906 37886 124739 99993 101031 51363 40906 41331
N.B. 35472 32904 32092 88680 80433 56779 41731 36195 36906
Que. 26234 24367 23955 67344 62125 59489 50249 47888 49921
Ont. 29172 28328 28448 81997 71020 67632 52916 50173 49785
Man. 35433 33089 31825 118112 99267 85684 62530 57470 48430
Sask. 40384 39557 36675 126201 109880 70731 63100 65928 66015
Alta. 32858 31819 29635 84493 79548 77052 69583 70709 89894
B.C. 23252 23443 24830 77928 68376 66508 45767 54701 55589
Y.T. - - - 23504 - - - - -
N.W.T 52238 57649 64402 - - - - - -
Canada 29395 27910 27604 81907 72791 68034 53508 51796 52736
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Table IV-5 (continued)

Medical Scientist ALL Physicians ALL Specialists
1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Nfld. - 568474 - 671 624 594 2089 1776 1537
P.E.I. - - - 727 741 791 1835 1853 1895
N.S. 291058 449971 909282 568 511 520 1282 1155 1106
N.B. - - - 831 716 657 1981 1765 1604
Que. 653246 255406 396599 520 484 468 1007 954 929
Ont. 455084 258586 398280 539 501 531 1085 1037 1042
Man. 212603 121326 139237 572 542 564 1190 1164 1135
Sask. - 988928 495118 709 654 671 1926 1759 1661

Alta. 1182912 424258 539365 648 585 603 1409 1314 1300
B.C. 961122 410257 413833 502 491 496 1065 1108 1108
Y.T. - - - 810 731 654 7834 6949 4395
N.W.T - - - 1135 1152 1055 5223 5764 5366
Canada 588589 293514 412096 555 516 524 1147 1094 1078
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Table IV-6 Population-to-physician distances by specialty by year. For each of the physician
specialties tabulated, the three lines of figures are for the years 1986, 1991, and 1996,
respectively.

% of population by distance (km) to nearest physician
Specialty Mean Median <5 5-24 25-49 50-99 100-149 150-199 200+

General/Family Medicine 4.6 .5 79.6 16.9 2.5 .6 .1 .1 .1
3.4 .5 86.1 12.0 1.3 .3 .1 .1 .1
3.4 .5 86.5 11.6 1.3 .3 .1 .1 .2

Internal Medicine 18.9 2.2 65.1 18.1 6.6 6.0 1.9 .9 1.4
18.2 2.2 66.7 18.5 6.2 5.0 1.5 .6 1.4
16.9 2.2 67.4 19.1 5.9 4.4 1.3 .7 1.2

Medical Genetics - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -

12.0 36.2 11.7 33.0 10.8 13.1 8.1 4.0 19.3

Dermatology 52.9 5.8 47.1 20.9 9.8 7.5 4.1 2.7 8.0
40.1 4.9 50.0 20.9 9.9 7.2 3.9 2.3 5.7
38.2 4.9 51.6 20.6 9.2 7.3 3.9 2.1 5.4

Neurology 55.5 8.2 42.2 21.6 9.7 10.7 4.9 2.8 8.1
53.4 7.0 44.3 24.0 9.5 8.6 4.6 2.2 6.9
41.7 6.2 45.9 24.2 9.7 8.9 4.4 2.1 4.7

Pediatrics 21.7 3.1 60.8 17.7 8.8 7.6 2.5 1.2 1.5
22.5 3.1 62.2 18.1 8.2 6.7 2.1 1.0 1.7
21.0 2.2 63.0 18.4 7.6 6.3 2.0 1.0 1.6

Physical Medicine & Rehab 58.4 10.1 36.1 27.0 9.9 9.9 5.2 3.3 8.6
52.0 8.5 38.0 28.3 9.8 9.3 4.3 2.8 7.4
48.4 8.2 40.0 27.5 10.4 8.5 4.0 2.6 6.9

Psychiatry 24.9 2.2 62.2 18.1 7.6 6.0 2.1 1.4 2.6
23.4 2.2 64.0 18.1 7.2 4.9 2.2 1.3 2.2
20.3 2.2 65.4 18.2 7.0 5.0 2.0 .7 1.6

Public Health 64.7 9.3 37.6 23.7 12.5 8.6 4.0 3.1 10.5
48.3 8.2 39.2 26.0 11.7 9.3 4.3 2.7 6.8
43.2 7.3 41.1 27.7 8.6 9.8 5.3 2.3 5.3

Emergency Medicine 77.1 15.7 26.7 30.4 8.8 12.3 5.5 5.3 10.9
64.4 12.2 32.4 28.2 9.8 12.3 5.9 3.2 8.2
59.3 11.4 33.4 28.4 10.4 10.5 5.3 4.7 7.3

Occupational Medicine - - - - - - - - -
87.6 23.0 17.1 34.4 10.7 14.5 7.3 4.4 11.7
79.6 17.5 22.4 32.6 11.8 11.8 7.2 3.6 10.7
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Table IV-6 (continued)

% of population by distance (km) to nearest physician
Specialty Mean Median <5 5-24 25-49 50-99 100-149 150-199 200+

Anesthesia 27.4 2.2 61.0 17.9 7.3 5.6 3.1 1.9 3.1
24.6 2.2 63.9 18.0 6.3 4.8 2.3 1.9 2.9
21.9 2.2 64.1 18.8 6.4 5.2 2.0 1.2 2.3

Nuclear Medicine 61.1 12.6 31.5 29.7 9.7 10.3 7.0 2.9 8.8
56.4 11.8 33.5 30.4 10.0 9.6 5.9 2.6 8.1
48.6 9.8 35.1 32.1 9.8 9.0 5.4 2.1 6.4

Radiology-Diagnostic 19.0 3.1 61.6 20.7 7.9 5.4 2.1 .9 1.3
20.0 3.1 62.9 20.1 7.4 5.1 2.1 1.0 1.4
18.5 3.1 62.8 21.3 7.4 4.5 1.8 .9 1.2

Radiology-Therapeutic 56.8 9.6 36.5 28.8 9.8 8.6 4.9 2.9 8.5
63.1 13.6 29.0 33.1 11.2 8.9 4.9 2.7 10.2
63.1 13.9 28.0 32.3 12.8 9.1 5.2 2.6 10.1

Medical Biochemistry 90.0 20.3 24.6 28.3 10.0 12.3 6.6 4.0 14.4
87.1 18.8 24.3 29.5 10.0 11.8 6.8 4.0 13.6
82.4 17.5 24.2 30.6 10.1 12.5 6.7 4.0 11.8

Medical Microbiology 80.4 17.6 27.5 27.2 9.4 11.8 8.1 4.7 11.3

68.7 13.9 30.3 30.1 10.0 12.0 5.0 2.7 10.0
66.8 11.4 33.6 27.1 11.7 10.1 4.9 3.7 8.9

Pathology 27.7 3.8 56.0 22.1 8.1 6.3 2.8 1.8 2.9
22.7 3.8 57.6 22.5 7.9 6.3 2.6 1.3 1.7
20.5 3.8 59.1 22.7 7.6 5.9 2.1 1.1 1.5

General Surgery 14.5 2.2 66.2 20.8 6.8 4.0 1.1 .3 .7
15.1 2.2 67.4 20.5 5.9 3.8 1.1 .4 .9
15.2 2.2 66.1 21.9 5.8 3.8 1.1 .5 .9

Cardio/Thoracic Surgery 67.0 14.9 28.8 27.9 12.4 12.7 5.4 3.3 9.5

59.9 12.2 31.3 29.5 11.6 11.8 5.7 2.4 7.6
51.8 10.5 31.5 30.2 11.3 11.2 6.4 2.5 6.9

Neurosurgery 63.8 12.2 30.7 29.3 10.0 11.2 5.3 4.2 9.3
55.5 12.6 29.7 31.6 10.4 11.5 5.9 3.3 7.6
56.2 11.8 30.6 30.7 10.8 12.6 5.0 2.9 7.4

Obstetrics & Gynecology 25.2 3.1 59.3 20.5 7.6 6.8 2.5 1.1 2.3
22.7 3.1 59.5 21.6 7.4 6.5 2.3 1.0 1.6
22.2 3.8 58.8 23.3 7.5 5.8 2.1 .8 1.7
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Table IV-6 (continued)

% of population by distance (km) to nearest physician
Specialty Mean Median <5 5-24 25-49 50-99 100-149 150-199 200+

Ophthalmology 30.8 4.4 54.9 22.3 8.4 6.5 2.6 1.6 3.6
29.0 3.8 55.7 23.1 8.4 5.8 2.2 1.5 3.4
25.2 3.8 56.8 23.6 8.1 5.7 2.0 1.1 2.6

Otolaryngology 36.4 4.9 50.7 23.6 8.8 7.0 3.2 1.8 5.0
28.7 4.4 52.4 24.8 8.9 6.6 2.8 1.4 3.1
32.9 4.4 52.7 24.9 8.7 5.7 2.5 1.3 4.2

Orthopedic Surgery 29.2 4.4 53.9 22.4 8.8 7.5 3.0 1.5 3.0
27.3 4.4 55.0 23.7 8.0 6.6 2.6 1.4 2.6
25.9 3.8 56.0 23.0 8.4 6.1 3.0 1.4 2.1

Plastic Surgery 47.8 7.0 43.5 23.8 10.0 8.7 4.5 2.3 7.3
44.4 6.2 45.2 24.6 9.5 8.0 3.9 2.2 6.6
38.3 6.2 46.0 24.7 9.9 9.0 3.6 1.9 4.9

Urology 32.5 5.4 49.5 25.8 8.9 6.9 2.9 2.1 3.9
27.1 4.9 51.4 26.3 9.0 6.1 2.9 1.5 2.6
28.7 4.9 51.5 26.5 8.9 5.8 2.6 1.5 3.3

Medical Scientist 105.6 32.5 16.2 28.8 11.6 13.7 7.2 5.6 16.9

94.3 25.9 18.2 31.2 10.8 14.1 6.5 5.0 14.4
91.7 25.9 18.0 31.6 10.3 14.1 7.6 4.4 13.9
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Table IV-7

1991 correlations between population-to-physician ratios and the population-
weighted proportions of CDs by Statistics Canada’s urban/rural codes. The
population-to-physician ratios in this table were computed using SMDB counts
and the CDs included were for all of Canada. 1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe,
3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Urban/Rural Codes
Specialty 1 2 3 4 5
General/Family Medicine -.16** -.06 .15** -.09 .18**
Internal Medicine -.19* -.08 -.04 .14 .18*
Dermatology -.13 .12 -.02 .04 .19
Neurology -.14 .15 -.06 .12 .13
Pediatrics -.30** .03 -.10 .22** .29**
Physical Medicine & Rehab .23 .06 -.10 -.22 -.16
Psychiatry -.17* -.01 -.06 .20* .11
Public Health .35** .12 .10 -.30* -.35**
Emergency Medicine -.07 .07 .13 .02 -.01
Occupational Medicine .40 .01 -.31 -.31 -.28
Anesthesia -.20* .04 -.09 .17* .20*
Nuclear Medicine .42** .03 -.01 -.37** -.40**
Radiology-Diagnostic -.14 -.04 .02 .08 .13
Radiology-Therapeutic .22 .18 -.16 -.12 -.19
Medical Biochemistry .16 .14 -.16 -.09 -.14
Medical Microbiology .29 .01 -.08 -.29 -.25
Pathology -.27** .05 -.11 .21* .26**
General Surgery .02 -.07 .08 -.01 -.04
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery .13 .22 .16 -.13 -.20
Neurosurgery .07 .10 -.01 -.12 -.14
Obstetrics & Gynecology -.34** .04 -.17* .27** .32**
Ophthalmology -.01 .28** .06 -.02 -.01
Otolaryngology .04 .03 -.11 .02 -.02
Orthopedic Surgery -.08 .13 -.01 .02 .09
Plastic Surgery .09 .20 -.03 -.09 -.06
Urology .01 .03 -.03 .03 -.04
Medical Scientist -.21 .23 -.12 .61* .34
ALL physicians -.30** -.07 .08 -.03 .32**
ALL specialists -.42** -.09 -.08 .20** .42**

* Significance LE .05 ** Significance LE .01 (2-tailed)
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Table IV-8

1991 correlations between population-to-physician ratios and the population-weighted proportions of CDs
by Statistics Canada’s urban/rural codes. The population-to-physician ratios in this table were computed
using SMDB counts and NPDB FTE counts but the CDs included were only for the eight provinces
contributing FTE data for this study. 1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe, 3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4
- Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Urban/Rural Codes
Specialty 1 2 3 4 5

SMDB
General Practice -.14* -.07 .26** -.17* .13
Internal Medicine .01 -.08 .01 -.01 .01
Neurology -.15 .46** .10 .02 .06
Psychiatry -.07 .01 .06 .08 .01
Pediatrics -.18 -.01 .05 .09 .18
Dermatology -.04 .15 .02 -.05 .10
Physical Medicine .23 .11 -.05 -.28 -.16
Anesthesia -.05 .04 -.01 -.01 .08
General Surgery .15 -.05 .12 -.13 -.13
Thoracic/Cardio. Surgery .32 .06 .18 -.30 -.34
Urology .02 .05 .01 -.01 -.04
Orthopedic Surgery -.01 .19 .06 -.05 .02
Plastic Surgery .25 -.03 -.09 -.20 -.21
Neurosurgery -.07 .29 .04 -.04 -.06
Ophthalmology .08 .36** .13 -.11 -.13
Otolaryngology .07 .02 -.08 .04 -.10
Obstetrics/Gynecology -.15 .08 .01 .08 .13

NPDB FTE
General Practice -.05 -.01 -.02 -.01 .08
Internal Medicine -.17 -.07 -.09 .13 .18*
Neurology -.09 .11 -.07 .10 .07
Psychiatry -.16 -.01 -.06 .08 .18*
Pediatrics -.14 -.02 -.08 .09 .17
Dermatology -.10 -.04 -.06 .07 .16
Physical Medicine -.19 .03 -.02 .11 .28
Anesthesia -.11 -.05 .03 .03 .12
General Surgery -.06 -.04 -.02 -.03 .12
Thoracic/Cardio. Surgery .22 -.08 .02 -.18 -.20
Urology -.16 -.03 .01 .07 .20
Orthopedic Surgery -.21 -.01 -.01 .04 .28*
Plastic Surgery .01 -.02 -.11 -.10 .08
Neurosurgery -.35 -.04 .09 .73** .21
Ophthalmology .15 -.01 .35** -.18 -.18
Otolaryngology .01 -.10 .22 -.01 -.12
Obstetrics/Gynecology -.01 .02 .19 -.07 .01

* Significance LE .05 ** Significance LE .01 (2-tailed)
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Table IV-9

1996 correlations between population-to-physician ratios and the population-
weighted proportions of CDs by Statistics Canada’s urban/rural codes. The
population-to-physician ratios in this table were computed using SMDB counts
and the CDs included were for all of Canada. 1 - Urban core, 2 - Urban fringe,
3 - Rural areas within CMA/CA, 4 - Urban areas outside CMA/CA, 5 - Rural

Urban/Rural Codes
Specialty 1 2 3 4 5
General/Family Medicine -.17** .01 .14* -.03 .15*
Internal Medicine -.33** -.01 -.07 .29** .30**
Medical Genetics .45 -.03 -.42 -.25 -.36
Dermatology -.15 .19 .16 .12 .01
Neurology -.02 .21 -.05 -.03 .01
Pediatrics -.23** -.01 .08 .19* .15
Physical Medicine & Rehab .04 .14 -.01 -.06 -.09
Psychiatry -.09 -.01- .01 .05 .09
Public Health .32** .09 .02 -.26* -.33**
Emergency Medicine -.01 .27 .09 -.15 -.02
Occupational Medicine .35 .31 -.23 -.33 -.37
Anesthesia -.22** .05 -.12 .19* .25**
Nuclear Medicine .28* .10 -.05 -.23 -.29*
Radiology-Diagnostic -.28** .08 -.04 .23** .23**
Radiology-Therapeutic .02 .40* .01 -.11 -.06
Medical Biochemistry .11 .11 -.09 -.02 -.16
Medical Microbiology .24 .02 -.11 -.16 -.29
Pathology -.13 .04 -.10 .13 .15
General Surgery -.04 .10 .06 .05 -.02
Cardio/Thoracic Surgery .21 .27 -.03 -.20 -.24
Neurosurgery .10 .06 -.15 -.03 -.11
Obstetrics & Gynecology -.24** .02 -.07 .21* .23**
Ophthalmology -.11 .19* -.05 .13 .04
Otolaryngology .13 .04 -.08 -.01 -.15
Orthopedic Surgery -.03 .21* .01 -.01 -.01
Plastic Surgery .10 .41** .08 -.16 -.11
Urology -.03 .11 -.07 .09 .01
Medical Scientist -.40 .37 .12 .69** .35
ALL physicians -.34** -.04 .02 .10 .33**
ALL specialists -.43** -.09 -.13* .30** .42**

* Significance LE .05 ** Significance LE .01 (2-tailed)
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Population-to-physician Ratio Maps

The next nine maps are larger-scale versions of Figures 3.3 to 3.5, population-to-physician ratios by
Census Division, 1996. The mapping categories (by quartiles) for the maps included here are identical
to those previous figures found in Chapter 3.

All Physicians (Atlantic, Central, and Western Regions)

n.a. not applicable/no data available
Q1 244-637
Q2 638-865
Q3 866-1226
Q4 1227-8901

General Practice/Family Medicine Physicians (Atlantic, Central, and Western Regions)

n.a. not applicable/no data available
Q1 392-947
Q2 948-1171
Q3 1172-1502
Q4 1503-8901

All Specialists (Atlantic, Central, and Western Regions)

n.a. not applicable/no data available
Q1 401-1576
Q2 1577-3225
Q3 3226-7309
Q4 7310-48247

The final map in this appendix is simply for general reference. For those less familiar with
the geography of place names in Canada, it identifies a number of selected city reference
locations. In addition to provincial/territorial capitals, the choice of which communities to
place on the map was determined solely by the amount of space available on the map (i.e.
“Cartographic licence”!).
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Measurement of a Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Physician:
National Physician Database
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A brief summary of the historical background to the national measurement of a full-time equivalent
(FTE) physician, the current conceptual model, and data sources used by the Canadian Institute for
Health Information are provided in the publication Full-time Equivalent Physicians Report Canada,
1989/90 to 1993/94. (pp. 3-11, Ottawa, Ontario: Canadian Institute for Health Information, 1998).
For reference purposes here, the following outlines only the basic elements of FTE computation, as
provided in the CIHI publication just cited:

• for physicians providing fee-for-service care under the Canadian medicare system, gross
income per physician is used to measure output or workload

• the 40th to 60th percentiles of fee adjusted, nationally defined payment distributions are used as
the benchmarks within which to measure full-time equivalence

• physicians with payments less than the lower benchmark are counted as fractions of a FTE
• physicians within the benchmarks are counted as one
• physicians above the upper benchmark are counted as more than one FTE

• as illustrated below: a linear association between fee-for-service income and FTE value is
employed for physicians below the lower benchmark; an algorithm incorporating logarithms (i.e.
a non-linear association) is used to determine the FTE value of a physician whose income is
above the upper benchmark

• to provide consistency across provinces, payments to each physician are standardized for
interprovincial fee differences to compute national benchmarks for a base year, the national
benchmarks are converted to provincial values, and then, each year, provincial benchmarks are
indexed by specialty specific fee increases or decreases
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Throughout this report a number of acronyms have been used. While these are explained in the text,
they are gathered together and listed here for the convenience of the reader. NOTE: When used in the
plural, lower case “s” is added: e.g. CA - census agglomeration; CAs - census agglomerations.
Acronyms derived from literature from the United States have been designated with (US).

CA Census Agglomeration
CARL Canadian Association of Research Libraries
CCS Census Consolidated Subdivision
CD Census Division
CIHI Canadian Institute for Health Information
CMA Census Metropolitan Area
CRaNHR Centre for Rural and Northern Health Research
CSD Census Subdivision
DLI Data Liberation Initiative
EA Enumeration Area
FTE Full-time Equivalent
GMENAC Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee (US)
GP/FP General Practitioner/Family Practitioner
IMU Index of Medical Underservice (US)
IPPE Income Per Person-Equivalent
LQ Location Quotient
MUA Medically Underserved Area (US)
NOMEC Northeastern Ontario Medical Education Corporation
NPDB National Physician Database
OBE Office of Business Economics (US)
OHIP Ontario Health Insurance Plan
OMA Ontario Medical Association
PC Postal Code
PCCF Postal Code Conversion File
SMDB Southam Database
UAP Underserviced Area Program
UPI Unique Physician Identifier
US United States of America




